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CLASSIC HORROR AND MODERN

PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLERS

Blending the talents of

RENOWNED ADVENTURE CAME

writer Roberta Williams

AND THE MOST ADVANCED

DIGITAL EFFECTS EVER,

Phantasmagoria

CREATES AN EXPERIENCE SO

STARTLINCLY REAL,

YOU'LL LIVE THIS INTERACTIVE

NIGHTMARE AS IF IT WERE

YOUR VERY OWN.
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DARYL GATES I ROM A
COP'S POINT OF VIEW

Dear Sierra,

This letter is in reply to the

letter in your Fall 1994 issue

regarding former I .A. Police

Chid, Daryl dates. Hit' letter

says "most people view his

|l.ak's| work and career as a

complete disgrace." 1 would
say there are people out there

who do believe this, but the

majority of them have had
some negative contact with

the police, like being arrested.

Or they based their opinion

on what they see in the papers

or on the news. What people

fail to see is that Daryl Gates

was the creator of the D.A.R.E.

and the S.W.A.T. (Special

Weapons And Tactics Team)
programs, which are being
used all over this country. His

one downfall was, he spoke

his mind without considering

the outcome, and I respect

that in a person.

I've been a police officer for

seven years with the Los

Angeles Police Department, and

five of those being under Chief

Daryl Gates. During that time

I've worked the majority in

patrol, preferring to stay on the

streets where a cop belongs. If I

respected anybody during my
time on the job it was Daryl

dates. He looked out for the

officers who were putting their

lives on the line for the public

every day.

People want crime to stop.

They want to be able to walk

safely down any street day or

night and not fear being robbed.

They want to be sale ami want the

cops to protect them. They just don't

wan1 to know how t he police are

doing it.

During my short seven wars on the

streets of Los Angeles, I've never had a

person I was attempting to arrest who
was fleeing, stop when I waved my
linger at them and said "Stop!" I'm

more concerned with what the

Department will do to me because I

used force to arrest a person who
didn't want to go to jail, than I am
with a gang member trying to shoot

me. Go figure.

As a closing note, I wish to say I love

my job and wouldn't trade it for

anything. I just wish people would

open their eyes to see what is going on

around them and stop pointing fingers.

Give the people who are willing to do

the dirty work (police officers/street

cops) the ability and authority to do

something.

I have played Police Quest: Open
Season, and enjoyed it greatly. You did

a great job. I especially liked the officer

at the front desk of Parker Center who
will not let you in without some ID. (I

think I know him.) I'm planning to get

the CD version soon.

-J. Cayer

Long Beach, California

Dear Officer Cayer:

We appreciate vet another view from

a "cop on the streets." You are correct

when you say that dates is never given

proper credit for creating the D.A.R.E

anti-drug program, and he is rarely

given proper credit for his role in

creating S.W.A.T. Perhaps Gates' role

as designer on the upcoming Police

Quest: S.W.A.T. will help educate more

people about the TRUE impact Daryl

dates lias had on policework in Los

Angeles, Thanks for writing.

' To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707

SHE'S JVST TOO SMART TO BE
A PART OF THE SIERRA 'KIDS

TS COLLEGE CONTEST''

Dear Sierra,

I read with DISMAY about your

scholarship contest for kids 6- 14. At

first, I was delighted. Yes, I can write

about how computers have changed my
life, and will continue to change my life.

I am hooked on Sierra Games, the

Internet... 1 even speak in a couple of

programming games. YES, 1 AM 14. But

ALAS, I am not in the 6th grade.

Actually, since 1 was a very young tot

Mom exposed me to her early Apple II

games such as Cranston Manor and The

Wizard and the Princess. That was back in

the days when players not only had to

be resourceful, but they had to have

language skills to "talk guard" and such.

In fact, computers changed my life so

very, very much that I tested through a

whole bunch of stuff, skipped high

school, and here I am as a freshman at

Mary Baldwin College. Really! Pretty

neat, huh?

The Program for the Exceptionally

Gifted here at MBC let me in when I

was 13. I really do attribute a lot of my
smarts to early and frequent exposure

to problem solving situations such as

those in adventure games. But hey,

where do I fit in with you guys? Am I

just an outcast?

INTERACTION Magazine



Even though I am double-majoring in

computer science and art, and I want to

design computer graphics, I cannot

apply yet for the jobs you listed in your

magazine. I mean, I'm just a college

freshman. And then, at the ripe old age

of 14 I find that I am not eligible for

your scholarship contest, even though I

am a poor, struggling college student

already in debt with a Stafford loan to

seek higher learning.

Come on, InterAction, how about some

great contest I'm not either past being

eligible for, or for which I do not yet

qualify? Hey, how about letting me be

in an ad for how smart you get when
you play Sierra games! Really!

- Emily Dean

(over-the-hill-fourteen-year-old)

WO W! This letter caused a flurry of

conversation around Sierra, but it was

ultimately decided that rules are rules, so

Emily's contest entry could not be awarded

the $50,000 Scholarship in the Sierra Kids

in College Contest. Sorry about that.

Despite this, we found Emily's story to be

very interesting and sent her a gift of Siena

software products. This contest is now closed.

Watch for the winners announcement in the

Summer InterAction.

MAC OWNER WANTS TO BE

mm^ "HON PC > {mmm
Dear Sierra:

Why don't you have many Macintosh

games? A proud owner of Macs since the

olden days, I'm forced to satisfy my
craving for Siena products on my
neighbors' PC. I'm there so often they've

asked me to chip in toward rent.

-E. Klofeld,

Claxton, Georgia

Don't worry, Elliott won't have to cough

up extra rent money. And nobody has to

skulk of/ to another home just to play a

Sierra game on Macintosh. We haw lots 0/

products for \Uu users. It may have seemed

like we stepped out of the MM market, but

that's only because we paused to re-tool our

product development efforts to bring you the

highest quality Macintosh CDs. Check out

our MAC Track in this issue you'll find it

great selection!

RANDOMACTS OF POET

Long, Long Ago...

Twas the land of Daventry that drew me near

Twas the magic of Sierra that bound me hear

Tis twenty-two games I have on my shelves

Gunfighters, detectives and thieving elves

From far away lands in shuttle through space

To a step through a mirror to a secret place

Robin is cunning with his merry men too

Iaura is wondering "Who wears this shoe?"

Larry is Larry enough to be said

If Freddy is not careful soon he'll be dead

Yes they are now my family every woman
every man
And twas in the land of Daventry where
it all began

Will Porter

Keflavic, Iceland

Quest for glory sonnet...

I think the Quest for Glory series

Is very, very cool

You start as a graduate of a correspondence

school

You have to drive the Brigands out of the land

And stop Boba Yaga's evil plan

To make the Brigands flee you'll use a

dispel potion

You'll use a magic mirror to stop

Boba Yaga's evil notion

Quest for Glory 2 is very, very fun

You can even import your hero from
Quest for Glory 1

You will travel through the lands of Shapeir

This will certainly help your hero Greer

You have to like Quest for Glory 3

You'll travel from Tama to a giant tree

It's so fun you'll feel your dreaming when
you kill the evil demon

Quest for Glory 4 is very, very fun

In role-playing games I think it's

number one.

JeffReknlund- Lonsdale, PA

Send your correspondence to:

InterAction Magazine
P.O. Box 53008,

Ik-llevue, WA 98015-3008

Due to the volume of mail

InterAction Magazine receives,

please do not put time-sensitive

material like contest entries or

technical support questions in the

same envelope as your letters.
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Video
Shines The tight of Truth

On the Internet and the

World Wide Web!
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l/i Introduction to the Internet

Internet Novice takes the
mystique out of the "web"
and shows you how to

join the global
community.

• Send and receive mail instantly

• Get the latest information at the

touch of a button

Get Internet Novice Today!
Learn About the Whole Truth:

• The unbelievable reach of the World

Wide Web

• The astounding variety of services

available to the Internet user, including

Archie, Veronica and Gopher (no,

they're not cartoon characters!)

• Solving the mystery of Internet mail

addresses

• The software and hardware you'll

need to make the best connections

Know the truth at last! Call

1-800-757-7707 today!
This amazing 1 hour 40 minute

video is only $19.95

Offer #IS9S05

Spring 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1-206-644-4343



Don't buckle under

Listen to what critics are saying

Alien Legacy Smooth and challenging with

solid graphics

and an intri^uin; storyline."

^_ Trent Ward,

^Jj S^ P ( Gamer,

"Alien Legacy is a

complex strategy ^ame

that avoids the trap ol bein^ overly complicated

AS SUCh it iS .11. DOS disk

the best $ame I've played this year."

Scott Grant, Interactive Entertainment. Epoisode 2

MetalTech: Battledrome

Excellent

network and modem play.'

left lames,

Computer

Gaming World,

February 1995

"lump onto a network with some buddies and

Start blasting each other with abandon,

and Battledrome quickly becomes an addiction.']

left lames, Computer Gaming World, February 1995

DOS disk

Front Pa?e Sports: Baseball '94

"Redefines the ^ame in its own way with the most powerful,

you've $ot to see it

baseball sim ^ . ,

,

the market has seen

in a longtime."

Leo Buchanan,

PC Gamer,

December 1991,

NUguLtinl'iiiil .

"Step up to the plate

and you'll step into a wr^eoiIS

hi<{h resolution pitcher-batter interface."

George lones, Computer Gaming World, November 1994

DOS disk

just $4V
5

DOS CD $1,9"

Battle Bugs
"The insect animations are

lever in the extreme;

unlike most cartoon characters, these do not soon pall."

Robert L Hayes lr.,

Computer Gaming World.

November 1991,

"Looking for a $ood entry-level war^ame?

One of the best we've ever seen.

Steve Poole. PC Gamer, October 1991,
DOS disk

just $i|J,

Call 1-800
System requirements and prices are subject to change. Offers not valid with any other offers. ©1995 Sierra On-line, Inc. Products listed on pa^es 6.7,77,78,79,

Battle Bu^s is a trademark of Epyx. lode Runner is a registered trademark licensed exclusively to Douglas E. Smith. 61983 §1994 Douglas E. Smith. ® designates registered trademark of Berlitz

Buy two of these "Critic's Choice" games.



to peer pressure.

about these ?reat Sierra ?ames.

The Incredible Machine 2

"If you've had the feeling lately that you're just not

^ettin^ your money's worth from the ^ames you buy,

The Incredible Machine 2 will be a

Gary Meredith.

PC Gamer,

lanuary 1995

true revelation.

the two-player $ame and the designer mode can't

keep you in puzzles into the next millenium,

there's something really wron<j with you."

Computer Game Review, lanuary 1995

DOS disk

just ilflf

DOS CD $1,9'

Early Math
"Teach counting adding and subtracting

to your preschoolers without them even knowing it."

"Our family testers

loved Loid...

^ivin^ Early Math a

1 almost every category."

family PC, October 1991,
just $34'

Win. Mac CD S«"

Lode Runner

Warning I

Do not attempt I

to play Lode Runner !**$

unless you have an unusual amount of free time.

This is 11. ..

addictive
ym p[ay j f(, e

most insidious kind."

Home PC, lanuary 1995

Win/DOS. Mac disk

Win. Mac CD ii,9

Kid s Typing

National Parenting Seal of Approval 199^

Best

"The most

creatively amusing

of several interactive typing programs."

Washington Post, December 1991,

Typing Software.

Club Kidsoft, 1991,

EMac diskW
lie CO $39"

757-7707
80.81.82.8] and 81, are trademarks of. or licensed to. Sierra On-line, Inc. The Hoyle registered trademark is used under license from Brown and Billow, Inc.

Publisin? Company. Inc. Space Quest ® is a registered trademark of The Children's Museum of Indianapolis, and is used by license. Sierra is a registered trademark of Sierra On-line. Inc.

and pick any ;ame from pa?es 80 £ 81 free!



Inside
Ken

Does

Windows
What Every Gamer Needs To Know

This is going to be a big year for PC
owners. Microsoft will release .1

major new operating system—Windows
95. Win95 is much more than just an

upgrade of the Windows operating
system, it's a major evolutionary step for

the whole PC industry.

Though it will be months before

Microsoft actually ships Win95, it's not

too early to start thinking about what
this means to you. If you plan to expand
your current system soon, or even buy a

new computer, there are issues you need

to know about before you make your
purchase. My goal with this article is to

bring these issues to your attention.

Win95 is an issue that greatly impacts

software companies, like Sierra. We need

to decide whether the products we put

into development today will be made for

DOS or Windows. To make our decision,

we have to guess what will be important

next year. Making the wrong decision

can be a disaster.

The majority of computer games and
educational products available now are

made for DOS. This past Christmas Sierra

made the decision to ship our bestselling

title, Kings Quest VII, for Windows only.

This turned out to be far more controversial

than Sierra had expected. Our phones have

not stopped ringing since. Whereas
Windows is the dominant operating

system in the business world, it is not as as

popular within the home software market,

especially amongst gamers.

Asking around, I have found that people

have heard that Win95 is coming, but most

expressed confusion when considering a

system upgrade. The rest of this article

consists of the questions I've gotten from

various people, along with my attempt at

an answer. To prepare for this article I read

several books and magazine articles on
Win95, installed it on my machine at

home, and spoke with Microsoft. Even
with all of this preparation, I make no
promises that the answers given are right.

They reflect only my opinions of software

and they are changing on a daily basis. I

hope you will find them useful.

How is Win95 different than U in.l. I

.'

Win95 is a major overhaul of Win3.1,

both internally and externally.

Internally, the biggest change will be

enhanced performance and reliability.

Win/5.1 is a "16-bit protected mode
application" that relies on a real mode
implementation of DOS for file access,

whereas Win95 is a true H2-bit protected

mode operating system. This means
Win95 will work faster and smarter. (If

this sounds too technical, see "MORE
THAN YOU WANTED TO KNOW" at the

end of this article for an explanation.)

Win95 has a totally overhauled user

interface. Windows has always been too

complex for the average home user. It

amazes me that the home computer
industry has gotten as large as it has,

given how tough it is to setup and use a

computer. The simplest of tasks under
Windows is not all that easy. For

instance, how do you remove a computer

game from your computer after you have

tired of it? A large number of Windows
users leave games on their computer
forever, simply because they don't know
how to remove them. Many people
delete the game's icon and are surprised

to find that no hard disk space has been

recovered. Hint: You need to use File

Manager to delete the game's directory. In

some cases (but not all), there will be left

over clutter in your Windows directory. How
you would know this, or know exactly what

to delete, is a mystery to me.

With Win95, Microsoft has worked to

make Windows a mass market product.

Microsoft invested as much effort in the

user interface as the internals of Win95.

First time computer users were

videotaped struggling through Win3.1

and the videos were studied repeatedly

by teams of Microsoft engineers. Many
versions of the Win95 user-interface were

prototyped and the videotaped sessions

repeated. The Win95 user-interface is

almost certainly the most user-tested

piece of software ever written.

Recently I was over at Microsoft to see a

demo of Win (>5. The guy who was with

me, a Sierra employee and long-time

Win3.1 user, made the mistake of

criticizing an aspect of the Win95 design.

Boy did he regret that decision. The
Microsoft person jumped on him with

both feet. "Win95 is the most tested user

interface in the history of the world! We
know to the hundredth of a decimal point

how many seconds it takes to learn to do
it this way versus how it was done in

Win3.1. You are statistically wrong, and
we can prove it." How does one respond

to a statment like that? Microsoft really

has made Win95 as simple as possible

without compromising functionality.

One feature which will be very

important to home users is "Autoplay."

Software developers will be able to make
CD's that will start execution upon
insertion into the computer. Under
Win3.1, if you want to run a program,

you have to go through a very confusing

process of running SETUP, or sometimes

INSTALL, off of the CD. Then you have

to create an icon and then, finally, you

get to double-click on that icon. It is

much better to be able to just put the CD
in the drive and have it run.

s To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707

Sierra President Ken Williams goes
undercover to give you the Inside View.

INTERACTION Magazine



MASTER THE MAGIC OF MULTIMEDIA WITH A

Risk-Free Trial Issue!

ultimedia computing

is the most exciting,

fastest growing seg-

ment of the PC market.

But with all the new

products and so many

choices, it can often seem

overwhelming. See for your-

self how well Multimedia

World guides you through this

ever-expanding area of computing

Every month, Multimedia World

provides solid, unbiased, up-to-the

minute product information you need to purchase

multimedia hardware and software. Each issue fea-

tures the newest multimedia systems, the smartest

ORDER TOLL FREE

1 800 766 3294

upgrades and the best soft-

ware for learning, playing

and working with multi-

media PC's. From the lat-

est how-to's and industry

updates, to in-depth prod-

uct reviews of the hottest

CD-ROM titles, Multimedia

World helps you make the

most of your system.

Clip and mail the attached

coupon, or call our toll free number

today to receive your Risk-Free Trial Issue.

Ifyou like your first issue, you'll pay just $14.97 for

1 1 more issues. That's a total of 12 issues for over

68% off the cover price!

FAX ORDERS

415-882-0936

oV

SEND FOR YOUR MM Trill ISSUE

MAIL TO: Multimedia World

Subscription Department

P.O. Box 58694

Boulder, CO 80321 8694

"to! Please send me my risk free trial issue of

Multimedia World. It' I like the lirst issue, I'll pay just

$14.97 for 1 1 more issues that's a total

of 12 issues for over 68% of] the cover

price! [f I decide not to continue, 1 will

return my subscription bill marked
"< lanccl" within 2 weeks and owe nothing.

NAM!

COMPANY

ADDR1-.SS

Hi STATE ZIP

Please allow 6 x weeks for delivery ol your

fust issue. Foreign orders add S46.00 postage.

( anadian orders adii S20.00 p»i i tiST

3AB03



were to pick one new feature thai

represents the greatest improvement
niaclo in Win95, il is "Plug and Play."

Microsoft lias developed a standard, in

conjunction with many of the hardware

companies, which allows Windows to

intelligently determine what hardware is

in your computer without you having to

go through editing your CONFIG.SYS file.

Nun will finally be able to forget about

DM \'s and [RQ's and all the other
technical details that you never should

have had to learn in the first place.

II you are comfortable with Win3.1,

you may feel lost at first on Win95. Your

first reaction will be to grumble and
complain, but a few hours later you'll

start to set excited. After a week, you'll

look at Win3.1 and wonder how you
were ever able to use it at all.

Will my current software still work? If

it doesn't, what do I do?

Almost all of your existing software

should run on Win95. Most will even
look and work better, lor instance,

Win95 allows you to name your files,

such as word processing documents or

spreadsheets, anyway you like. You are

not locked into just eight letters, a

period, and then three more letters. You
will be able to call a letter to your mom,
"letter to mom" instead of something
obscure like "LETTRMOM.DOC".
Some software vendors, such as Sierra,

are writing 32-bit code today. This is an

exception. Most of the programs you
own are 16-bit applications. These are

fine on Win95, but not perfect. For

example, all 16-bit applications under

Win9S share a common address space.

This means that one out of control

application could easily crash another.

Also, /52-bit applications may be "pre-

empted" by the computer. This means
that 32-bit applications will behave
better when you have multiple programs

running at the same time. Neither of

these features, in my opinion, warrant

you rushing to the nearest software store

to update your programs.

Some software companies will

continue to ship 16-bit applications for

many years to come. 16-bit code uses less

memory. Even Microsoft has left portions

of Win95 in 16-bit code, partially to keep

Win95 smaller so that it can be run on 4

megabyte systems.

There will be programs that do not run

under Win95. Microsoft is testing the

compatibility of most major applications,

including many games. Most
compatibility issues will have been
addressed before Win95 is released, but it

is unlikelv that Microsoft will achieve

1 00% i ompatibilit) . You will ha\ e in

contact the vendor of each piece of

incompatible software directly. I lopefully,

there will be lew incompatible programs.

Win95 provides significant new
functionality to software developers that

will cause you to want to upgrade to

applications that exploit specific Win95
features. Here are a tew of the new
features Sierra plans to exploit:

* 32-bit code - Makes programs run faster.

•Mult i-Threading - This means that a

single program can perform many tasks

simultaneously, such as recomputing a

spreadsheet at the same time as reading

from the hard drive. Multi-threading

means less time spent looking at an
hourglass.

•Autoplay - All new Sierra products, and

upgrades of existing Sierra software, will

take advantage of Autoplay.

•Connectivity - Win95 is very intelligent

with respect to networks. I have always

felt that computers should be linked

together for the ultimate gaming
experience. Win95 has built-in TCP/IP
support as well as the ability to link

directly to the Internet. Whereas Win3.1

can be used on a network, Win95 comes
to life on a network.

• Better Graphics & Multimedia Support -

Win3.1 didn't allow software direct access

to the video hardware. Most games have

been written for DOS because they can

access the hardware more directly and get

better performance out of a computer.

With Win95, developers can actually build

better multimedia games under Windows.

Sierra currently has no plans to re-

release our older titles in special Win95
editions. We are working with Microsoft

to ensure that Win95 runs our older

products. If there are any titles which do
not run on Win95, we will post patches

on the popular on-line services and on
the Sierra BBS as they become available.

Will my sound card, fax/modem and/or
CD-ROM drive be compatible?

Your existing device drivers should all be

compatible with Win95. Microsoft will

provide hundreds of new 32-bit device

drivers which will run much better than

your existing 16-bit drivers. Many users

will be able to run their computers with

no CONFIG.SYS or AUTOEXEC.BAT
whatsoever.

Your existing peripherals are probably

not "Plug and Play" enabled. They
should still work with Win95, but they

will not be configured automatically. If

you buy any new peripherals, you should

look for the "Designed for Windows 95"

logo. Most of us, who already own our

computers, will not be able to take

advantage of Win95's "Plug ami Play"

capabilities, this requires BIOS support,

which is in a computer chip on your

motherboard, as well as new peripherals.

Oh well... at least new computer owners

won't have to sutler as we've suffered.

there ma) be ways to upgrade your BIOS

check with your computer
manufacturer.

Will technical support be available?

Win95 is amazingly easy to install and

use. Microsoft is using literally hundreds

of thousands of beta testers. You
shouldn't have any technical problems. If

you do, Microsoft has totally rewritten all

the help dialogs to provide much better

support. The built-in interactive tutorial

does a solid job of walking you through

your first Win95 experience.

What about the Internet?

Win95 has built-in support lor Microsoft's

new network, and the ability to link you

directly to the Internet. The Internet is

incredible. I plan to do an article on the

Internet in a future issue of InterAction. If

you are curious and haven't been on the

Internet, there are hundreds of books
available on the Internet at a book store

near you. Sierra also has a video available

that gives some background [see page 5|.

What do I need to run Win95?

Microsoft's press releases state that Win95
can be run on any 4 megabyte 386 or

better. Personally, I wouldn't consider it

on anything less than a 486DX2/66 with a

400 megabyte hard drive and 16

megabytes of RAM. In a pinch, I might

make do with 8 megabytes of RAM, but

only until payday. It uses close to 15

megabytes of hard disk space, and needs

another 20 -30 megabytes for its swap file.

One Sierra programmer told me that he

is running Win95 just fine on a 486/33

with 8 megabytes of RAM. I know that it is

Microsoft's design goal to he faster and use

less memory than Win3.1. However, I

would want to hear from someone who
has actually run Win95 in 4 megabytes

before even trying it.

Should I consider OS/2? Or A Mac?

OS/2 is a great operating system. There

are plenty of people who claim it is better

than Win.3.1. Some even say it beats out

Win95. (Nothing is more fun than to

hear programmers arguing over which is

the better operating system.)

I would not personally run OS/2. I like

to use "the industry standard." There are

at least 50 million machines out there
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ITS NOT THE GAME, ITS THE COMPETITION

REAL. LIVE. COMPETITION!

Discover a new world!

Let's face it. You think playing against a

computer is fun? It can be, sometimes.

But it's missing something: Another

living, breathing opponent like YOU!

All you need to get your heart rate up is a

computer, modem and your ImagiNation!?

The ImagiNation Network delivers

the best competition in the country

right to your home. And thousands of

other opponents are just waiting for you to show up.

And we'll give you

5 Free Hours to prove it

Home entertainment,

redefined...

ImagiNation has the classic board

and card games we all grew up with,

like bridge, chess, and hearts.

But that's only the beginning.

Spend time with a noted actor or

writer in one of our regular forums. (It's your chance to ask

that burning question the talk show host forgot.)

Meet new friends you didn't know you had when you share

your interests and hobbies.

It's Easy to INSTALL The ImagiNation Networkfrom the CD that came with this magazine! Then, get yourfriend online by

sharing the card below.

Ifthere is no CD, fill out the card below and FAX it to 415-548-0149, or MAIL it to The ImagiNation Network,

577Airport Blvd., Burlingame, CA 94010.

Mail this card today!

Y/TJ C| Sign me up for 5 FREE HOURS
on the ImagiNation Network.

NAM I

ADDRESS

mm
Get 5 FREE hours

on The ImagiNation

Network!

CITY M ZIP

PHONE ( )

(In am we have a quatwn ihout your order)

MEDIA CD-ROM 3.5
' diskettes

YOUR SIGNATURE

Ottci Source Codi Iffct valid to new member! only

! In- ImagiNation Network. All rights reserved I unit one tree trial per household,

. trion Network reserves the rigri

The ImagiNation Network requires at

leasl i )86 IBM PC compatible comput-

er, a 2400 baud modem, a mouse, a

keyboard, and at least 580 kb ol available

memory, Useol The ImagiNation

Network requires a major credit sard 01

checking account. I understand that my
first month's membership is free and thai

it allows me five hours ol network

I understand there is no risk. II I am nol

having tun. I tan call anytime to cancel

my membership. Otherwise I'll just keep

having tun!

1MAGIATI0M
Nation Network" is a whol



Start exploring Your Own
ImagiNation With 5 FREE HOURS!

Here's What You Get...

£ % Mail in this card and in less than a week you will receive

your software.

^f% A brand new membership with 5 free hours of network

time to use within the first 30 days to get acquainted with

new friends. After you use your free hours,

our regular rates will apply. xn&ffc

^% A free subscription to

Imaginings, the members-only

full color newsletter that

highlights coming attractions

and features profiles of

members and on-line celebrities m
n7hn^atwn

He res All You Need...

^ % I have at least a 386sx or better with a hard drive

and 4MB RAM. 1 also have VGA graphics and a

Microsoft-compatible mouse.

^»You bet I have at Last a

2400 baud modem. You

think I want to have all this

fun by myself?

JJ, ImagiNation.

Of course I have that.

Are you crazy?

And if you need

help installing The

ImagiNation Network

software or using it,

just give us a call.

1-800-IMAGIN-l
(1-800-462-4461)

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST-CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 8 BURLINGAME CA

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY THE ADDRESSEE

ATTN: MEMBER SERVICES

THE IMAGINATION NETWORK
577 AIRPORT BLVD STE300

BURLINGAME CA 94010-9572

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE

UNITED STATES

II.L.LIII IIII,„I.I„,I,I,I,„I„I,LII,I

We pay the postage!



CHIPS&B
I^Pffc PO Box 234 Dept 10280 Rochester, VT 05767
S ^^^ OVERNIGHT SHIPPING in US $4 per order. Mail to Canada, PR.HI.AK, APO, FPO$4per
K ^^^ IBiJ^^ order Worldwide airmail S6 per item. Handling $2 per shipment. Hardware orders may
W J»l ^^^V llvLfl require additional shipping charges. Call for details.

Visa, MC and Discover accepted. CHECKS HELD 4 WEEKS. MONEY ORDERS UNDER

t
S2uu same as casn. uuu SB. Detectives repiacea witn same proauct. Most items shipped

Call 800-699-4263 Fax 802-767-3382 Int'l 802-767-3033 Source 10280 same day. Shipping times may vary. Price /availability may change. All sales final.

^ CJ\LL Of ^ CTHULHU' is a rcte-

OTLIIll IJf T Paying game based

^_l rHJL»n|J onthewoiteofH.R

kMafe| l> *• >W* •! «'. l"«n(l

FANTASY RPG

AD&D
AD&D 2nd Editn Rules

Dungeon Mster Gd $15
Monster Manual $19
Players Handbook $16

Accessories
Art of AD&D Fantsy $14
Encyclop Magica 1 $19
Tomb ol Magic $17

Al-Qadim Accessories
Cities ol Bone $15
Secrets of Lamp $15

Dark Sun Accessories
Dragon King Hrdbnd $16
Terrors ol Desert $12
Valley ol DusI AFire $10

Forgotten Rim Srcebk
Elves of Evermeet $13
Forgotten Worlds $13
Monstrous Compendium

Compnd Annual '94 $15
Fiend Folio Creatre $10
Mystara Monsters $15
Outr Plane Creature $11

Planescpe Monsts $15
Players Accessories

Class &Rai e HndbK $15
Players Packs each $16
Players Screens ea $6

ARS MAGICA
Ars Magica 3rd Ed $19
Medieval Bestiary $13
More Mythic Places $9
Mylhic Europe $15
Wizards Grimoire $15

HORROR RPG

CALLOFCTHULHU
Call of Cthulhu (5th) $t6
Fatal Exprimnt (20) $i4
Horror Orient Exprs $29
Keeper Screen (5th) S 1

2

GURPS HORROR
ClhulhuPunk $16
GURPS Horror $14
Vampire:Masquerad $16

LEE TAKES COM-
MAND' Covers the

fun range of features

of the campaign.

Special rules cover

the Federal Supply

trains, Stuarfs caval-

ry, the poor com-

mand structures on

both sides, Union

gunboats and rebel

shore batteries, and

much more. All this

material combines

to make this game

one of the best

studies of the Civil

War. I

BOARDGAME

IJlteMlonmaamtCianvv

BOARDGAME

playing game based

on the works of HP
Lovecraft, in which

ordinary people are

confronted by the

terrifying beings and

forces of the Cthulhu

Mythos Flayers por-

tray investigators of

things unknown and

unspeakable.
Except for dice.

for play in included in

this book. $16

•MERCHANT OF
VENUS' is a game

of luck and skill. You

start with a small

spaceship racing to

accumulate wealth

by transporting, trad-

ing and investing.

You make money by

buying trade goods

from one culture and

selng them to other

cultures. You can

use your profits to

buy bigger space-

ships to protect you

from the dangers

you will meet! $25

BOARDGAME

CHILL
Accessory Pack $12
Chill (Soft Cover) $16
Chilled to the Bone $9
Companion (Soft) $12
Undead & Buried $!)

Voodoo Sourcebook Si: 1

MAGE
Book of Madness $13
Mage Rule Book SI'.

Technocracy S10

GURPS
Bunnies H, Burrows $14
I llll.l.y 3ll(l I 'I SI'.

GURPS Rulebk 116

Hig-Tech 2nd Ed $14
Magic Items 2 SI 1

Martial Arts $13
Robots SSI

Psionics $14

VAMPIRE
Vampire (2nd Ed) $19
Vampire Plyr Gd (2) $18

Vampire Sourcebooks
Book ol Nod $8
Clan Books each $10
i osAngeJofl by Nght $15

WEREWOLF
GM Screen $10
Werewolf (2nd Ed) $19

Werewolf Sourcebks
Book of the Wyrm $13
Caerns:Plces Power $13
Player Gd Worowll $15
Storyteller's Handbk $15
Ways of the Woll $10

WRAITH
Character s Kil $10
Storyteller's Screen $10
Wraith $19

Cyberpunk 2020
Cybergeneration $15
Cyberpunk 2020 $16
Data Screen $10
Reference Guide $10

GURPS SCI-FI

Aliens $14
Callahan Tm Saloon $14
Cyberpunk $14
Cyberworld (Rprint) $14
Robots $14
Time Travel (Rprint) $14

PARANOIA
Paramilitary $13
Paranoia Boxed Set $15
Paranoia Rulebook $13
Paranoia Sourcebk $15

ROBOTECH
Invid Invasion $11

REF Field Guide $13
Robotech $11

Sentinels $14

SHADOWRUN
2nd Editn GM Scm $12
Gnmoire 2nd Ed $13
Shadowrun 2nd Ed $19

SHATTERZONE
Boxed Set $25
Players Guide $13
Hul.'hn.ik $13

STAR WARS
Star Wars (2nd Ed ) $19
Star Wars Sourcebk $18

Star Wars Sourcebks
Miniatures Rules (2) $15
Rebel Alliance S-bk $18

TRAVELLER: TNE
Battle Rider $25
Delxe Traveller TNE $34

ANCIFNT LEISURE/FAMILY STRATEGY
4 Bat Ancient Wrld $21 Auction $14 Axis & Allies $29
Barbarians $33 Blind Justice $19 Blackboard $27
Battles of Alexander $33 Gangsters $23 Britannia Sl'i

Caesar: Civil Wars $38 Organized Crime $25 Civilization $29
Peloponnesian War $29 Quest Ir Ideal Mate S 1

5

Colonial Diplomacy $42
Siege of Jerusalem $27 Tycoon $15 Diplomacy Sin
VI Against Rome $27 Enemy in Sight SI.'

MEDIEVAL Feudal $18
AMERICAN REV Age of Chivalry 2 $27 History ol the World $27

1776 $22 Black Prince (Quad) S2S Kingmaker Sl'i

Give Me Liberty $25 Henry V $28 Kremlin $16
Rebels & Redcoat 1 $25 Ironsides $28 Republic ol Rome $29
War ol 1812 $22 The Crusades II $28 Viceroys

We the People
$25
$29

CIVAL WAR MODERN
1862: Civil Wr Quad $23 7lh Fleet $2 ! VIETNAM/KOREA
1863:American Civil $28 Back to Iraq $18 Frozen Chosm $25
Across Five Aprils $23 Firepower S:>3 Platoon $16
Barren Victory $26 Flashpoint: Golan $29 Silver Bayonette SI/
Campgn of Civil Wr $21 Harpoon $25 Tet Oltensive $33
Gellysburg $11, Modern Naval Bal 3 SI:' The Korean War $18
Gun ol Cedar Creek $32 Stand & Die $50 Vietnam $18
Hallowed Ground $42
Here Come Rebels $23 RAIL ROAD WORLD WAR 1

Lee Take Command $22 1830RRS Robber $20 Aces High S:'i

Lee Vs. Grant SI., Australian Rails $21 Knights of the Air Sl'«

Longstreel's Assault $25 British Rails $21 I .in.|\h.|r $27
Mississipi Fortress $22 Empire Builder s:"i Hi., lull), in..':,

No Bttr Pice To Die $24
Road to Gettysburg $24 NAPOLEONIC WORLD WAR 2

S. Jackson's Way $27 Austerlitz $30 A Line in the Sand $25
Stonewall in Valley $29 Bailies ol Waterloo $33 Air Force $23
Thndr at Crossroad $27 Borodin.. $:«) Avalanche: Salerno $31

Empires at War $24 Battle for Italy $38
FANTASY Napoleon's Battles $23 Blood & Thunder $30

Battle Masters $42 Napoleon's Later Battle $25 Danger Zone $25
Dragon Lords $29 War & Peace $23 Firo m the East $58
Dragon Masters $16 War to the Death $21 Hitler's War SI''

Dragon Quest $19 Midway Sl'i

EIIQuest (2nd Ed) $20 SCIENCE FICTION Over the Reich $30
Iron Dragon $25 Battlelech 3rd Ed. Si:) Pacilic War $37
Magic Realm $23 Blood Bowl $45 Panzer Leader Si's

Talisman (3rd Ed) $44 Roadkill $19 Patton's Best Sl'i

Warhammer Quest $4 : Star Fleel Battles $25 Sink the Bismarck $23
Warhammer 40K SI : Third Reich Sl'i



with Windows, and perhaps one-two
million with OS/2. I believe that there is

"safety in numbers." Windows is the

standard. Essentially, every piece oi

software that runs on personal

computers comes in a Windows version.

Only d few arc available in OS/2
versions. Allegedly, OS/2 is Windows
compatible This isn't 100% true, but I

know of many Windows programs that

run under OS/2.

The Macintosh has a great operating

system. It is also not the industry
standard. Macs also claim to be able to

run Windows programs. This isn't 100%
true for the Mac either.

Is DOS dead?

Officially, DOS is alive and well. It has

become a program that can be run from

Windows. DOS is greatly improved under

Win95. If you write down a list of

features you would like to see in DOS 7.0,

odds are the vast majority exist in the

Win95 implementation of DOS. I predict

that Microsoft will eventually bow to

consumer demand and ship this new
version of DOS, without Win9S, under

the name DOS 7.0.

Unofficially, DOS is dead. DOS has

survived largely because Windows had
major Haws. There is no longer a good

reason for anyone writing business

software or games to choose to write to

DOS. Vou will see far fewer DOS
applications developed than Windows
applications going forward. Within a few

years, DOS will fade.

When will Win95 be available/

I bet Hill Gates would like to know Un-

real answer to this question. My guess is

that we are talking at least October or

November. I would put money that

somewhere inside Microsoft there is a

memo floating around thai says "Ah heck

guys, we missed 1995. Why don't we just

bite the bullet and call it Windows '96." If

there isn't, there should be.

price will be around $75. If the final price-

is materially higher, I want a chance to

change my recommendation at the end
ol this article.

Why is Win95 so late'

Building software is infinitely more
complex than anyone imagines,

especially software engineers. It is good
that Microsoft is going overboard testing

Win95. I want them to get it right before

you put it on your home computer. They
should take their time and finish the fob.

What will it cost?

I have no idea. My guess is the street

Should I upgrade immediately?

Vou should seriously consider upgrading

when Win95 becomes available.

Ordinarily, I'd encourage you to wait, but

Microsoft has gone well beyond ordinary

procedures in testing Win95
compatibility. I do not expect Win95 to

be "buggy." If you have problems, they

will likely be with compatibility with

your existing hardware and software.

The primary reason to buy Win95 is

that you don't have a choice. All new

The intei Processor -
*—

-

More than you ever wanted

to know--"
I he CPU, or processor, is

the "brains" of your computer. It doesn't

do any thinking on its own, but it can

process sets of instructions, called

programs, that sit in your computer's

memory. There are two kinds of memory;
RAM and ROM. These are essentially the

same thing, except that RAM can be both

read from and written to, whereas ROM
is read only. Program instructions cause

the CPU to do such things as add
numbers together, execute instructions at

a different point in RAM, write data to

the hard drive, etc.

The CPU needs a way to keep track of

things in RAM, such as data, so that it has a

way to refer to it later. The CPU uses RAM
addresses to get and put data, the same way
as we use addresses to identify our homes
when we post letters. Each RAM location is

assigned a unique address.

The addresses used by the CPU to

address RAM are themselves frequently

stored in RAM, as well as in the CPU's
registers. The registers are a special form

of RAM that is located inside the CPU.
One of the biggest speed issues for

To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day,

computers

is the time it takes

I to read and write data to

and from RAM. The registers can be

used by the CPU much faster than RAM
external to the CPU. The CPU utilizes

registers to hold data which is being used

in a math operation, or to hold the

addresses of data which is being used in

some math operations. The registers also

have special purposes, such as: hold the

address within a program to return to

after executing some subroutine (a

common set of program instructions).

When people refer to a CPU as being a

4, 8, 16, 32 or even 64 bit CPU, they are

referring to the largest address that can be

directly referenced by the CPU. This is

because the bit size of a CPU refers to the

width, in bits, of the CPU's registers, and

the number of bits used by the computer

in order to form a RAM address.

Computers use binary math. RAM is

comprised of little on/off switches which

are gathered into groups of eight and
called bytes. Each byte has an address

within RAM. Each address points at a

byte which contains eight bits; each of

which can be off or on. Each byte of RAM
contains a piece of data, such as a

7 Days a Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707

„ —

"

portion of a

• *"
"

memory address, a piece

of text, or a number. It usually

takes several bytes to hold a piece of data,

because one byte can only hold 256
possible values.

The chart below shows the number of

unique combinations that can be

represented by different numbers of bits.

As the mathematicians among you may
have noticed from this table, the number
of locations which a CPU can directly

address rises exponentially as the number
of bits rises. A 16-bit processor can only

directly address 65,536 memory locations

in RAM. A 32-bit processor can directly

address over 4 gigabytes of RAM!

The 8086, and 286 were 16 bit

processors. They were able to address

more than just 65,536 bytes of RAM
because of a special capability of the

CPU's processor to use one of the CPU's

registers as a segment register. By
combining the address in the segment

register with the address in the program

instruction, the CPU forms a 20 bit

address, which allows it to indirectly

address 1,048,576 bytes of RAM. The 286

introduced an even better way of doing

this, called protected mode in which the

processor, through adding the contents

together of various registers, forms a 24-

bit address, allowing it to address 16

megabytes of RAM.

INTERACTION Magazine



applications from Microsoft will require

Win95. You will not be able to run the

next release of Excel or Word if you are

not running Win95. Many other software

companies are making the same jump.

Sierra has not decided yet, but is tilting

towards requiring Win95. There are too

many things you can do under Win95
that can't be done under Win3.1.
Microsoft's new network will not be

available to you unless you have Win95.

1

have also heard that the Windows
version of The ImagiNation Network will

require Win95.

Will I have to buy a new operating

system again next year?

This will not be the last operating system

you buy. I don't expect, though, that you
will have to upgrade again for at least 24

months. Computers are still evolving.

Until technology stabilizes, there will be

a need for a major new operating system

every two to five years. With Win95,
Microsoft has tackled the major issues of

the last five years; multimedia,

connectivity, multitasking and usability.

Sierra supports Win95 because it allows

us to write better programs. Writing

programs for DOS is a mess. It is a 1
7-

year old operating system. Sierra spends

as much time writing code to do things

the operating system should be doing for

us, as we do writing the actual game. We
have a whole department just to create

our own music drivers, memory
managers, joystick drivers etc. This is

effort that would be better spent on
building great games.

Although Sierra has been moving
towards supporting Windows, Win3.1
has been somewhat less than perfect.

Microsoft has tried to remedy this

through adding support for 32-bit

programs (WIN32S), faster graphic
performance (WinG) and built-in sound
drivers. These are patches to a Windows
architecture. It needs a major overhaul.

Win3.1 was OK for spreadsheets and
word processors, but not for high
performance multimedia applications

(like Sierra games). Win95 is the first

Microsoft Operating System really built

for home use.

I hate installing a new operating
system more than just about anybody,

but Win95 is not just an enhanced
Win3.1. Installing it is critical to being

able to run the latest, coolest, hottest

software around. Isn't that why you
bought a computer in the first place?

See you next issue.

Ken Williams

PS: A special thanks to the many people

who provided help for this article: Julie

Barnes, Jerry Bowerman, Steve Conrad,

Mark Engleburg, John Fawcett, Doug
Johnson, Kevin Lamb, Mira Lieberman,

Lynn Luukinen, Earl Malmrose, Dave
McClurg, Terry McHenry, Scott Multer,

Don Munsil, Scott Murphy, David Ray,

Larry Scott, Chris Smith and many others

whose names I've forgotten to list.

The 386, 486 and Pentium are all true

32-bit processors. In addition to being

backward compatible with the 286, and
8086. Programs may be written to run on

these processors which run in real mode
(8086 mode), protected mode (286 mode)
or 32-bit protected mode.

Today, DOS uses real mode, while
Win3.1 uses 16-bit protected mode. DOS
was originally programmed back in the

days of the original 8086, and the

original version of Windows was
programmed for the 286. To this day,

DOS still does not handle memory
smoothly on computers with more than

one megabyte of memory. That's why
you have to deal with extended and
expanded memory. These are two
methods DOS (by switching to protected

mode), uses to "get at" the extra memory
in your computer.

VV i n 3 . 1 does a much better job ol

coping with your computer's memory
than DOS. A major flaw, though, is that

Windows sits on top ol DOS, and uses

DOS to communicate with the peripherals

attached to your computer, such as a CD-
ROM drive or hard disk. Win3.1 runs in

"protected mode" which allows Windows
applications to directly access memory
beyond the lirst megabyte. Unfortunately,

DOS runs in what is called "real modi,"

not protected mode. I his means Windows
is constantly flipping back and forth

between protected mode and real mode.

This slows the whole computer down and

causes the system to be inherently

unstable when running multiple programs

simultaneously. Also, because DOS
applications use protected mode to access

RAM beyond the first megabyte, and
Windows applications do the same, DOS
and Windows applications sometimes
trash each other's data. A standard exists

to stop this from occurring (called DPMI),

but as anyone can tell you who frequently

runs both DOS and Windows
applications, crashes are not the unusual

occurrences they should be.

With Win95, DOS is replaced by a

protected mode file system. This allows

the computer to run faster. You will start

to see new versions of your favorite

Windows applications released which
have been upgraded to 32-bit. Most
programs on the market today use 16 bit

code which is slower at accessing
memory. Also, 16-bit applications are

handled differently than 32-bit

applications by Win95. 16-bit

applications all share the same address

space, meaning that a program which
bombs for some reason can inadvertently

trash the memory of another program
which is running at the same time. This

doesn't happen when using 32-bit

applications with Windows 95. Each
program runs in its own protected

address space. It is almost impossible for

an errant 32-bit application to crash your

entire system.

By moving DOS to protected mode, the

ability to multi-task is enhanced. Have
you ever noticed that there are times

when your computer refuses to let you
task switch, especially during file access,

such as when the CD-ROM drive or

floppy drive is being accessed? This is

because real-mode DOS can not be

interrupted. Win95 multi-tasks much
better, both faster and more reliably,

than Win.3.1 /DOS.

lbit 2 bits 3 bits 4 bits 5 bits 6 bits 7 bits 8 bits

2 (on and off) 4 8 16 32 64 128 256

9 bits 10 bits 11 bits 12 bits 13 bits 14 bits 15 bits 16 bits

512 1,024 2,048 4,096 8,192 16,384 32,768 65,536

17 bits 18 bits 19 bits 20 bits 21 bits 22 bits 23 bits 24 bits

131,072 262,144 524,288 1,048,576 2,097,152 4,194,304 8,388,608 16,777,216

25 bits 26 bits 27 bits 28 bits 29 bits 30 bits 31 bits 32 bits

33,554,432 67,108,864 134,217,728 268,435,456 536,870,912 1,073,741,824 2,147,483,648 4,294,967,296
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THE VOICE OF GENERATIO
I'll, Mifiiwiiifv»' iti is

a state-of-the-art

line Involving all

the most recent

technological advances; most of which

I witnessed! Phantasmagoria is all live

action (meaning we have actors instead

of drawings), shot on a b I u

e

background. Over the summer I worked

in the studio and saw everything that

went on. (Except for one scene

»w ^ which I wasn't
allowed to see.)

Once a scene
was shot they'd

erase all the blue

land put the
I actors in a com-

puter generated

background.

My job in all

of this was
mainly to mop
up blood. And
my, it was sooo

exciting. It was

fun watching
the events lead-

ing up to the

)lood spilling.

The worst (best)

was probably
when Tori (the

ead actress)

had to have her

head chopped in

half with an axe.

I'hey had to make

a fake head filled

with brainy stuff to

achieve this. They

set it up with
pumps pumping
blood into it. Then

they attached
strings to each

side of the fake

I head and pulled.

V What followed

To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707

was a rather slimy .mil unsettling sight.

Unfortunately lor me (I had to mop up

the mess), Mark Selbert, the project

manager, didn't think there was enough

gore so they redid it, but this time

pumping harder. This left me with a red

spot twice as large as the original.

The main problem with theater blood

is that it is made out of sugar, water,

and dye. It's not only incredibly sticky,

but it also attracts ants. So if you didn't

get rid of the stuff fast enough then you

were going to have trouble. I personally

didn't, but the actors would sometimes

get it in their hair. As they ran to the

shower, with it dripping all over, ants

would attack. After two weeks or so we
hired an exterminator and luckily that

worked. But there was still another

problem: it seems that blood and blue

paint combine into one single body. So

every time we mopped the floor we
brought up all the paint and had to

repaint it, then wait ten minutes.

Of course we had problems other than

the blood. The most significant was that

the actors had no set with which to

interact. Every time one of the actors sat

down we had to build a chair, in blue.

Every time they went through a door we

had to make a blue door. What made it

harder was that the objects had to line

up with what was on the screen. The

worst of all of these was stairs. Stairs just

plain suck. If the camera was placed too

low then it would shoot over the stair

and you wouldn't see the right amount

of step. To fix this, we'd have one step

be maybe six inches higher then the

previous but it would be four feet away!

When we would shot it, it looked rather

funny to see a perfectly healthy person

have a hard time walking up three steps.

In real life they we're trying to jump

four feet and make it look like they were

fiORlA
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walking. So after spending half an hour

setting up a scene Peter (the director),

would decide we need to raise the camera

and reset it. At first this was okay, but

after two months of 10 to 12 hour days

—

usually without breaks on the weekends -

it got rather tiresome. (Not you Peter, just

the labor.) So after all that work you'd

better buy this game! [smile]

Now that
you've heard

my whining,
I'll tell you the

story. A young,

newly wed, and

influential
couple have
just bought an

old mansion.

Don (David
Homb), is a

photographer

and Adrienne
(Tori Morsell), is a writer. They wanted

to be in some quiet, scenic place, so this

was perfect. So they chose this mansion

off the New England coast on a small

island. It is connected to the mainland

by a narrow bridge. There is, of course, a

small town nearby. This is where you

come in. You are now Adrienne and

want to live through the game. So you

explore the house, except for one room

which your husband told you never to

go in, though he did give you the

key...Oooops sorry that's Bluebeard. You

have free reign of the entire house so

you explore. You poke into various

things, one of which you probably

shouldn't have.. .but I don't want to give

too much away. I'll just leave you
hanging in suspense.

So you go on with life doing your

usual things. Then out of nowhere Don
flips out because you were in town. Just

because he thinks the town people are

slime (figuratively) and hate him, or

some such thing. Alter that everything

basically goes downhill, Don gets mad
.it every little thing you do. Until finally

he goes ami...

Thought I would tell, didn't you/ Hut

also during this time you start having

visions of the last people who lived

here. And you're just going to have to

buy the game to find out what's next.

Now a little bit about the actors

themselves. The main actress is I on

Morsell, who is a babe (which is one

reason to buy the game). But that's not

the reason she got the job; she's a very

good actress. Man, can she scream! If

they did a good job recording those

screams then the game's a guaranteed

success. The second most important

actor is David Homb and he's really

cool. He was a perfect pick for this role

(in fact I think that they all were). He
has the right look.

The other
major actors,

in order of

when I met
them, are as

follows: Marie,

played by Traci

Clauson,
unfortunately I

only met her

for maybe a day, possibly two. Carno,

played by Robert Miano, he's a very

funny guy, during one scene his face

was all burned up and he had a pipe

sticking through him. All of a sudden he

just started singing Mammy. Harv is

played by Hoke Howell. Hoke is a

veteran actor, so when he was playing a

store keeper you just wanted to walk up

to him and ask how much an item was.

Lou is played by Stella Stevens. Stella

starred in The Nutty Professor with Jerry

Lewis, like Hoke, she is a veteran.

Harriet, played by V. Joy Lee, was also

very funny, which in combination with

her character gave evervone a hard time.

That's because we're not allowed to

make noise while shooting, so we had to

sit there trying as hard as we could to

not laugh. Cyrus is played by Steven

Bailey. He had Cyrus down pat (Cyrus is

a big, dumb oaf). Once he started to act

out a scene from Hamlet in Cyrus-mode,

it was the funniest thing 1 ever heard.

Bob (the realtor) was played by Geoff

Pryser. Geoff, like Steve, was a master at

his character. (His character being the

embodiment of slime.) We had the same

problem with him as we did with Joy.

Malcolm, played by Douglas Seale, is a

veteran actor, and very good at his job.

If you want to see him in something else

he's in Amadeus (he whispers into the

Archbishop of Salzburg's ear), and if you

want to hear him he is the Sultan in

Aladdin. Mike, played by Carl Neimic,

was like the others a great actor. The

thing 1 remember most about him was

that he used to walk around the stage

between scenes with an axe sticking out

of his head. It was really quite funny.

As I mentioned in the first paragraph

there are lots of new things in the game.

The most important of these (as it

enabled me to write this article), is a

feature which edits out any parts we're

not supposed to see. The original version

will be denied to you unless you

know the code. Plus they have

removed the multiple cursor (the

hand, eye, walk, etc.), and now
you have an all-in-one. All the

backgrounds are rendered (unlike

Donkey Kong which claims to be

fully rendered). Instead of having

to go for the bar at the top of the

screen when you want an item

they're now all conveniently

placed on screen (also rendered,

and in fact you can bring them up

individually and turn them any which

way). As I said before, all the action was

filmed not drawn.

There's this season's

article. I hoped you

liked it, or more
importantly that you

like the game. See

you in a few months.

CA^ *
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y Super Bowl
4-9er's 47 Chargers 17?

Close call . . . but give the cigar to a Jerse? man

Only the infamous
Gatorade dunking and a

couple of other glitches

prevented Charles Red-
koles from predicting
the correct score in San
Fran-cisco's 49-26
victory over the
hapless Chargers.
Despite the near-

miss, Redkoles
claimed victory

FOOTBALL

PRO '95
HTITKSHMtM

Have you seen Sierra somewhere unusual? Three alert Sierra

fans answered that question posed in our last issue

with winning responses. It seems we've been
sharing the spotlight lately with movie stars and
characters in popular fiction and advertising.

Joel Graff of Baileyville, Illinois found a reference to

our humble company in Tom Clancy's best-seller, The
Hunt for Red October. Sunny Lu of Rancho

Palos Verdes, California wrote that an
ailing character in Jude Deveraux's book, Sweet Liar,

eased her pain by playing King's Quest V.

And the vigilant David Ko of Grove
City, Pennsylvania sent us an ad .

for Gateway computers that
referred to "Leisure Suit Joe," an
obvious knock-off of our belovedly
ineffectual "Leisure Suit Larry."

In addition to these "Cultural

References," look for Sierra's HOYLE
vol. 2 Book of Games in the new romantic comedy
Speechless with Geena Davis and Michael Keaton.

Never at a loss for words, we're already

drafting our acceptance speech for the Academy Awards!

For their efforts, these Sierra super-sleuths each win a

gift certificate for a Sierra game.
Congratulations, folks ... and please
continue to track down Sierra references, no
matter how bizarre or obscure! Send them
to the attention of InterAction Magazine
ATTN: Cultural Reference Contest, P.O. Box
53008, Bellevue WA 98015-3008.

in our wildly

popular Super Bowl contest to win
an all expense paid trip for two, at

the stadium of his choice, for the

1995 NFL season opener.

As the network cameras and
the 49er team watched Niner
coach George Siefert get doused
by the Gatorade, the Chargers
strolled off with a virtually

uncontested and unnoticed six

points. Take away that unearned
TD and go wide right with an
extra-point or two and Redkoles
would have nailed the Charger
score dead on. The Carney's Point,

New Jersey college student was
only two points off the 49ers total;

a deviation that can be blamed on
favorable wind conditions at Joe
Robbie Stadium in Miami.

"I want to go to the West
Coast and see the best team
play," said the elated Redkoles.

(Hint: This team's stoic coach got

a sideline bath, allowing its Super
Bowl opponent to purloin an
unwatched, unopposed TD.)

Redkoles out-prognosticated
some 2300 contest entrants. Very

few contestants predicted the
Chargers would play in the Super

Bowl, a forecast that TV moguls
wished had come true.
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>•• Now available on CompuServe,
America OnLine and The Sierra BBS,

you'll find a free software add-on
you can download to make the

already great game Outpost even better.

Adding two major options that Outpost players have
demanded since the first release of Outpost, this free

downloadable software adds the ability to build monorail
systems and also to engage in trade

with other colonies. The new software also adds tools like

the Robot Control Command Center and Sub-AI computers
that the player can use to control Outpost. These features

make the game easier to control as the simulation
becomes more complex, and thus make Outpost even
more fun to play.

To download the free Outpost add-on software:

Check out the new Sierra Forum on CompuServe GO
SIERRA or use the Keyword SIERRA on America OnLine.

Download the file OUTP15.EXE. Or, to avoid on-line service charges,
download the add-on software from the Sierra BBS at (206) 644-0112. You'll find the patches in the

patches library (of course!).

If you don't have a modem, fax us at (206) 644-7697 or send your request by mail to: Sierra

On-Line, Patch Disks, P.O. Box 485, Coarsegold, CA 93614-0485. Make sure you request the

Outpost version 1.5 update.

• Important Note: When you download the new add-on software
for Outpost, remember that your colony may not instantly be able to use

the advanced features that the free software makes available.

Keep checking in and encouraging your colony's Research

and Development operations. Eventually, you'll hear
your Al say "You've made a bold new discovery."

Next check out the results in your lab.
' starter b

Congratulations to Nicky Jones (age 7) of Cincinnati, Ohio who sent in the winning entry KidBytes for the

name of Sierra's special newsletter just for kids! KidBytes is a clever use of words. A byte is a computer term
that names the simple elements that help computers communicate with each other and this newsletter helps us

communicate with kids. The judges were very impressed!

It wasn't an easy job. Our mailbox was stuffed with entries and our panel of judges read every one of

them. They reduced their choices to these semifinalists:

•Bright Ideas

•Kid's On-Line

•The Bright Stuff

•Bright Times

•KidBytes

•The Sierra Siren

•Flash Byte News
•MicroChat

• Yobi Yaks

From this list, our judges spent many hours deciding what name best suited this newsletter.

So, congratulations again to Nicky Jones and to all of the other finalists (who
each received their choice of Sierra software). Also, thanks to all of

you who sent in an entry. The judges had a tough job choosing
from all the creative entries; there were so many great ideas sent

in. We now know where to go if we ever run into another creative

stumbling block!

To receive KidBytes (the special Sierra Newsletter just for kids), send
in your product registration card from any Sierra Discovery Series or

Talking Tutor game.
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Upgrade 7Vny Disk- based
Product to CD For Only^IS.O

Real Voices, Superb Graphics and
Other Amazing Features!

»"%f |

A coac* strategy g*m to

mMftur* «l otfMT* by"

Ever bought a game on disk only to find a full

multimedia version on CD available? This is

probably a common occurrence for any gamer
owning a CD-ROM drive.

Well, if some other company made your disk

game or educational software, you would be out of

luck. If you own a Sierra game, you can now
upgrade it for just $15 per product. This price

includes the new CD, all necessary documentation,
and all shipping and handling if you're in the U.S.

or Canada.

rlis :jVEmxA

pr
ALBUQUERQUE WOMAN OUTFLANKS HORDES OF

SHOPPERS TO BAG MULTIMEDIA PC

Amid the Santa Clauses, Christmas-carol Muzak, and glassy-eyed
toddlers, thousands of Sierra gamers went on Big Game hunting
expeditions through the shopping malls of America this holiday season.

Lured by the promise of a Multimedia PC or one of a thousand limited

edition 15th Anniversary Sierra T-shirts, Sierra fans answered the call to
track down our games at local software stores. Once they cornered their

prey, the determined shoppers had to find (on the boxes), the answers to 12

questions we posed in the last issue of InterAcfvon.

Nancy Bruch of Albuquerque, New Mexico earned the PC when our
peerless editor cleverly plucked her card out of a hat.

Or if you want to upgrade any time within your 30 day no-risk return period, there is

only a $5 shipping and handling charge.

Remember CDs won't suck up your hard disk memory, they're easy to

install, don't take up much space in your cabinet, and are practically

indestructible. Is $15 to big a price to pay for a whole new world?

Conditions:

1. Sierra accepts only original game disks. Copies are not acceptable. Send
disks to: Sierra On-Line CD Upgrade PO Box 10 Coarsegold, CA 93614,for
more information, call 1-800-757-7707.

2. Shipping is via the US Postal Service. Express delivery charges are extra.

This is can change at any time.

Looking to find other
Battledrome players willing to

go head-to-head with you in

your area? Now you have a

place to post your Battledrome

challenges and do modem
battle with players across town
or across the country.

Those interested in modem-
to-modem gaming can find a

whole forum devoted to their

interest on CompuServe.
Already, Battledrome users

are finding their way to the

forum, looking to test their

skills against worthy op-
ponents. To access, type GO
MTMGAMES.

If you would like to try

CompuServe, and get 10 free

hours, call 1-800-524-3388
and ask for Representative
461. (Tell 'em Sierra sent 'ya.)

To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707 INTERACTION Magazine
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•m STADIUMS

. . Retail Value $3400

& Stadiums Expansion Disk*

Get the Baseball Legends & Expansion Disk FREE with the purchase of

Front Page Sports: Baseball. Play baseball with some of history's best

players at some of the all-time greatest parks! Create the perfect

season. Don't worry about contract negotiations or labor strikes, they

can't happen! See details on back.

1 R R A Offer expires 5/31/95

'Shipping and handling $5.95 extra

SAVE $5.00
when you purchase Aces of the Deep by Sierra. Take

command of a German U-boat, stalking the enemy in a war

where the hunter quickly becomes the hunted.

See details on back.QttS'DttP

R R
Offer expires 5/31/95

Retail Value $1495

Kings Quest Strategy Guide

when you purchase King's Quest VII. Plunge headlong into a

legendary tale of magic and enchantment the whole family will love.

See details on back.

R R
Offer expires 5/31/95

'Shipping and handling $1.50 extra
|

IIISAVE $5.
when you purchase ANY TALKING TUTOR SERIES game!

Choose any of the popular six games including: Alphabet

Blocks, Early Math, Beginning Reading, Kid's Typing, Spelling

Jungle, and Spelling Blizzard. See details on back.

S I R R A
Offer expires 5/31/95



TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE COPY OF LEGENDS & STADIUMS EXPANSION DISK. 1. Return this original coupon, along with your

original store receipt and UPC bar code from the game package. No photocopies of coupon, sales receipt or UPC code

accepted. Enclose $5.95 to cover shipping and handling. 2. Enclose everything in an envelope and send to: SIERRA COUPON
PROMO, P.O. Box 53008, Bellevue, WA 98015-3008. 3. Valid until 5/31/95.4. Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery. Offer #

495LSC

Name

Address

City State Zip

Phone: Daytime Evening

Good only on retail purchases of Sierra On-Line Front Page Sports Baseball between February I, 1995 and May 31, 1995 This offer is not valid in combination with any

other Sierra promotional offers Limit one coupon per product. This original certificate, the original UPC symbol from the selected product and a copy of your sales

receipt must accompany your request. No reproductions (no photocopies or faxes) of this certificate, sales receipt and UPC symbol will be accepted Offer valid only in

the U.S. and Canada Sierra is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. Void where prohibited, taxed, or otherwise restricted. Envelope must by postmarked by

6/15/95. ® and ,M are designated tradema rks licensed to Sierra On -Line , I nc.

TO RECEIVE YOUR $5.00 ACES OF THE DEEP REBATE. 1 . Return this original coupon, along with your original store receipt

and UPC bar code from the game package. No photocopies of coupon, sales receipt or UPC code accepted. 2. Enclose

everything in an envelope and mail to: SIERRA COUPON PROMO, P.O. Box 53008, Bellevue, WA 98015-3008. 3. Valid until

5/31/95.4. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. Offer # 495AOC

Name

Address

City State -Zip

Phone: Daytime Evening.

Good only on retail purchases of Sierra On-Line Aces of the Deep between February 1, 1995 and May 31, 1995. This offer is not valid in combination with any other

Sierra promotional offers. Limit one coupon per product. This original certificate, the original UPC symbol from the selected product and a copy of your sales receipt

must accompany your request. No reproductions (no photocopies or faxes) of this certificate, sales receipt and UPC symbol will be accepted. Offer valid only in the U.S.

and Canada. Sierra is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. Void where prohibited, taxed, or otherwise restricted. Envelope must by postmarked by 6/15/95. <8

and ™ are designated trademarks licensed to Sierra On-Line, Inc.

TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE KING'S QUEST STRATEGY GUIDE. 1 . Return this original coupon, your original store receipt and UPC

bar code from the game package, along with $1.50 for shipping and handling. No photocopies of coupon, sales receipt or

UPC code accepted. 2. Enclose everything in an envelope and mail to: SIERRA COUPON PROMO, P.O. Box 53008, Bellevue,

WA 9801 5-3008. 3. Valid until 5/31/95. 4. Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery. Offer # 495K7C

Name

Address

City State Zip

Phone: Daytime Evening.

Good only on retail purchases of Sierra On-Line King's Quest VII between February 1, 1995 and May 31, 1995. This offer is not valid in combination with any other

Sierra promotional offers. Limit one coupon per product. This original certificate, the original UPC symbol from the selected product and a copy of your sales receipt

must accompany your request. No reproductions (no photocopies or faxes) of this certificate, sales receipt and UPC symbol will be accepted. Offer valid only in the

U.S. and Canada. Sierra is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. Void where prohibited, taxed, or otherwise restricted. Envelope must by postmarked by 6/15/95.

® and ™ are designated trademarks licensed to Sierra On-Line, Inc.

TO RECEIVE YOUR $5.00 TALKING TUTOR REBATE. 1 . Return this original coupon, along with your original store receipt and UPC bar

code from the game package. No photocopies of coupon, sales receipt or UPC code accepted. 2. Enclose everything in an envelope and

mail to: SIERRA COUPON PROMO, P.O. Box 53008, Bellevue, WA 98015-3008. 3. Valid until 5/31/95. 4. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for

delivery. Offer # 495TTC

Name

Address

City State -Zip

Phone: Daytime. Evening.

Good only on retail purchases of Sierra On-Line Talking Tutor Series game between February 1, 1995 and May 31, 1995. This offer is not valid in combination with

any other Sierra promotional offers. Limit one coupon per product. This original certificate, the original UPC symbol from the selected product and a copy of your

sales receipt must accompany your request. No reproductions (no photocopies or faxes) of this certificate, sales receipt and UPC symbol will be accepted. Offer valid

only in the U.S. and Canada. Sierra is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. Void where prohibited, taxed, or otherwise restricted. Envelope must by

postmarked by 6/15/95. ® and ™ are designated trademarks licensed to Sierra On-Line, Inc.
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24 HOURS A DAY!

Until recently, Sierra Adventure
game fans north of the border
couldn't get game hints by phone.
Now, with a little help from BFD
Productions, that's changed. Starting

March 20th, Sierra gamers will be
able to get hints on all Sierra games
24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Just

pick up the phone and call

1-900-451-3356 any time.

The cost is only $1 .25

(Canadian) per minute.
Sierra gamers under 18
should get their parents

permission before making
any calls. •••••••••

The reviews are in and
Berlitz® Live! Spanish is a

hit. Recent awards indude:

•CES Winter '95 Innovations Award
•CDRom World Top 100 CD-Roms
•Mac Home Journal Top 50 CD Roms

The critics also approve:

"Stunning artwork, interactive dialogues,

well-chosen phrases, quizzes, and folk songs

make Berlitz Live! Spanish an entertaining

and useful tool for business travelers."

- PC Magazine

"...brings the highly regarded Berlitz

language instruction methods to the
computer age." - The New York Times

>^ Sierra, the worldwide leader in multimedia

r
development, seeks test sites for the

next generation of learning systems for
grade school children.

Attention teachers, learning center or library administrators, and most of all parents! Sierra needs your

' help to put the finishing touches on a revolutionary, new learning system for grade school children. We are

looking for test sites for our innovative Adi system, an exciting development in educational software for

school age children. This pioneering learning system is especially designed to supplement the class curriculum in

Math and English for grades 2 to 5. Parents - if your children have a tough time with these subjects, you may
qualify to use the Adi software in your home. For educators and librarians, this presents a unique opportunity to

^fchave your voice heard during the development of a new generation of educational software.

Yes, I would like to help build the next generation of learning systems

for grade school children!

NameI am a:

J I eacher J Parent

J I earning Centex/Library Administrator

J other.

I work with children in the following grade l evel(s):

J Second G Third G Fourth G Fifth

My Computer System is: < 'heck all that Apply)

Video Card 3 VGA QSVGA
Computer System 386 Q486
Menu J Imegs J 8meg
Storage Device 3.5" Drive 3 Hard Drive Q CDROM I

I belong to the following On-I ine Services:
f( heck all that apply)

J America On-line -I i ompuServe J Internet Access

Mailing Address

City

Zip Code.

State

Phone number
(

J Pentium (586)

G More than 8 meg

G No access

I an ovei in and not affiliated with any competing company

Signature

Date

Send to: IntcrAcfion Magazine Attn: ADI Testing Effort P.O. Box 53008 Bellevue, WA 98015-3008
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YOU'RE DRAFTED!
I reetings and salutations, my
1 friend, from the City of

^^H Vlurkxtrznpvnsel on the Purple

Hill, planet Earth, dateline 967

A.B.B. (After the Big Boom. 7,824 in

Boozook years.) On behalf of the

Council of Boozook Wisemen, I have

used our society's final allotment of

precious Past Formulae to travel back

here in time in my Tobozon expressly to

meet you at this very spot. Or was it

over here?

The perilous mission for which we
s u m m on you is not with o u

t

considerable danger, intrigue, brain-

teasing puzzlement or outrageously

hilarious hijinks of the first

order. But as an interactive,

gamer, I know you thrive in

that kind of environ-

ment. We are there-

fore placing the

future of our world,

and the survival of the

entire Boozook civilization in

your hands. How you apply

your ingenuity, intuition,

and powers of perception

to navigate the land-

scape of our strangely

wonderful world will

decide our fate.

Several
centuries

from now,
I, professor

Azimuth, will

have made
the discovery

of the ages and unraveled the secrets of

aging and time travel. Yet, by the time

you read this, I will have been
barbarically kidnapped and held

prisoner by our

City's lame-brained ^^ V
President

,i n d ^*.

20 To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707

his #2 strong man, the merciless Bigwig.

I beg of you! With your stalwart

dedication and fierce problem-solving

prowess, there is still a sliver of hope.

We can thwart our unscrupulous
dictator's vile attempts to squash our

peoples' last hopes lor freedom

and protect the survival of

an entire race of peace-

^^k loving, kind and wise

_^k Boozooks. To succeed,

^^^fl you must help young

^^^^^J^ VVoodrufl

^ here in the City and

avenge the savage

acts committed by

the oppressive regime

now in power (in-

cluding the brutal

assassination of young

^# Woodruff's very own,

^ one. ..and only. ..Teddy Bear).

HARNESS A
MYRIAD OF
POWERS & SOLVE A
PANOPLY OF
PUZZLES.

Controlling the fate of young

Woodruff and the entire

Boozook species, you will

see, hear and utter many
strange and bizarre

iterations in your travels.

Can you pronounce
"Poohsmurgle?" (See Can

You Speak Boozook!) You will

witness events which fly in the face

of logic or common sense, be invited to

partake in a host of strange and exotic

INTERACTION Magazine



local customs, and be challenged at

every turn to match nerves and wits in

brain-teasing games of

skill and wagering. You
will rudder Woodruff's

frothy path to restore power

and dignity to the Council of

the Boozook Wisemen by

finding and remixing the Nine

Sacred Syllables into potent

Boozook formulas. Along the way, you

may claim your rightful share of the

Master's Bag of Towers each so

overwhelming it may cause you to forget

all about the little people you meet on

your way to the top.

THE ONE WORD YOU MUST
NEVER FORGET: Schnibble.
Along the gauntlet of perils and

pitfalls that afford safe passage to only

the most cunning and courageous
crusaders, you will learn the legend

and the power of the Schnibble, a

force so awe-i nspiring and super-

natural that you might never have

envisioned it in your most fantastic

dreams. The mysterious Schnibble is a

being as gentle and benevolent as can

be found, outside or inside the

hardened crust of spice-blackened

earth. During your epic quest,

true identity of the Schnibble

be reveal e d to y o u as y
unravel the enigmas of your i

world. (I could print it for

here and now, but then I'm afr

after memorizing it, you'd have

eat this page.)

Your transport vehicle will

round disk of glass reflec

many colors. Watch for i

will be arriving this Spring!

Woonderplatz to

you! /A.G.

Azimuth,/BS MDAB
GHE XXZOP
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BOOZOOK HISTORY:
A Time Capsule

$ BB (Big Boom) Was it insanity, gas, or just an honest

"oops" that caused the humans to leave their world a smokin'

pile of ashes? No one can say. One tiling was for sure. There were

far fewer humans on hand to say "Make it go boom, again."

]§' 766 AB (After BOOM) For centuries, the humans took

refuge underground in subterranean vaults, perfecting among
other tilings, the art of the mud bath.

w 768 AB The humans surfaced to found (ed. note: does he

mean found, as in to found a new society?) Or is it a typo for

find?) their world overgrown by dense jungle vines. In a far-

off corner of the greenery the humans found something even

more surprising, a city of the great Purple Hill, built and

inhabited by the gentle, peace-loving Boozooks. The Boozooks

are a peaceful people because they possess the knowledge to

channel all Evil Spirits and seal them away in a scared

(ed. note: does he mean sacred? As weird as this is piece is—one

never knows) container, the Chprotznog.

.01 GB (The Great battle) Armed with spitballs, water

balloons and stink bombs, the humans reclaimed their rule

over the planet in the Great Battle.

.3
3.4 GB The Chprotznog disappear during the plundering

of the Boozook residences in the Great Battle.

!

4 AGB An epidemic loss of memory afflicts the Boozook

Wisemen and makes them forget their syllables while

rendering the King a blithering imbecile.

4.2 GAB The surviving

Boozooks (downtrodden

and more than a bit cranky

about the whole Great Battle

thing), remain in the city

as underdogs.

$ 9.35 AGB Professor Azimuth

discovers the powerful, mythical

Schnibble.

Imagine your brain is a 6.2 hexabyte hard

drive (or, for you left-brain/right-brain

proponents, an array of two 3.1 terrabyte drives)

containing every last sector, block and
fragmented bit of information since the dawn

of recorded history. Your short term memory
would contain the box scores of every Major League, NFL,

NBA, NHL, college, high school and pee-wee ball game ever

played, every word ever recorded by Elvis Presley, and the

exact whereabouts of every sock that has ever been

transported to another dimension by a diabolical clothes

dryer. Your long term

reminiscences would

recall the precise

shade of crimson in

the first cave draw-

ings, the earliest

known recipe for

barbequed bison and

the first utterances of

every vowel sound
and consonant.
(What was the name
of that fashionable

Zinjanthro woman who started carving letters and invented

the wheel? "Oh, yeah, Vanna!") This neural networked

database holds the DNA of civilization, the blueprint of the

cosmos, the capital "I" in IQ. Now imagine your megamind

is suddenly (in a blinding flash of heavily bleached white

light) wiped clean as the spectral underbelly of a CD platter.

Everything in your mind's disk is replaced with just one piece

of data, a single, random thought: Schnibble!

This is the destiny of one, young Woodruff who goes

from knee-high protege in the laboratory of Professor

Azimuth, to one, oversized adult specimen with a

"Schnibbled" one-track mind in the span of just 2.5

seconds. You help Woodruff defragment his Vibeltrofzer

mind and get his data (along with his world), back on track

in the most hilarious CD-ROM ROMP of the year. The

Bizarre Adventures of Woodruff' and the Schnibble is the sci-fi,

cartoon world tragic-comedy that is 44% profound, 100%

zany and spinning into a CD-ROM drive-in near you.

Call: 1-800-757-7707 INTERACT/ON Magazine
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maker GET READY FOR

THE NEXT BIG THING!
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SPACE QUESTS:

THE SPINAL FRONTIER
W

.V
A V/S/T WITH SCOTTMURPHY
Scott Murphy was the twisted senilis belihul much of the satire found in

Space Quest 1 thru 4. His sarcastic wit was sadly MIA from the fifth

episode of the popular comedy game series, hut now he's back for more.

Whatta Sucker!

We caught up with the Murpli as he was recovering from

some virus or other, so while a conversation with Scott is

normally a laugh a minute, this one was snot... We'll

apologize in advance.

What happened to the "Two Guys From Andromeda"
that used to do Space Quest development together?

SM: I'm not sure if it was a personal hygiene thing on my part, hut Mark Crowe headed upwind to Eugene, Oregon.

Mark Crowe did'the design for Sptic'e Quest 6 up there at Dynamix, and I didn't really want to get soggy so I stayed here.

After Mark realized that Space Quest games just aren't as much fun to make without me around, he turned'his attention

to MetalTAh games instead.

So how'd they rook you into doing another Space Quest game?

SM: I was young and stupid...! didn't know that it was illegal to do that with a llama. ..they had pictures. Seriously,- I

got back involved with Space Quest when we did the Collection last Spring, and I realized how much fun it was to spend

all day knee deep in all the surreal silliness that is the Space Quest universe. Working with a team of merry pranksters on

a caffeine high after too much coffee—it's a lot like returning to preschool—only the hours are longer. I really like

Spring 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1-206-644-4343



Designer Scott Murph) (Front Row ( enter-lsh)

scoured the Earth to f'uut a design team with

enough gall to produce the sarcastic, satirical

Space Quest 6. Don't hate than because

they're beautiful

Scott Murphy claims that he "really

relates" to Roger Wilco despite the fact

that he isn't blonde, isn't a janitor,

and only spent one night of his life in

outer space.* Does he really think we
buy a line like this?

(* Something about college and the

i 14. Don't ask.)

It's the lair of the Wing-ding Commander. He looks

like some sort of weird mutant cross between the

Cowardly Lion and Toto. Again, don't ask.

Much of Space

Quest 6 is based

on real historical

events. Here

Roger makes a

mUl-1980's visit

to Ronald
Reagan's colon.

where the story is going, too. I was
something of a fan of the old "Fantastic

Voyage" movie where they inject

Racquet Welch—and an even bigger

submarine—into a human body. The idea

of a janitor loose in the same situation

has serious possibilities. I also liked the

idea of slapping around Windows and

that abstract "info Highway" thing. I

have no trouble thinking about myself in

an orange vest cleaning up trash on the

side of the info highway. ..It's just the

offbrand way my mind works.

You have a reputation for being cocky

since your games have been so good. Do
you fear competition from any of the

new games you see coming?

SM: Well, at first I was spooked about

Roberta's new one, but later I decided

that players will certainly get a scare

from Phantasmagoria, but that I'm not

spooked. I think Space Quest and
Phantasmagoria kind of compliment
each other and I expect Phantasmagoria

will inspire a lot of Space Quest sales.

How did you come up with that idea?

Well, I figured it out one night after

I'd caught Night of the Living Duds on
TV. I was freaked out kind of horribly,

and I couldn't go to sleep because I

knew that the monsters under the bed

would eat me, so I ended up watching

F-Troop and Gilligan's Island reruns on
cable the whole rest of the night.

With that in mind, I'll tell players

now, Phantasmagoria is a shorts

destroyer. It's a three Pamper game at

least. You won't be sleeping any time

soon once you get it, and F-Troop

hasn't gotten any better with age, so

play Space Quest 6 instead of watching

TV. You won't be sorry. That's my
pitch. Think it'll sell any games?

What did you

expect a janitor's

cabin to look like?

(We hear that

mechanics don't

work on their own
cars either.)

So you think that the comedy ofSpace
Quest 6 will he a sort of antidote for

the horror of Phantasmagoria?

Vmi betcha. Space Quest 6 is a funny
game. You'll forget all about the really

scary stuff in that other game - in fact

,

it might be the only way you ever get

back to sleep alter Phantasmagoria.

Maybe we should put that on the box.

Have you played Phantasmagoria yet?

SM: No, but 1 saw the movie. Seriously,

just outtakes. There's this whole weird cult

following at Sierra of people who can't

wait to see what the next thing is that

winds up on the cutting room floor, and if

that footage is any indication, I'm going

to be watching a lot of F-Troop soon. 1

don't know too much about what will

make it into the game, but I can definitely

say that I'd pay mega-buckazoids for a

certain pumpkin color blouse.

Why the subtitle: "The Spinal

Frontier." This is mostly a satire of
video and computer games isn't it?

SM: It's actually kind of hard to tell you

what this game targets in the way of satire

really. ..video and computer games,

certainly. ..also vital organs and various

bodily fluids. We take a poke at certain

bodily orifices too—but only ones that

can be discussed in polite conversation

since kids will be playing. We also take

shots at Al Lowe's forehead. ..Life. Death.

Taxes. The whole of the known universe

really, which means a lot of space so Space

Quest is still a good name. . .Spinal Frontier

was somebody's idea of humorous since a

good part of the game takes place in the

body of a corpsman named Santiago. We
all wanted to call it "Where in Corpsman
Santiago is Roger Wilco" but lawyers seem

to lack humor about things like that...My
next choice was Roger Wilco and the Colon

of Doom but I eventually gave in and
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called it Spinal Frontier because it reminds

me of Spinal Tap. That's one of those

bizarre movies 1 can really relate to.

The "Where is" name is an obvious

poke at the popular educational series.

What other computer and video games
do you satirize?

SM: Well, there's a pretty good send-up

of the game Street Fighter 3 called

"Stooge Fighter 3." The contestants are

Big Mo, Larman and Coily and they fight

in a slapstick way. There's also some
pretty good running gags that target the

character from Wing Commander III that

looks like a big cat. We put a kitty litter

box in his cabin. Care to guess where
you'll find the Captain's Log?

We can guess. So your basic style of
humor hasn't changed then?

SM: I don't know about that, there's a

lot of new thinking in this game. I

won't say I completely walked away
from the obscure 2001 references—that

movie was so cool and so weird that it

stayed with me—and 1 take potshots at

Star Wars, Star Trek and whatever, but

there are also references to games like

Mortal Kombat (More Dull Combat) and
I've even got an obscure O.J. reference

in there that no one will ever find.

Ever get anyone mad at you?

SM: Well, the various past lawsuits

against Space Quest are something of a

legend, so I guess so. You know, lawyers

are like life insurance salesmen but
without the sense of humor. We've
made a lot of fun of Roberta Williams

over the years, but she doesn't seem to

care so that's not any fun, and maniacal

ScumSoft President Elmer Pugg was
patterned after Ken Williams. ..Gee, I

hope Ken doesn't read this.

We ran out ofSpace Quest art SO this is a screen

from leisure Suit Larry 17: Larry Visits Uranus.

(That Al Lowe, he's such a card. How does he keep

coming up with witty ami original stuff like this?!?)

We won't tell him ifyou don't.

SM: Yeah, I doubt he'll read this.

What will the marketing guys forget to

say about Space Quest 6?

SM: We tried very hard to make a game
that players of all ages will enjoy on
their own level. There's some jokes in

the game that only kids will under-

stand, like the stuff that parodies the

Carmen San Diego games—adults and
teenagers don't play them, just kids.

The video game stuff won't be as

amusing to adults as it will be to the

teenagers, and we've hidden lots of

jokes in the game that adults will

understand but that will go completely

over the heads of anyone not old

enough to pay taxes. It's kind of an
interesting mix, but it seems to work.

Final question: When can we expect to

see "The Spinal Frontier" in stores?

SM: Well, about a year ago, we were
saying it would ship "Just in time for

Christmas," Then we started saying
"Shipping in January—Just in Time To
Miss Christmas." After that, we started

the line "A Great April Fools Day Gift for

the Fool in Your Life"...We're taking our

time to do it right. Our goal is to blow
more product release dates than any
prior Sierra game-an ambitious goal I

assure you. Our latest motto is "Makes a

Great Gift for Mom on Father's Day—an
even better Graduation Gift. Watch the

Back-to-School ads this Halloween for

our special Thanksgiving offers. Makes a

great Christmas present."

You missed mentioning Easter.

SM: Of course we didn't mention Easter.

That would be silly.

No white broncos in this parking lot. No way.

No sleezy O.I . jokes in Space Quest. Not here. Uh-Huh.

This is House; with ( orpsman Santiago. No, we
didn't steal Howser from that other slum. Dots lie

really look like a doctor to you?

More taste -

less people

when you

dine at

Mr. Soylent

Okay, w they

don't look so

attractive now

We bet you'll

i hange youi

tune around
closing time
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The Creative Advantage
Kids love to make up stories, draw

pictures, and create their own little worlds

using their imaginations. Unfortunately,

because most children aren't art school

graduates (and they still have a few things

to learn in the way of spelling and
vocabulary), they often can find themselves

feeling limited-or even frustrated-with

their ability to express themselves.

Wouldn't it be nice if every child could

find a way to express his or her

imagination in a manner as colorful and

brilliant as we all know our children are?

Now from Sierra comes Playtoons, a

complete collection of

interactive books and
storytelling tools that

will allow

children to express themselves in a fun

and exciting way. The first volume
Playtoons: A Visit With Uncle Archibald,

will be released in May, and a complete

line of four additional Playtoons volumes

will follow throughout 1995.

Just what a child's

imagination ordered
Designed to be easy and fun to use for

children 6 to 12, Playtoons combines an

innovative and interactive talking story

book with a toolbag full of special

animation and graphics tools. Each

volume offers the child a series of

excursions in the realm

of the imagination. The child reads,

listens and is lead into a thrilling or

hilarious story. In every screen the child

can activate multiple animations which

are full of laughs and surprises. Humor is

omnipresent, the scenarios are funny, the

graphics are comic and the characters are

zany. In addition to the text that the

child reads, is a narrator who tells the

story in minutest detail. Various sound

effects and music accompany the

different stages of a scenario.

If this was the extent of Playtoons, it

would only be as good as many of the

talking story software that has become

popular in recent years, but where these

products end, Playtoons begins.

f \, i > mm.

Create a story where the nasty

monster in the washing machine
gets a terrible case ofheartburn!

(BOOM!) Maybe someday the monster

Hill be able togetAlka Seltzer in your

story - but not tfiis time!

To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week. Call: 1-800-757-7707 INTEH4C770/V Magazine



Playtoons is a
living story!

Click on the items on screen to

watch them come alive! It's a

great way to interact and have

fun with good fiction.

A Toolbag full of
Story-Making Tools

The easy-to-use toolbag in

Playtoons provides everything

children need to change the

Playtoons stories included in the

package; or even create their

own animated interactive worlds

on the computer screen. It can be

used to add animated or non-
animated objects to story book
worlds, and allows children to

transfer characters from one story to

another. The child becomes both the

reader and the author with each

volume-enjoying the stories and
having the ability to create new ones.

Playtoons is also

a living story

Choose from a large

selection of characters,

props and backgrounds to

make interactive stories that

grow and change as new
items are added. Some

items are useful, others are

totally unpredictable. All of

them are great fun!

"We caught a monster in the kitchen, going

through the refrigerator. He was not very tidy,

either. The monster was making an awful mess."

"He said he was looking for chocolate sauce. He
liked choclate sauce, he said. Specifically he liked

to eat little hoys covered in chocolate sauce."

"Before we could escape, we found ourselves

completely surrounded by monsters of every

shape and size. They didn't play very nicely."

Dreams become Real

The Playtoons toolbag includes many
wacky characters that the child can use

in his or her story. They all have unique

Choose a nice boy and a nasty monster for your story. It makes
the story scary, hut the good guys win ifyou want them to!

"Good old Uncle Archibald will save us from the

monsters though. He knows exactly how to keep

the monsters away. ..Or does he???"

personalities

and love to show
off. For instance, if a

child selects a shy character

and places it in a story, the story will

remain mellow and tranquil for as long

as that character is alone. If the young

author decides to get bold, a monster or

two might just pop out from behind the

sofa for a really good scare, and putting a

dog into the story could be enough to

scare those nasty monsters away again.

The best stories can be saved by the

child and played over and over.

Playtoons: An engaging
tool for young minds

With the inventive mixture of multiple,

modifiable stories available to kids, and the

wide range of tools available in the Playttxms

toolbag children can use their imaginations

to create other new
interactive stories.

Playtoons is truly a great

children's software that

will be played with

again and again. *

When?
June '95

Create sets for your story and fill them with neat items you

( an < hoose from the toolbag. Just imagine the possibilities!

Save your stories to disk. Swap them with friends! Change
them around. They're yours to do whatever you want with!
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Mother Goose
DJtL VXSL

IN THE BEGINNING, THERE
WAS "MARY HAD A

LITTLE LAMB"...
In 1877, to test the recording

capabilities of his new invention,

Thomas Alva Edison recited a child's

verse into a phonograph, or "speaking

machine," as he called it. The verse was

a popular nursery rhyme, "Mary Had A
Little Lamb." History notes that Edison

didn't win a Grammy for his

trouble, and he

sure didn't set the world on its ear, but

regardless of ol' Tom's primitive

publicity campaign, Mother Goose and

her nursery rhymes continued to

endure. In fact, she's come a long way

since that humble first media recording.

...WHO BEGAT "MARY HAD
A LITTLE, DIGITALLY-

POWERED CYBER-LAMB."
Through bedside lullabies and
cherished books, generations of

parents and kids have

grown up with the whimsical, and
seemingly nonsensical, Mother Goose

rhymes (About 30 generations, give or

take a few). With fond remembrance

and love, Roberta Williams designed the

original Mixed Up Mother Goose, creating

for computer gamers, the innocent

fantasy of Mother Goose's world.

Released in 1988, it sold

over 500,000 copies

and won

l/~ '/

(^
w
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numerous awards, including

the Software Publisher's

Association: Best Early

Education Program, Best

Multimedia Title: Learning for

Children/MPC Magazine,
Child's Best Software Award:

Child Magazine and the

Parents' Choice Award: Best

Classic Program.

FAST-FORWARD TO 1995
Sierra On-l.ine now introduces

Mixed Up Mother Goose DELUXE, an

entertaining and educational adven-

ture/learning game based on the

original and updated with new
technology to meet the challenges of

today's multimedia computers.

Transported in a dream to the en-

chanted Mother Goose Land, you meet

the magical Mother Goose, who asks you

^_ for help. It seems that

^V_^ her land is all mixed

up. Each time you

renuite the friendly

characters from the 18

nursery rhymes with

their possessions, you

can help unravel a mess.

In return for your help, you

are rewarded with the animated
performance of a song and receive golden

eggs that you need to win the game.

To become part of the adventure,

select one of 12 Player Characters.

The Player Character children are

"hipper" in the Deluxe version, more
clearly "kid-like," and physically and

culturally diverse. The game can be

played in English or in Spanish. If the

Spanish version of the game is

selected, songs will be sung in English

with subtitles whenever you complete

a rhyme.

Game play is easy, using

point-and-click commands.

Randomly located objects

provide repeat payability

meaning no two games are

ever the same. It is

possible to save your

game as you progress,

so quitting the program doesn'1

mean starting the game over again the

next time you play.

Mixed Up Mother (,uosc DEI UXE is a

musical treat thai promises to please

children and parents alike. Composer
Guy Whitmore has created 18 all new

Incredibly crisp graphics and crystal clear audio

bring Mother Goose to life like never before.

Children select a character to play with that

looks just like them, then go off in search of the

mixed-Up inhabitants of Mother Goose land.

PUtyable in both Spanish and English, Mixed-lip

Mother Goose offers children a fun and friendly

first step into multilingual education.

The stories that generations have learned to love

are now available to a whole new generation of

computer-literate, computer-loving kids.

songs for the game. Each rhyme has a

toe-tapping tune with a different

musical style: The Old Woman Who
Eives in the Shoe sings her "Eivin' In

the Shoe Blues" while Little Jack

Horner sits in his corner jamming to

,i mellow Reggae beat. Other musical

stvles include: Zydeco, Rap, Bluegrass

and Country. The new melodies have

fully digitized music and voices (even

game designer Roberta Williams
makes an appearance as a digital

sample in one of the songs), but you

won't hear a "peep" out of me saying

which one!

£

Q

^m Also included is an Audio CD

t
*^^ of the new songs. On the disc

is an instrumental-only

version of each song,

complete with printed

lyrics so children can

sing along to their

favorite rhymes.

BUT DOES IT LOOK AS GREAT
AS IT SOUNDS?

Castles, cottages and cobblestone

paths. Flowering meadows and fine,

marble palaces. All of the wonderful

backgrounds and settings of the game
were created first as original paintings

(works of art in their own right), then

the paintings were transferred to a digital

format for use in the computer.

To obtain the sharper detail, the

backgrounds had to be retouched

by hand. Five artists made
painstaking pixel-by-pixel

adjustments to create a more
visually pleasing Mother Goose

Land, often adding extra

features to a setting or

smoothing out hard lines in a

scene to make it look more
"organic." The final result from

this hard work is graphics that have

incredible depth, detail and vivid color.

THERE'S A LESSON IN

ALL OF THIS...

Mixed Up Mother Goose DELUXE
introduces pre-school children to the

world of computers by engaging their

minds and imaginations. Children will

have fun and be entertained as they are

drawn into an interactive adventure.

And, at the same time, they will be

enhancing important mental skills

including logic, organization and
memory. As a parent looking for quality

experiences to share with your children,

let Mixed Up Mother

Goose DELUXE prove

that learning can be

fun. If history repeats

itself, this game should

be more popular than

ever before! Ar

When?
May 1995

v 7 ^H
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The Ultimate Inter

Phantasmagoria represents a radical new creative

direction for Sierra designer Roberta Williams. After

an incredible 15 year career defining and repeatedly

redefining the genres of interactive mystery and fantasy, she

has turned her creative talents to the horror genre. The result

of her efforts is the most frightening and believable

adventure game ever created.

Inspired by the works of Edgar Allan Poe and Stephen King,

Roberta blends the elements of modern

fiction with the best of 19th-century

literature; creating a haunting tale that

plunges the player into a terrifying world

of isolation, illusion, and insanity, and

giving birth to the exciting new genre of

interactive horror.

With Phantasmagoria, Roberta has

created an incredibly compelling horror

experience that is the computer equivalent

of an interactive roller coaster. Strapping

yourself into Phantasmagoria means
stepping over the "safety line" into a different and

unpredictable world that offers up a wild ride. You take

control of this speeding roller coaster and can change its

direction at will, adding to the sense of danger and

increasing the thrill of the unknown. You never know which

change of direction will ultimately lead to either your safety

or destruction.

With Phantasmagoria, Roberta Williams has created a

superbly written interactive story, fraught with horror and

suspense, and totally in the player's control at all times.

Care to come along for a ride?
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do another one later. After that,

who knows. I really like to

surprise people."

"Donald Gordon, a young, successful

photographer discovers a bizarre mansion

on a small off-shore island while scouting

locations along the New England coastline.

Intrigued, he seeks out the estate's owner

and learns the mansion is for sale. On
k impulse, he buys it. Now he needs

only to convince his beautiful

wife, writer Adrienne

Delany, that this quiet,

rural setting would

InterAction

caught up
with Roberta
Williams in mid
January at the Sierra

Studios in Oakhurst, CA.
She was finishing last

minute details on
Phantasmagoria and
agreed to spend a few
minutes with us.

"You've built your career as the creator

offamily games. Why horror?"

"I didn't want to get typecast. 1 felt

I had more to offer than fairy stories.

I wanted to explore games with a lot

of substance and deep emotions.

Some of it is to see if I could do it-

stretch my creative muscle. I like

horror, and I feel it's a genre that

hasn't been properly explored yet in

computer games. It's been touched

on— it's 'kind of been done—there's a

lot of hack and slash out there and

the whole point seems to be to kill

everyone and blow them away. That's

not really horror, you know. I felt

it was the right time to do it

{Phantasmagoria), and I was deter-

mined to do it right."

"Will we see more horror and
fewer fairy tales from you in the

future?"

"I don't think so. Actually, I'm

already playing around with

ideas for the next King's Quest.

Phantasmagoria II is being done by

Lorelei Shannon (Roberta's design

partner on King's Quest), but I may

urban Boston condo.

Weeks later, Adrienne finally gives in to Don's

persuasive arguments and agrees to move. She's

at a loss trying to understand his inexplicable

infatuation with the mansion.

The first day in the house is a blur, moving in,

unpacking boxes, and dealing with the local realtor.

"Could the

Phantasmagoria

story have been told

without the disturbing

imagery you built into

the game?"

"Disturbing imagery? You mean
like some of the graphic violence?

Yes. You can tell a story, any story, any

way you want—it just depends on the

emotions you're trying to arouse. This is

a modern horror tale about isolation,

illusion, murder and an uncontrollable

evil that drives a man to insanity. If you're

going after shock and honor then you need

"Then why the characters like Cyrus and

his mom? Why the comedy?

"Anytime you .ire going to do .1 story

that has unsettling and shocking
elements in it you have to balance it

with opposites... something to release'

the tension. When things get too

serious you can bring in the comedic

characters and they'll otter a little

laugh. It relaxes the tension just a bit,

so you ean start building it up again.

This is done a lot in horror—more

often than people think. It also

builds up false expectations

and misleads the players

with false clues."

"T/iis is a modern horror

tale about isolation,

illusion, murder and an

uncontrollable evil that

drives a man to

insanity..."

to do some disturbing stuff or you won't

accomplish your purpose."

That night, after falling into bed

exhausted, Adrienne experiences a

horrifying nightmare. Abruptly she wakes

up in a cold sweat, gasping for breath.

Roused, Don rolls over and protectively

holds her tight. He kisses all her fears away

while caressing her shaking body.
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"How did

you come up with

the story for

Phantasmagoria.7
"

"I had several horror stories floating

around in my mind for years. One started

with the heroine answering an illusionist's

ad for for a Girl Friday. She gets the job

and is quickly caught up in the world of

this lunatic magician. Then I thought that

it would be better if she was married. At

one time I considered having the evil

magician actually living in the past and

the heroine getting involved with his life

in some supernatural way. The story sort

of mutated and took on a life of its own. It

all ended up with a woman married to a

man who is attracted to this bizarre

house and it used to belong to an

illusionist. Somehow, the ghost of

this illusionist is still in the house.

Then it mutated some more. I finally

got Andy Hoyos (Senior Art Director

for Phantasmagoria) to work with me
and the story finally turned into

what we have now."

INTERACTION Magazine



"You've said many times that

Phantasmagoria is a game, not an
interactive movie. What's the difference

and what will this game play like?"

"Well, an interactive movie is something

the Hollywood studios seem to be confusing

with a game that could be fun to play. It's

not. They have you watch a bit of video and

you get a menu of four or five choices on

how to respond to the video, then you

watch more video. That's not a game... it's

not fun to do that. ..that's not what

Phantasmagoria is."

"With Phantasmagoria

there's something weird about

this house and the island-

it's all tied to this

over to another place and again the

angle changes. There are hundreds

of camera angles in this game. The

player controls Adrienne's move-
ments and decides what pictures

she looks at, what rooms she'll

explore and selects the places and

directions that look interesting. We
never 'show' anything. Players

have to find it."

"Adrienne walks around from room to

room, probing into secrets—like reading

"Players control

Adrienne...We never

'show yon ' anything.

Yon have to find it.''''

old letters found in desks. She also talks to

the people in town. There's a lot to do and

lots of clues to find. In the meantime,

while she explores - things happen.

Something evil escapes its confines and

begins to infect her husband, a little at a

time. She notices it bit by bit, as her

character runs into him at various times

throughout the game. Things happen and

confrontations take place. The pressure

builds up quite nicely. Things get

intense, and its pretty violent

The next morning over coffee, Don reveals

his ambitious plan to convert an upstairs

bathroom into a photo lab. Intending to get

started right away, Don encourages Adrienne

to take the day and explore her new
surroundings. Site reluctantly agrees, knowing

she has to familiari/.e herself with the house,

before she will feel truly comfortable in it.

She's determined to search every nook and
cranny. At the very least, she might

^ discover some good ideas for a book.

magician

that lived there a hundred

years before. Basically Adrienne's trying to

Grid out what's happening to her husband and

she only discovers the answer little by little.

Players must try to stop whatever is hapix'ning

Wore it destroys I )on and Adrienne."

"Players control Adrienne—the
character who is always on screen. They

click on certain areas of the screen. If

something is supposed to happen, then

she'll walk that direction and the

camera angle changes—or she'll walk

^^B^B3^^K^hI^^^^HI > I^^Bi

$g!**m
:

Hut this house holds many secrets and

won't easily give them up. There's the

mystery of the previous owner, a famous

illusionist who built the place and then

died here almost one hundred years ago.

What was his name? Carno? What kind of

magic was C.arno really into? Wasn't he

married several times? What happened to

his many wives? Didn't he have a

couple ofchildren, a little

girl and boy? And isn't

*. that 'boy' still living

in places,

but it's never

gratuitous or un-

necessary... (Laughs). I don't

think so anyway, but again, 1 like

to surprise people. Sometimes

surprise is a shock—I guess that's what

Phantasmagoria does best."

"You have been working hard on

Phantasmagoria for almost three years.

Are you getting excited now that it's

almost done?"

"It was difficult to get started. What
we're doing with Phantasmagoria has

never been done anywhere before—in

computer gaming or in Hollywood.

There was a lot to figure out.

"When you're really changing the look

of games and what you're trying to do

—

really drastically trying to change course—
it's not always easy. It took a full year

just to get people to understand what I

wanted to do. After that, we finally got

the go ahead and then it was 'now
what?' We were faced with all sorts of

complexities that had to be dealt with.

Now we're on the last six months of

the third year and we've got most of it

done. As it comes together, I'll play it

and say, 'Oh no, we forgot this. We're

not changing to the right camera
angle,' or 'It's not fun this way, lets try

it like this.' All those kinds of changes

including, 'We need a sound effect

here. We need one there. The music's

not right.' All the little things that tie

everything together and make the

whole effort a playable game. I had no

intention of releasing it until I was

satisfied with it. I wanted to take the

time to do it right. We've learned a lot

along the way, and we've made some
mistakes. I think it's coming together

really well. I can't wait to release

Phantasmagoria since I've lived with it so

long. I want to get players' reactions and

I hope they are pleasantly surprised

while scared out of their wits. Then I'll

know we've done a good job."

Id he is n

mi secret wai..

.

Something hidden. Something evil.

Something that longs to be free. Something

that needs to inlet t again. Is vou take on the

role of Adrienne. you'll soon ilisanvi the

secret too - whetheryou want to or not.

I'hey say history repeats itself. Are you

doomed to be the centcipict e of the hoimi

this time?

swer is up to you.
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Artists at wo/
A

The Incredible Creative Collaboration that is

ITASMAG01

/ nmatched by any game ever made,

\^J Phantasmagoria successfully blends

a top notch game design team with the

skills of a top Hollywood studio.

After completing the game design

that is the heart of Phantasmagoria,

Roberta Williams began what was to

become a year-long effort to gather the

best talents available in the areas of

scripts, casting and production from

Hollywood and beyond.

In the words of Roberta, "From the

beginning, it was a collaboration. Peter

(Peter Maris, Phantasmagoria Director),

would explain to me what he wanted
from each scene from the perspective of

a filmmaker, and 1 would explain what I

wanted from the perspective of a game
designer. We always found a way to make
it work for both of us. This kind of

partnership filtered down to every level

of the production. Everyone knew what

we were here to do. We all respected each

others' areas of expertise."

"Peter was always focused on im-

proving the production values and
quality of the filming. He understands

cameras, jump cuts, extreme close-ups

and all the other tools and disciplines of

movie making-having Peter there to

direct all that was a major plus for

Phantasmagoria."

"There's a scene early in the game where

Don gets very angry at Adrienne for no
apparent reason. In this scene, the camera

watches Adrienne's face closely. When
Don grabs her violently, you can tell from

her eyes that she's hurt, confused and
even worried because he's never done that

before. So many emotions. It would be

very difficult to do this in animation-

probably even impossible. Without seeing

that whole range of feelings, I'm not sure

that players would end up caring about

Adrienne or Don nearly as much, and the

story of what happens

to them would not have

the same impact. That

scene was incredible

and for that I have Peter

to thank."

"I was there to

improve the inter-

activity of the story. The

set of skills, concepts,

and even the lingo

involved in computer

game production is

different from film-

making, and that was

my expertise. Since I

wanted the players to decide if Adrienne

was going to walk across the room, solve

a puzzle along the way, or just choose to

put something on a table, each action

had to be performed separately by the

actress in every scene. Thinking about

scenes in those terms-making sure

the player gets to make every

choice-takes a little getting used to. It

was just one example of how we had

to train the actors to integrate them
selves into computer technology."

"In the end, it all worked out very well.

It was a great experience for Peter and I to

work together. Better still, the end result

is an incredible adventure for game
players-and that's what was really

important about the whole effort."
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m̂§0el and Dok - Two Casual Dudes.

Yesterday they were just a couple of teens from
Nowheresville, trying hard not to die of boredom as they

stumbled through life in suburbia. Spending hours hanging

out at the video arcade; blasting aliens out of the sky as they

burned through the quarters they earned flipping burgers.

Two regular joes who got a kick out of building homemade
model rockets with a dream of someday navigating their own.

That was yesterday - before a close encounter of the fifth

kind resulted in the two of them taking a bigtime UFO joyride

at ultraspeeds - and before they discovered what fate had in

the cards for them.

Then things started to get really intense. These two Earth-

hugging dudes are drafted into the interstellar forces of

SYMEST 4. (It's not just a job, it's a totally insane deathwish.)

They're fighting for their lives, light years from their

homeworld. (Or is SYMEST their homeworld?) They are

trying hard not to

get blown into

neutrons as they do
battle with the Evil

Forces of Iron. He
doesn't take kindly

to young punks
messing up his plans.

It's not all bad
though. Sure, these

ruthless strangers are

trying to kill them, and they're a zillion miles away from
home and all, but they did give them these really radical

interstellar fighters to zip around in and these ships have aH

the bitchin' toys. Lasers, rockets - you name it. Flick the switch

and the on-board computer displays a full-screen space

___^_ environment where fiery, awesome
explosions, deadly enemy spaceships and
sophisticated weapons fill the screen just

about all the time. It's sure better than the

video games back home - and no quarter slot

either. Too bad you're toast if you lose.

So now Mel and Dok are fighting for their

lives, and are basically the only hope for

SYMEST 4 against the "Hated Merciless Iron."

Doing the "Space Rebel" thing has got its

hairy moments - and sure if they lose it's

going to be a major league bummer on a

galactic scale - but that doesn't mean that it's

not a real atomic blast to play along. Besides,

like the shirt says "Alien Ugly Dudes Are

About To Take Over The Galaxy, You're

Hopelessly Outnumbered, and You're Not
EVEN Sure How To Fly this Thing.

-NO FEAR."

The Last Dynasty. It's ultimate.

What more do you need to know?
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A TOTALLY COOL SPACE C

The Last Dynasty uses
high resolution and full

screen 3-D rendered
graphics to present an
ultra-realistic combat
simulator. Your monitor
becomes a full screen
environment. Fiery,

awesome explosions,
deadly enemy space-
ships and sophisticated
weapons are all so close

you'll want to reach out
and touch them.

The Last Dynasty lets

you get into the game in

real time. Blast your enemie
debris, discover much-needed
disappear and always avoid the
that detect and reveal your presen

Totally customize
;

information you wa
enemy status, speed, i

the junk that
confuses you. (Although you may want to
figure it out sometime, dude. It gets
intense quick out there in space so you're
gonna need it eventually.) You even
decide on what you view in the form of
percentages, graphics, tables, and figures.

If you come under attack, the on-board
computer will talk to you. It feeds you
vital information on the enemy (like how

many are
coming
after your tail), or how many weapons
you have left-now that could come in

handy. Help icons give specific infor-

mation on how to handle your mouse or
joystick. Detailed maps of satellites,

planets and spacecraft describe what's
floating around you. It's like having
R2D2 on board only not as cute.

So check out
your co-pilot!
Space isn't all

bad, huh?

Bottom
Line

The Last Dynasty

Availability: Aug. '95

Summary: A
combat sim and
adventure with
strategy game
elements too.
Totally cool.

Price: $59.95
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Are you one of those lucky

people that got a Mac for

Christmas, or a long time

Macintosh owner new to the

games of Sierra On-Line? If so,

you may not be be familiar with

the size and diversity of the our

multi-award winning line-up.This

article should bring you up-to-date.

Sierra probably produces more

quality educational and entertainment

titles for Mac than just about anybody.

You won't miss them the next time

you visit your software store.

King'Quest VII and The
Lost Mind of Doctor

Brain Debut For
Multimedia Macintosh

On CD-ROM

Looking for proof that Sierra is

serious about Mac software? Start

with King's Quest VII. Sierra's biggest

selling and most popular adventure

game ever released. This ground-

breaking animated game is suitable for

the whole family, and is now available

for your Color Macintosh. If you
haven't already played the adventure

game critics are calling "interactive

entertainment's answer to a Walt

Disney animated movie," you don't

know what you're missing.

If your Macintosh isn't equipped with a

CD-ROM drive, run out and buy one

today. King's Quest VII is just too

magnificent for diskettes. (In fact, it was

almost too big to fit onto just one CD.)

New quality CD games for your Mac

If you already have King's Quest VII, or even if

you don't, you'll also want to check out Sierra's new
release The Lost Mind of Doctor Brain. It is also now
available for your Macintosh CD-ROM drive.

Many Mac owners are already familiar with Doctor

Brain from the game The Castle of Doctor Brain, which

was awarded Four Stars by MacUser Magazine. How
good is this sequel? Check out the front cover of

this magazine. If we didn't think that

Doctor Brain was one of the best

things we've ever produced,

would we give this product

that kind of real estate? If

you're still not convinced,

read all about the new game
r with the six page article that

begins on page 42. If that still

doesn't convince you, remember

that every Sierra game comes with

a money back guarantee if you're

not satisfied. Would Sierra do

this if we weren't sure you'd love

our software?

HMMMtel***

MacWorld's Hall OfFame
Fantasy Role Playing Game of The Year.

Adventure Games On
Disk? Macworld Says We
Have Some Of The Best.

If you don't have a CD-

ROM drive yet (and can't afford to

go out and buy one this week), you

can still enjoy top quality gaming

courtesy of the disk-based adventure

game Quest for Glory. This hybrid of

adventure and fantasy role-playing is

so good it was recently recognized as

the Game Hall of Fame Winner from

MacWorld Magazine.

If you haven't already discovered this

hot game, you should know that most

retailers sell this one at a giveaway price

of around $26. You can afford it and still

save money toward buying that CD-
ROM drive.

Another top flight adventure game
available on disk Gabriel Knight Sins of the

Fatlier. It was awarded

Adventure Game of

The Year by Com-
puter Game Review

Magazine.

If you haven't

played this compelling

psycho-thriller from
talented designer Jane

\ stack ofevidence that shows that we take

the Mac seriously.

Adventure Came of the Year

Computer Came Review Magazine.
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Jenson, you've missed one of the

most original adventure stories

released in years.

Business Travelers Listen Up

Our award-winning language series CDs,

Berlitz Live! Japanese or Spanish just might be

the key to your next successful business

trip. Each takes full advantage of

interactive, multimedia technology and the

proven methods of Berlitz language

instruction to im-

merse you in the

language and culture

of Japan or Latin

America and Spain.

Japanese has been

awarded the MacUser

50 Best CD-ROMs. Spanish has earned

its share of awards including. MAC Home

Journal Top 50 CD-ROMs.

Learn languages with the help of your

own personal tutor. Using state-of-the-

art technology, they speak with accurate

lip movements, so you not only hear

the correct pronunication, you see it. It

makes learning a second language easier

and faster!

If You Enjoy Action
Oriented Activities

Way back in 1984, one of the very

first big game hits on the Macintosh was

,i game called Lode Runner. Now, just a

decade later, Sierra offers Lode Runner:

The Legend Returns. This game was

recently judged "Arcade Game of the

Year" by Strategy Plus Magazine, and

"Best New Arcade Came" by Games
Magazine. Computer Gaming World

Magazine said "it plays like a dream."

Lode Runner is a recommended game for

any Mac owner, but Powerbook owners

should take special note. Lode Runner is a

game that seems MADE for people with

Powerbooks who have some time on

their hands. It even plays great from the

keyboard for those times when using a

mouse just doesn't work.

My own Powerbook became a slave to

this game for months until I finally

finished all 100 levels. I have been

resisting the impulse to download
additional Lode Runner levels off the

Sierra BBS until I have this magazine to

the printer. (If this magazine didn't

arrive at your door sometime before the

end of April, I probably didn't have

enough self determination).

Lode Runner was absolutely made
for the Mac Power Book.

Also in the action gaming category

(sort of) and on the list of "must play

games" for your Macintosh are the

various installments of The Incredible

Machine and The Incredible Toon Machine.

Winners of just about every educational

award you can name (though they are

so much fun that it's hard to think of

them as anything but games), these

products are almost always described

with the words "unique," "addictive"

and "just plain fun." How great are

these games? Computer Came Review

Magazine just took the unprecedented

step of providing a 24 page magazine

article on this series of games and their

designer, Jeff Tunnel]. I guess they were

impressed. You will be too.

On The Educational Front

The games of The Incredible Machine

series have received just about every

educational award there is, but Sierra has

many great stories to tell in the kids

entertainment category. In fact, when it

comes to recent Macintosh product efforts,

Sierra has had more critical acclaim in the

educational category than any other.

Two ofour multi-award winning kids

educational products.

I

When MacUser Magazine recently

rated children's reading programs,

Beginning Reading was the top rated

program in the category, receiving five

stars. The program also earned the Seal

of Approval from the National Parenting

Association. Spelling Jungle was awarded

the Best Software Award in Language

Arts from Child Magazine, further

cementing Sierra's leadership position in

the area of teaching children language

skills. (We considered this to be an

unfair race for Sierra, to be honest. We
have teaching genius Elon Gaspar on
our side, so we knew we were going to

win this contest.)

In the area of arithmetic, Sierra's Early

Math not only also earned the National

Parenting Seal Of Approval, but was also

awarded a Gold Medal for its except-

ional value and quality.

All six of the games in Sierra's Talking

Tutor Series of Children Products were

included in CD-ROM World Magazine's

Top 100 CD's of the year. To put this in

perspective, software powerhouse
Microsoft only earned six places on this

list based on their entire product line.

It's hard to argue with success like that.

WHAT LIES AHEAD
FROM SIERRA?

PHANTASMAGORIA
AND MORE.

In the months ahead, Sierra will

continue to release great products for

the Macintosh. If you're a Mac owner,

look for our great products wherever

you shop, and if you don't see

them— ask for them. You won^t be

sorry you did. %.
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Gabriel Knight

Interlude
by Jane Jensen

Oakhurst, California

January, 1995

It's been over a year since Gabriel Knight

Sins of the Fathers left our shipping dock

and became, more or less, REAL. Since it's

going to be another eight to nine months
before the second Schattenjager story

makes the same journey, I thought I'd

pause to touch base.

A Beastly Story

Even now, Gabriel is waiting at Schloss

Ritter for us to give him a life again. If he

only knew what was coming, and could

read the 700-page script entitled The

Beast Within, he'd happily spend the rest

of his life wadding up paper and slipping

on ice.

What is The Beast Within about? You'll

have to wait and figure it out along with

Gabriel. "Pause 2" contains some hints

to the plotline, if you know how to look.

The story is darker than the first — and

lighter. More spiritual and more lusty.

Gabriel and Grace are definitely

marching on.

The Highest-Tech Production Available

The Beast Within will be filmed with

live actors. You may have seen the hot

trailer for Phantasmagoria. It was t he-

ground breaking game for Sierra's new
cinematic process. The Beast Within will

be the next Sierra game produced this

way. We actually are very lucky in that

Phantasmagoria pioneered the process

and we can just sort of slip in and have

it all work! It's a good thing, too,

because The Beast Within has more game
rooms, more actors, and demanding
special effects. Fortunately, Bill Crow
and his team at Sierra Studios are up to

the challenge.

Camera! Lights! Action!

The Beast Witliin begins filming in

March. We hope to have a playable demo
featuring our key actors by the summer,

so watch for it! Unfortunately, we're still

in the middle of casting, so I can't

announce any names, but we are making

every effort to match or outdo the

casting on Sins of the Fathers. The film

director is Sundance Institute graduate,

Mark Miremont. We've also got a bead

on computer maestro Robert Holmes
(Sins of the Fathers), and costume designer

Marcelle Gravel from Cirque d'Soleil.

It Sounds Good, But You'd Better Not

Ness It Up

Yeah, that's what Ken Williams says.

The thing is, if a story is meant to be

told, it will tell itself, and nothing can

stand in its way. Our job is merely to

stand there and add a bit of polish as it .

i

sweeps past.

I believe that. Do you? i

.

K
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Pause N9?

Real Life Has

No Interludes
Schloss Hitter, Ritfersberg

Germany, February, 1995

The stone floor of the library was awash in

paper snowballs, testaments to a deluge of plot

ideas too pitiful to sustain life, of opening

paragraphs that emerged D.O.A. Gabriel Knight

wadded up his latest debacle and took aim. It

missed the wastebasket, denying him

satisfaction to the bitter end.

He sighed and rose from his chair, scratching

and stretching and wracking his brain for

absolutely anything else that needed to be done,

anything that would get him out of the library

and away from the smell of failure. This being

Rittersberg, nothing came to mind.

Six months ago he had come to Germany,

supposedly to pursue this Schattenjager business

and start a new book. Both had alluded him

utterly. If Gracie were right and the pendulum of

life swept from conservative to liberal, from sad

times to joyous times, from periods of activity to

periods of inactivity, then he was surely at full

swing on the absolutely-nothing-going-on side. He

could almost feel himself suspended weightless in

that heavy, stomach-dropping pause at the apex

of the arch—the pause that came just before

dropping headlong into something new.

The standstill was all the worse for the

memory of the days when the pendulum had

paused heavily on the other side, the vibrant

side. Last summer life had pushed him forward

through the streets of New Orleans, willing or

not, until it was all he could do just to hang on.

Then at the end, flying to Africa and meeting

Wolfgang ...the circles and the wheels, the

hounfour revealed, the fire and the sacrifices

made—not just by his side, but by hers as well.

Even after the mystery was solved, the fever

remained. He'd shut himself in a room and wrote.

For four weeks he'd pounded the keys, only

sleeping when his eyes refused to stay open.

Grace brought him coffee and sandwiches, not

saying anything because nothing needed to be

said. He remembered the amazed glances stolen

at the pile of money in the corner. Money, real

money, for the first time in his life. Grace, the

money, and the work — words flowing from his

fingers as purely as the power beams magicians

could throw in bad midnight movies. . .(Okay. So,

The Voodoo Murders wasn't Shakespeare. But it

had come, it had literally forced its way out. And,

even more miraculously, it had sold.)

Nothing in his life had ever been that good,

that pure. The problem with feeling like that, the

problem with life crackling around you as if the

planet were a light bulb and you'd rubbed it, was

that it just really sucked when it went away.

The magic leaves a gaping hole when it ends.

He bounded down the stairs to

the great hall, nodded to Gerde, and

grabbed his coat. He felt her eyes on

his back as he went out. The courtyard

was slick with ice. He slid past the glazed

lion's heads, nearly fell, and cursed the Bavarian

climate. It seemed to him that the cold had

frozen his life the way it had frozen the land.

But winters have to end, he thought, even here.

He avoided the village, tired of feeling their

eyes upon him as Gerde's always were. You're

supposed to be a Bitter, a Schattenjager? Who

are you to be so honored,, and why don % you do

something? He walked instead along the side of

the castle, coming to an overlook where a sheer

drop prefaced the Alps, their peaks marching

away in the dark like snow-covered legions, the

moonlight setting them aglow. He sat on a rock,

wrapping his arms around himself, teeth

chattering uncontrollably.

When the time is right, when you are

needed, you'ii know. He heard Grace's voice so

clearly in his head, he nearly turned around

and looked. If he could only believe that. If he

knew that the magic would come back, that life

would burn again with purpose, it wouldn't be

so hard to wait.

He stared up at the moon. It was full and fat,

suspended in the sky like a pendulum on an

invisible chain.

"Fall," he whispered. From the distant

peaks a voice rose, as if in answer. It was the

eerie echo of a lone wolfs howl.

vl

"Gabriel Knight" is one of those seriejj tli.it's hard to pigeon-

hole. We call themh'GabrieJ Knight Mysteries", and they arc

mysterious, but Gabriel himself isn't a detective. He's a( i.ibn

Schattenjager. Say w I

>'i

Schattenjager. It's Get man. Si bitten means Shadow and lager

means Hunter. Shadow Hunter.

Never heard of it.' Neither had Gabriel until an uncle he

never knew he had called him from Germany (see si/is of mi
Fathers) and told him he was the last heir to an ancient family

line, ,i line dedicated to fighting evil, a line that not only

believed in such things as witches and vampires and
werewolves, but whose duty it was to take up the shield and

embattle evil in the name ot the light.

Don't worry, Gabriel didn't buy it either. Not. that is, until he

found himself face-lo-face with mummies that walked and a

year malevolent spirit that wanted his innards on a platten You'll

be surprised how much belief in the paranormal you can cbrfyre

up in situations like that.

Unfortunately, Great-Uncle Wolfgang died before telling I

how to be a Schattenjager, or why the family ended up doing this

job in the first place. Are there others out there or is Gabriel the

only fighter of the shadows? And is this really a full-time job u

supernatural ba<l guvs only crop up once every decade or so?

All Gabriel knows is that his family owes to si,

George — you know, the guv with the dragon, Gabriel has the

family talisman bud Wolfgang's old library lull ot casebooks of

Schattenjagers past (the oldaM one is dated 1 122, but it implies tin

tradition was ancient even trfen). Beyond that, he's winging it.

Unfortunately, when vou're fighting the forces ot darkness,

"winging it" can be a very bail

Service 24 H 7 Dr.
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"Lots of fun!

_Gayle Ehrenman. PC

press
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Building Better Brains 10 Ways

Do You Work Out the Muscle
You Use Most?

Each day millions of people get up
early and exercise to improve their

bodies and build their muscles. They
strengthen biceps, tighten tummies, and

stretch their limbs to feel better.

After working out they head off to jobs,

school or home. The rest of the day is

spent sitting on tighter tushies, pushing

buttons and picking up the phone.

The hours of exercise may make it

easier to haul the garbage cans to the

curb, but it won't improve the one
muscle that can make a difference in

anyone's life: the brain.

That's right. The brain is like a

muscle. It performs better when it

gets a workout. You can bulk it up,

make it work harder and more
efficiently by flexing, stretching and
challenging it regularly. The brain is

the one muscle we use most,

but we often fail to give it the

exercise it deserves.

Many people confuse

going to school or

reading a book with

exercising the

brain. It's not the

same thing. Feeding new inform-ation

into the brain can nourish it, but it

doesn't always give it a thorough

workout (unless you have a good
teacher that challenges you to think

along the way).

It wasn't long ago that the resident

braintrust at Sierra began to grapple

with the bold idea of developing a

workout routine for the mental muscle.

A set of exercises that would build a

dims

f'\ \ We
popu

how

better brain and help the person

attached to it become a better thinker.

In turn, this would lead to the "smarter"

use of information that the brain

receives. It wasn't an easy idea to get our

arms around.

We had our ideas of course. Look at any

popular exercise video and it's easy see

how excercise becomes more fun when
it's well-paced, set to music and

features a pleasant visual present-

ation. But past this, we weren't sure

where to go next. We researched, talked

and even argued a little.

In the end, we called in some of the

best brain experts in the country. They

worked with us to explain the basics of

the brain in a way that we could

understand. These experts were very

enthusiastic, but they warned us in

advance that what we wanted to do

wouldn't be easy. After all, if the

workings of the brain were simple to

understand, we would all be too

"simple" to understand them!

How to Exercise the Brain

The experts explained there are seven

distinct areas of intelligence, or mental

muscle groups in our brain. They are:

verbal/linguistic, logical/mathematical,

visual/spatial, bodily/kinesthetic,

musical, interpersonal and intra-

personal. The old-fashioned thinking on

thinking was that we had only two
intelligences-verbal and analytical/-

mathematic. But scientists now reason

that the other five intelligences are just

as important as the old standbys. What

separates The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain from

its competition is that it stimulates

and builds all seven intelligences while

it entertains.

To accomplish this amazing result

was quite a puzzle for us. But we make
puzzles for a living, so we took the

challenge in stride. We would settle for

nothing less than to create a totally

fun total brain workout and we got it.

The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain is an incred-

ibly fun, totally addicting, truly mind-

expanding experience!

SPECIAL PULL-OUT POSTER >
(Loosen staples at center of magazine first

to prevent tearing the poster.)

To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707 INTERACT/OA/ Magazine
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r. Brain's
Exercise Regions

We have divided Dr. Brain's mind into 10 distinct

regions and turned them into the cerebral equivalent

of brain exercise rooms. Each exercise region features

amusing and challenging puzzles, entertaining music,

great animation, comical quips from Dr. Brain, and

helpful hints and fascinating factoids from his brilliant

niece. Dr. Elaina. Each workout tones up several of the

intelligences with a series of high-rep exercises

designed to turn any brain into a strong, agile thinking

machine.

MOTOR p

Herr Rathbone Von Brain will have
you playing a new tune!

Music
We're all born with musical

intelligence, but most of us
do little to enhance these tal-
ents. Exercising in Dr. Brain's
Music Region not only adds
muscle to your music smarts
it also enhances logical, spa-
tial, kinesthetic and intraper-
sonal skills. Dr. Brain's Music
Game gets your whole brain
working in perfect harmonyi
While the right side of your
brain hears the melody, pitch
and timbre, the left side
takes care of rhythm and
notation. Your synapses will
be humming along in no
time at all!

Dr. Brain counts on your quick wit,

steady hands and superior listening

skills to make the match every time.

Pentode™
Symbolic thinking transforms

the structure and function of

the human brain. In Dr. Brain's

Pentode™ Game, you will

work with letters, numbers

and symbolic languages that

will actually restructure your

brain, bulking up the right

hemisphere. By solving

spatial relationships

and identifying the

musical pitch and

timbre, this tough

but satisfying work-

out will tone up

your linguistic,

logical, spatial,

kinesthetic, musica

and intrapersonal mus

cles. Your brain is

beginning to look

quite fit!

The dear Doctor is scrambling to
collect his thoughts and his brain.

Motor Programming
Dr. Brain's Motor

Programming sector bulks up
logical, spatial, kinesthetic,
and intrapersonal muscle
mass. Scientists have found
that mastering sensory-motor
tasks, like the ones you will
perform in this area, can
create a 25 percent increase in
the number of connections
along the sensory motor com-
munications highway. By the
time you master the amazing
puzzles in Motor Programming
your right hemisphere will
have had a terrific workout in
spatial reasoning. Your bodily-
kmesthetic intelligence gets
enhanced as you visualize the
pathways in the maze, and
because you'll be planning
ahead and making effective
decision-making, your
pre-frontal lobes will function
much more efficiently. Your
brain is beginning to look

great already!



A new twist on classic word games and

a real mind-bender.

Word Surge
Word Surge gives both

brain hemispheres a stout

workout in this compelling

puzzle game. Your left hemi-

sphere is associated with lin-

guistic abilities such as read-

ing. The right hemisphere

governs spatial abilities such

as the shape of words and

makes "meaning" out of the

whole brain. You'll not only

be using both sides of your

brain, but also the related

areas at the back as well as

your frontal lobes. As you

rotate images up and down,

side to side, juggling words

along the way, you'll toughen

up your cognitive powers.

Word Surge is great calisthen-

ics for the linguistics, logical,

spatial, kinesthetic and intrap-

ersonal intelligences.

Cows in a computer game? Not quite but
you'll need to round 'em up all the same.

Synaptic Cleft

Neurotransmitters facilitate
thinking, learning and prob-
lem-solving. Scientists are dis-
covering more of these
handy doo-dads all the time.
During your high-impact
workout in Dr. Brain's

Synaptic Cleft, you might just
release some neurochemicals
that have yet to be identi-
fied. After all, they're there,
they just haven't been
named yet! It takes a com-
plex neural network to
accomplish the tasks you
have to perform in this fast-
paced part of Dr. Brain's
mind. You must integrate
thought and action while
overcoming a number of haz-
ards. You'll use the logic and
decision-making portions of
your frontal lobes, employ
the visualization of your
right hemisphere and stretch
the logical/analytical capacity
of your left hemisphere.
Logical, spatial, kinesthetic
and intrapersonal intelli-

gence are all bigger muscles
in the Synaptic Cleft.

Enter a new dimension where noth-

ing is quite as it seems.

File Sorting

The brain produces an

amazing memory-improving

hormone called DHEA. The

puzzles in File Sorting could

help release DHEA while

improving the efficiency of

the hippocampus, the Grand

Central Station of memory.

The more we reinforce our

memory through the differ-

ent puzzles in File Sorting,

the better chance we have of

using multiple retrieval

routes. This makes it easier to

access information from dif-

ferent sources making memo-

ry a snap!

"Diabolically Delightful
-Scott A. May. SMART Magazine

V



NEURAL MAZE

m

It looks like the New York subway
system down here!

Neural Maze
When your brain is repeat-

edly challenged to think and
problem-solve, it builds on
more and more muscles to
help you perform weighty
tasks. As each thought moves
through the brain, it leads to
another thought and so on.
You wind up leaving neural
tracks (which are actual pro-
tein changes), left in the
wake of these thoughts. Dr.

Brain's thought-provoking
Neural Maze helps your brain
rewire itself again and again
as you meet the many chal-
lenges in this region. You'll

build eye-popping bulk
in the logical, spatial,

kinesthetic and intrap

ersonal intelli-

gences.

jin ^

Your visualization skills become sharper

and sharper with each success.

3-D Construction

This interesting exercise area

of Dr. Brain's mind will have

you doing a variety of mental

operations simultaneously,

thus building up all kinds of

mind-muscle groups. You'll

manipulate and rotate mental

images to broaden your range

of human capacities. That's

because the puzzle-solving

exercises in 3-D Construction

make your brain hardware

capable of generating new

and more complex thoughts.

Your visualization skills

become sharper and

sharper with each suc-

cess. Soon you'll be the

envy of all your friends

•y when you flex your logi-

cal, spatial, kinesthetic and

intrapersonal muscles.

A rare and wonderful twist
L to traditional learning' 4
m -Carol Ellison, Home PC.

WM
v

Collect Dr. Brain's lost marbles in

Dreamland and he will wake up a
new man.

Dreamland
Your mind won't be sleep-

ing on the job in Dr. Brain's

Dreamland puzzle. You'll be
busy exploring and mapping
a new world while meeting
and surmounting a number
of mind-boggling challenges.
You'll create unlimited possi-

bilities for your mental mus-
cles as you try to find Dr.

Brain's marbles. By the time
you reach this final stage of
The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain
you'll really be in the flow.

Every area of your brain has
been functioning in perfect
coordination putting you in

the much-desired flow state
where impossible tasks

become almost routine. A
CAT scan of your bulging
brain muscles (as they work in

synchronicity to solve this

puzzle), would reveal some
astonishing pyrotechnics in

the left and right, front and
back, upper and lower
regions of your brain. What
you're actually doing is mind-
mapping a brave new world
and creating new mental
pathways you'll use again and
again to find your way.
Dreamland puts real meat on
your logical, spatial, kines-
thetic and intrapersonal

intelligences!
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in the Flow,"
"" Bra,n

Helps You Go With the Flow

It's

Researchers have identified a

heightened state of mind, called the

flow state, where people

perform tasks at

levels far build your verbal and

bevond
linguistic intelligence

.... . ^r Your mind will be better prepared to

their normal Capabilities. It's tackle reading, writing, editing and

similar to a Zen state of conversing, you wi

mind, where thought

and performance

proceed at optimal

levels, seemingly

without effort.

A flow state can

be triggered

when a person is

doing

something so

interesting,

challenging and
exciting that

time seems to

evaporate.

Because The Lost

Mind of Dr. Brain

has so many great

diversions, daunting

obstacles and thought

stimulating activities (not

to mention crazy, comical

quips by Dr. Brain, fun, funky

and communicate with others better.

In these days of e-mail and on-line

services, the improvement in

your written skills will be

INVIGORATING YOUR extra valuable!

f INTRAPERSONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Building up your intrapersonal

intelligence helps you organize the

chaos of modern life. Set goals for

yourself. Daydream a bit. Find a private

place to think. Then log onto the

computer to expand your intellect.

You'll find better solutions and reach

conclusions faster with less stress.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

Shore up your ability to work with others.

You need interpersonal strength to

collaborate on projects too complex to

do alone. Interpersonal intelligence MUSCLE UP
stresses cooperation rather than YOUR

competition. In today's world the MUSIC SMARTS
ability to act as part of a team is Tune up your mus jca |

a major key to success. thinking! Not only is music

fun, it's an integral part of

our multimedia culture. Learn

how to sense the underlying

meaning of the music you hear.

Understand how certain tunes evoke

music and fascinating tidbits of information), you'll easily

forget the challenges you face. You'll get swept

into a flow of activity where the goals

that were seemingly out of your

reach become easy to attain.

Athletes describe a flow

state as: a situation

where they see things

with such intense

clarity and
comprehension
that their

opponents seem
to move in

slow motion.

According to

one of our

leading brain

consultants,

Dee
Dickinson, The

Lost Mind of

Dr. Brain

creates ideal

ADD
TO YOUR LOGICAL

AND MATHEMATICAL

INTELLIGENCE

Tune your mind to get a better grip

on concepts and relationships between

seemingly different things. Spot

emerging patterns when looking at a

series of numbers or events. Catch on to

new concepts quickly! Gain a new
appreciation for timeliness and orderly

relationships. In a modern world of

complex spreadsheets and DEVELOP
databases, development NEW VISUAL

AND SPATIAL SKILLS

Train your brain to make

of these skills

is vital!

1

excel in today's interactive

technology ( and to play

King Quest VII, Gabriel Knight

and other brain-buildii

different thoughts. Be a whiz with CD- games).
ROM technology by building your musical

intelligence.

sense of a smorgasbord of visual

information—films, videos, graphic arts, slides,

maps and models. Grasp the meaning of

charts quickly. Know how to read diagrams.

More than all of this, gain the ability to "think

graphically" and create your own charts and

graphs. You will excell in the new world

of multimedia with your

improved abilities in this

BULK UP YOUR area.

BODILY/KINESTHETIC
ABILITY

Learn that there's a link between playing sports .

and moving a computer cursor to glean new M situations for
information. Manipulate objects effectively. . . ,

Get your body involved in a variety of A gelling inTO Tne
activities! You'll need these skills to M flow State. So, QO

/

with the flow and

watch your mental

muscles grow!

Warning:
The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain is Habit-forming

The combination of mind-building puzzles, crazy comic

relief, useful information, colorful animation and stereo-

rocking music makes The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain a learning

experience that will make children and parents clamor to be

the first to the keyboard to play the game. Learning has

never been more fun! And more importantly, the brain

muscles you'll build will help you think better than ever

before. Playing The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain is downright habit-

forming! And because it's so much fun as you play, you'll

retain the energy you need to solve the endless supply of

brain-stretching games.

Based on Dr. Howard Gardner's

Theory of Multiple Intelligences

presented in Frames of Mind .

Adapted by Dee Dickinson.

Bottom Line

Availability

Summary:

Price: $45

Spring 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1-206-644-4343 43





General Oierling's log

Personal Log: Maj-Oen J. Oierling,

CinC Earth Defense Force

March 2, 2553:
After 20 years of consfanf warfare

mankind finally wresfed control of his

homeworld from the Cybrids. Vicfory

was ours. The rebuilding began. But

fhe fasfe of vicfory was brief. As soon

as our deep space tracking network

went back on-line, we detected a

massive Cybrid re-invasion fleet en

route from the outer colony worlds. The

nearest ships were only 90 days from

Expansion Disk

Advance your EarthSiege career

into three new campaigns full of

Mistering mechanized warfare

xpand your HERC squadron to

include the new, fast, and all-

powerful Apocalypse

defend against advanced Cybrid

weaponry. Think the Pitbull was
sugh? Wait until you see the

iablo or Headhunter.

cquire the new Plasma

auncher and steal Cybrid secrets

..o upgrade your Particle Beam
and the Electron Flux weapons
md Electromagnetic Pulse

annons

iattle across urban wreckage

nd black ash terrains

Earth's orbit and coming in at maximum
burn. The skies above Earth will soon

be filled with Cybrid warships. A
metalstorm is about to break.

To get here so quickly the Cybrids

had to have launched their attack

even before our victory on Earth was
certain. The high energy trajectories

their ships utilized mean this is a one-

way trip for fhem. At the bidding of

their electronic master, 1 0,000 ships

spat tongues of fire on launch pads

throughout the solar system. But why?

How could the Cybrids construct so

many starships in only twenty years?

At the height of its power, the Terran

Empire could have scarcely built a

quarter of that number in so short a

time. None of fhe machines' activities

on Earth gave us a clue they could

undertake a building project on such a

scale. Is another unknown agency af

work here?.

But why do they come back to Earth

af all? Mankind will not be able fo field

a space fleet to threafen them for

generations. Why in such an
overwhelming force? This armada must

represent almosf every ship the

Cybrids have! Only Promefheus has

the key to unlock the answers.

We have searched the plains of

Antarctica fo the heart of the Sahara

and found no frace of the Father of the

machines. Some speculate he has
taken refuge af fhe bottom of fhe sea

or in a deep bunker miles below the

Earth's crust. Ofhers think he and a few

other Cybrids escaped to the moon.

Perhaps we will never know.

What we do know is that the firsf

ships will be here in a matter of days.

We have worked around fhe clock fo

develop new weapons and new
Herculans to fight the Cybrids. Our new
Apocalypse class Here is near
completion. Will if be ready by fhe fime

fhe first Cybrids arrive? Our only

chance is to delay fhe initial landings

until we can build up our forces, buf for

now time is as great an enemy to us

as fhe Cybrids.

We will fighf them again as we
have always done: blood and bone
against silicon and steel. It seems
hopeless now, as it did once before.

But we triumphed fhen and Ood
willing we will do so again. I pray

that one day the sons of man can

walk fhe Earfh without fear of fhe

dread machines.

END OF LOO.

%M*ssr ~ M*

It's a battle of awesome firepower. Thrilling

explosive graphics are exciting and realistic.

bbbibb:

/ at the realistic fee

witches really work.

Choose vour w , the enemy

The simulation, digitized speech, film quality and

i-Space backgrounds will knock your block off.

Spring 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1-206-644-4343
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Sierra Opens
Statio

The New Sierra Forum on CompuServe.
Setting a Higher Standard For Service.

r n an ever-expanding effort to

provide our customers with the

very best in software support,
Sierra recently became the first

Home Software Publisher to open
up a 24 hour, full service,
dedicated software forum on the
CompuServe Information Service.

The new forum gives Sierra

software users the broadest range

of information possible. The
interactive environment and
download capabilities of Compu-
Serve allow Sierra to deliver service

that is unequaled in the home
software industry.

It's like having a 24 hour
Service Station for your Sierra

products right out here on the

Information Highway. We can even

do Windows!

Its Rtmt On The Info Hwhwa^

_

Sierra On-IJnr+ Forum

I

Visit the Sierra Forum on CompuServe today.

Fast, Friendly and Convenient-everything

you would expect from Sierra.

To find your way to Sierra's New
Full Service Station, simply hop
onto CompuServe and "GO
SIERRA." As soon as you enter the

Sierra Forum, you'll find every-

thing you need right at your finger

tips. Everything you need (from
Technical Support to Game Hints),

is accessible at the click of a mouse
button. Sound easv? It is.

Convenient Friendly Service

Even if you are a new traveler on
the Information Highway, you'll

find Sierra's Service Station on
CompuServe to be friendly and
convenient. From the moment you
see the eye-catching Sierra sign (it

lets you know you've arrived), to

the time when you've gotten your

questions answered; your thirst for

product knowledge quenched; and
your hard drive filled with new
downloads; we'll work hard to

provide the service you've become
accustomed to.

Need Help? Get Back On Track!

The Sierra Forum is a gathering

place for Sierra gamers who love to

exchange hints & tips on popular

Sierra games and simulation
products. Whether you're lost in

To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707 \NJERACTION Magazine



The First Full Service Service
The Information Highway.

the land of Serenia playing King's

Quest VI or can't find the key to

the men's room in the original

Leisure Suit Larry in the Land of

the Lounge Lizards, you'll find the

hint you need here. If you keep
getting killed in Betrayal at Kroncior

or Quest For Glory IV, this is the

place to get battle pointers too.

Trouble Getting Started? Stoo Here!
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Now available in the Sierra Forum, is the

file OUTP1 5. EXE. Download it now to make
your Outpost game run and play better.

Look to the Sierra Forum for full

service when you can't seem to get

your game going. Whether the
problem stems from a need for an
adjustment of your CONFIG.SYS or a

full overhaul of your joystick drivers,

we can help. Our Technical Support

Department is always available to

help you with even the most complex
problems - usually in less than 24
hours. If the diagnosis is your music

game needs a more serious patch, the

problem can be solved with a simple

software download and usually for no
additional cost.

Could Your Game UseA Tune-Up?

Are you one of those game fanatics

that has actually finished every
level of Lode Runner or The
Incredible Machine 21 Download
additional levels now! Trouble
knocking the German Ace Baron
Von Richtenhofen out of the air in

Red Baron? Download a "mission
tape" of a flight master at work to

learn how. There are custom plays

for Front Page Sports: Football Pro

and more. Take a look - download
what you like. There's even an
area where you can post challenges

to opponents for the popular new
game Battledromel

Take New Software ForA Spin!

i&&^^^

Add additional levels to your game of The g
I Incredible Machine 2 or Lode Runner. There |

are dozens of new levels available.

| The new update for Front Page Sports: Baseball\

improves game play and the realism of the

simulation. Download file BB1 102.EXE.

If you don't already own fun Sierra

products like The Incredible Machine

2 or Battle Bugs, you can download

them, you can download self-

running demos or even sample
screens of upcoming games to see

for yourself just how stunning our
new games can be.

It's A Great Place To Ham Out Too/

On a regular basis, top Sierra talent

can be found in the new Sierra

Forum on CompuServe. It might be

one of our flight jockeys
responsible for the making the
popular "Aces" line of flight

simulations, or one of the designers

responsible for a great Sierra

Adventure game. Who knows, you

may even get to meet "Mr. Sierra"

himself, big Kahuna Ken Williams.

In addition to the "drive by" visits

from these Sierra Stars, there will

also be scheduled conferences each

and every month. Spend an
evening at the Sierra Forum and
watch our stars come out!

Bargains Galore at the Sierra Store!

Just as you'd expect from a full

service service station, you'll also

find a fully stocked on-line store

when you visit the Sierra Forum on
CompuServe. Whether you're
looking for flight simulations,
adventure games, kid's educational

products, or even fast-paced action

games, the Sierra Store is well
stocked with the best products at

the best prices. With regular
software specials and inventory
reduction sales offering up hot
Sierra disks and CD's for as low as

$14.95 each, you'll always find a

good deal, and it's always worth a

visit just to check out Sierra's ever-

changing Special Of The Week!

VISIT THE SERRA FORUM

TODAY.

\"GO SIERRA'

Join CompuServe Nowl
Call 1-800-524-3388 now and ask
Representative #461 for the special

Siena introductory offer. You'll

receive a $ 15 Usage Credit* and
free access software that will have
you up and running in no time! Be
sure to say you read about this offer

in Interaction Magazine.

• Qflfcrtoa notcam fefaafcnr actus dago, tfmy. O*ormtriakm
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CHIPS&BITS
Call 800-699-4263 Fax 802-767-3382

Intl 802-767-3033 Source 10277

PO Box 234 Dept 10277 Rochester, VT 05767

ADVANCED GRAVIS PHOENIX JOYSTICK' 24 pro-

grammable buttons for joystick and keyboard controls.

Pre-configured settings for the most popular games. Jet-

style joystick handle. Unique 2 handed control. S83

1830 RAIL-

ROADS &

ROBBER
BARONS'
Welcome to the

1 9th century!

With immigrants

pounng in, Amer-

ica is poised for

explosive west-

ward growth Lay

track, build sta-

tions, purchase

trains & manipu-

late stocks to build

an empire of iron

& steel CD $34

'FULL THROTTLE' When you are beaten, deserted by your

gang, framed for a murder, and left to rot on the roadside, the

only instinct left is to survive You are Ben, battle hardened biker,

in this adventure about one man against the world CD S46

PERFECT GEN-

ERAL 2' is an

unbeatable strate-

gic & tactical expe-

rience with stun-

ning graphics, intu-

itive interface, & the

sharpest artificial

intelligence ever.

Feel the power as

you oommand mis-

sions in the most

exciting eras of

world conflict 5 lev-

els of oliculty. mod-

em play, live actKin

video. CDS38

'X-COM TER-

yr — ROR FROM
THE DEEP' The

war continues. X-

-

mb^. n ~j-- COM brings the

R> A "*~"~ alien terror into a

I ^BV/VlU
totally new dimen-

sion Your combat

'.Wad now extends to the

^ 1

J *

Si*' J
TERROR

strange new

worlds of the deep

FROtlTHE where supenor

.
1\i DE I

1

J
alien technologies

threaten the very

survival of this

t'/HCRDPROSE
^ t T n * 1 E 6 I

planet. Your planet:

Earth CD S40

VIVID 3D PRO'

The ultimate

sound enhance-

ment system for

multimedia com-

puters uses

patented SRS 3D

sound technology

to provide dynam-

ic, realistic 3D

sound from only

two speakers.

Built-in amplifier.

Works with 8-bit,

16-bit and wave-

table sound
cards S105

IBM HARDWARE IBM ADVENTURE IBM ADVENTURE IBM ARCADE IBM ROLE PLAYING IM IBM SIMULATIONS

Altec ACS100.1Sp $103 Campgn Cartogrphr $46 MTV Club Dead CD $39 500 CC Race Bike $29 AD&D Coll Pck CD $35 AH-64 B Longbow $54
CH Flight Stick Pro $57 Cstl Wolfenstein CD $42 MacBeth CD $35 Alien 3 $29 Al-Qadim CD $39 Absolute Zero CD $40
CH Pro Pedals $75 Commander Blood $44 Mission Critical CD $34 Animation Clasc 2 $42 Arena $39 Across Rhine CD $47
CH Pro Throttle $89 Companions of Xanth CD $33 Noctropolis CD $47 Breakthru WIN $35 Brandish or CD $34 Air Com. SerU.S.Navy $47
CH Virtual Pilot Pro $75 Conspiracy CD $30 Out of World 2 CD $45 Corpse Killer CD $48 CyClones or CD $39 Air Havoc Controller $39
Gravis PC GmePad $19 Creature Shock CD $48 Pagemaster CD $44 Crime Patrol CD $35 Cyber Space CD $38 Air Warrior 2 or CD $34
Grav Phoenix J-stck $83 Cyberia CD $45 Phantasmagoria $49 Crystal Caliburn $29 CyberJudas CD $48 Apache Gunship CD $45
Jazz J-590 Spkrs $62 Cyberwar CD $48 Pitfall or CD $38 Crystal Skulls CD $40 Dark Sun 2 $47 Armored Fist $43
Joystick Y Cable $9 Daedalus Encountr $46 Psimaster CD $44 Dragon's Lair 3 $34 Dark Sun 2 CD $49 Army Air Corps: 1942 $48
Joyswitch $38 Damnesia CD $36 Psychotron CD $36 Drug Wars CD $25 Dark Sun $47 Battlecruiser 3000 $43
_ogitech WingMan $26 Dark Forces CD $47 Quarantine $35 Eight Ball Deluxe $31 Demon Hunter $42 Battle of Britain 2 WIN $34
-ogitech WngMn Ex $45 Dark Seed 2 $42 Relentless CD $44 Fast Attack $46 Devil's Gate CD $40 Chaos Control CD $39
Notebook Gameport $42 Day of the Tentacle $42 Return to Zork CD $44 Glider 4.0 $29 Dragon Lore CD $47 Chopper Strike $48

S Blaster 32 AWE $263 Defcon CD $39 Riddle of Master Lu $48 Hammer Slammers $46 Dungeon Master 2 $38 Confirmed Kill CD $44

T-masterDCS(TI) $111 Discworld or CD $35 Robot City CD $46 Ishar 3: $33 Dungn Mastr 2 CD $38 D-Day:Op.Overlord $39
T-masler F16TQS $110 Doom 2 $42 Scroll CD $38 Jump Raven CD $42 Elder Scrolls 2 CD $48 Dawn Patrol or CD $40
T-mast FLCS(F16) $110 Dust CD $42 Sea Legends CD $44 Mad Dog McCree II $35 Hell CD $45 Descent 2.0 CD $46
T-master Gme Crd $25 Ecstatica CD $35 Shadow of Comet $37 Magnaflux Runner $29 Hero Mght and Mag $34 FA 18 Hornet or CD $54
T-master RC Syst $99 Entombed CD $37 Shadows of Cairn $39 Mario Gme Gallery $25 Hunters of Ralk CD $54 Fast Attack CD $48
T-mast WCS Mark 2 $94 Extractors CD $34 Silverload CD $38 Mega Man X $23 Kingdom:Far Reach $40 Fighter Wing or CD $39
T-mast XL Actn Cnt $24 Flash Traffic CD $39 Simon Sorcerer 2 $37 Metal & Lace $27 Knights of Xentar $38 Fleet Defender F14 $42
Vivid 3D Pro $105 Flashback CD $38 Skull Cracker CD $41 Mickey Mania CD $39 Lands of Lore $34 Fleet Def. Gold CD $48
Vivid 3D Sound $55 Frankenstein CD $46 Slaughterhouse 5 $46 Microcosm CD $36 Lands of Lore CD $41 Flight Unlimited CD $48
Vivid 3D Pis Sound $72 Freelancer 2120 $35 Space Ship Brainlock $49 Microsoft Arcade $29 Legacy $39 Flying Circus $39

Full Throttle CD
G-Nome or CD

$42
$43

Spawn
Star Reach

$42
$36

Mirage Thunder
M. Python's Waste

$39
$48

Legend of Valor

Lord of the Rings 2
$36
$38

Formatn Attack CD
Great Naval Bat 2

$48

IRM AnVPNTIIRC $44
IDIVI MUVC.ll 1 \jn

Gadget CD
Gateway Coll. 1 & 2

$45
$36

Star Trek TNG Collecters

Star Trek Judgemnt Rite

$79
$42

Mortl Kombat 2 CD
Novastorm CD

$46
$34

Lords of Midnight

Menzoberranzan
$48
$45

Great Naval Bat CD
Inferno or CD

$42

Adrenaline Factor

Alien Virus CD
Alone in Dark 3 CD
Amazon
Arc of Doom CD
Atmosfear CD
Beneath a Steel Sky CD
Big Red Advntre CD
3ioforge CD
3lake Stone or CD
3lood Society CD
3loodnet

3lown Away CD
3ody Count CD
3rainDead 13 CD
Buccaneers CD
Bureau 13 CD
3urn Cycle CD

$35
$38
$48
$35
$35
$34
$33
$40
$44
$29
$34
$39
$39
$29
$38
$48
$33
$39

$44

Gender Wars CD $49 Star Trek: Star Fleet $48 Oxyd Magnum $36 Menzoberranzn CD $47 Iron Angel CD $44
Hand of Fate CD $39 StarGate $38 Pinball Fantasies $29 Pools of Darkness $38 Jet Fighter 3 $41

Hell Cab CD $42 StereoWorld CD $39 Pinball Illusions CD $29 Ravenloft 2 CD $39 Jet Pack CD $39
Heretic 2 CD $46 System Shock $44 Pinball Worlds CD $35 Ravenloft or CD $49 M1 Tank Platoon 2 $44
Hired Guns $36 Tek War CD $46 Power Rangers CD $25 Return to Ringwrld $44 Magic Carpet CD $42
I Have No Mouth $44 Terra Nova CD $48 Raiden $29 Sherlock Holmes 3 $39 MaxOverkill Bun CD $42
In Extremus $42 The Trial $44 Rebel Assault CD $44 Skyrealms of Jrune $39 Mech Commander $42
Iron Helix CD $56 Thief of Dreams $42 Revolution X CD $45 Star Trail CD $45 Mech Force CD $39
Jagged Alliance $46 Touche $39 Rise of the Robots $45 Star Trail $41 Megarace CD $39
Johnny Mnemonic $44 Trouble is my Biz $46 Royal Flush Pinball $30 Star Trk Deep Spce $41 MiG 29 (Stnd Alone) $39
Journeymn Project 2 $48 Tuneland CD $48 Slam City CD $48 Star Trek TNG CD $48 M-sof! Flight Sim 6 $45
Kingdom O' Magic $54 Virtuoso CD $39 Space Ace 2 $34 Stonekeep CD $44 M-soft F Sim Shop $36
L-Zone PCMC CD $40 Vortex CD $45 Space Pirates CD $39 Sword of China $42 M-soft Space Sim 1 $44

Lands of Lore 2 $42 Voyeur CD $46 Striker or CD $46 Syndicate $37 Mig 29 Gold CD $49
Lawn Mower Man 2 $49 Witchaven CD $46 Supreme Warrior $48 Syndicate Plus CD $40 Mule 2 $44
Legend Kyrandia 3 $39 Wolf or CD $39 Tetris Gold CD $32 Thunderscape CD $48 Nascar Racing $39
Loadstar CD $49 Wrath of Gods CD $44 Time Pockets CD $46 Ultima 9 or CD $52 Phoenix Fighter CD $49
Lost Eden CD $39 Zombie Dino CD $30 Tubular Worlds $36 Ultima 10 CD $54 Power Boat Sim 3 $46

^adillacs & Dinosaurs Cu ^*3
Lunicus CD $42 Zorro or CD $39 Ultimate Pinball CD $34 World of Xeen CD $40 Privateer $48



OVERNIGHT SHIPPING in US S4 per order. Mail to Canada. PR. HI. AK. APO, FPO $4 per order

Worldwide airmail S6 per item Handling S2 per shipment. Hasrdware orders may require additional

shipping charges. All sales final. Call tor details.

Visa. MC and Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders under S200 same as cash.

COD S8 Defectives replaced with same product. Most items shipped same day. Shipping times may
vary. Price , availability may change.

FREE GAME OFFER
See details below

•STONEKEEP-
Immerse yourself

samt^^^. in an epic adven-

< ... Bk ture more power-

7 'wk» vi^ ful than you've

ever imagined.

\l You'll feel like

JU
you're using your

own hands and

feet as you battle

disembodied foes.

UJ £^ 3D rendered dun-

geons and crea-

tures, full-screen

graphics. 13 sepa-

rate domains & an

automap. CDS44

SPACEBALL
AVENGER' Say

later to the

clunky. herky

jerky action of

keyboard,
mouse and joy-

stick play! Enter

the next genera-

tion of super

cyber-dynamics.

Spin on a dime.

Slip and slide.

Duck. Dive.

Unbelievable

techno break-

through' S169

THRUSTMAS-
TER F-16 TQS'

You've got one of

the best flight sim-

ulators on the mar-

ket and the soft-

ware is more

sophisticated than

the best the mili-

tary had just a few

years ago, but

you're still using

your keyboard to fly it? With the "TOS" you'll be flying

that bird from an F-16 Cockpit! User configurable,

thumb trackball, fore and aft throttle movement, dog-

fight switch and throttle tension adjustment wheel, as

realistic as the real thing. $110

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M
DARK

FORCES' You

inflRi
i .

(I must capture the

inhhIPWiiHi Death Star plan

and infiltrate the

Empire's secret

facility where a

new army of

MTs^i mechanized,
super storm-

troopers must be

stopped.
, Features richly

detailed 3D envi-

IrVfl
ronments and

^B = 1 first person per-

spective CD S47

•FREE GAME OFFER
Spend the specified amount on any in stock software and choose a free

IBM game from the corresponding list below, Otter subject to change or

cancellation without notice. Valid from Mar 1st to Apr 30th or while supplies

last Request must be made at time ol order

SPEND $60
Airborne Ranger 5.25, Falcon 3 Seen 2 MiG 29 3.5, GNB Scenario Builder

3.5,Gunship 5 25, Power Hits Sports 3,5/5.25, Charge ol the Light Brigade

5.25. Chess Net WIN 3 5/5 25, Conquered Kingdoms Seen 1 3.5. Pirates

5.25. Railroad Tycoon 3,5. SDI 5 25

SPEND $100
Battle Chess WIN 3 5/5 25, Battles of Destiny 3,5. Bndge 7.0 3 5, Cohort 2 3,5,

Dragon Force 3,5/5,25, Earth Invasion WIN 3 5, Kron-oiog: Nazi Paradox 3.5,

MacArtnur's War 35 Mega Traveller 525, Return of Phantom 3.5. Silent

Service 2 3 5, Sony SRS9 Speakers

SPEND $160
Alone m the Dark 3 5 Command HO 3 5. Dungeon Master 3.5/5.25, Falcon

3 3 5, F1 5 Strike Eagle 2 3 5. Flight Sim Toolkit 3.5, Microleague Baseball

Manager's Challenge 3 5. Simon the Sorcerer 3 5. Ultima Underworld 2

3 5, Warlords 5 25

IBM SIMULATIONS IBM STRATEGY IBM STRATEGY IBM WAR GAMES IBM HINT BOOKS

Renegade CD $4! 18th Air Squadron $38 MechLords $35 Action North Atlantic $26 7th Guest 2: 11th Hr $16
Sailing Simulator 3 $52 Advanced Civ. CD $34 Merchant Prince S37 Aegis CD $46 Across the Rhine $16
Sileni Hunter CD $48 Battle Isle 2200 CD S34 Millenium Auctn CD S46 Aide de Camp $45 Alone in the Dark 2 310

Silent Steel (41 Battle of Chickamagua $38 Navy Strike $40 Battle ol the Bulge $39 Arena Sir,

Slipstream 5000 $4C Battles in Time S35 New Horizons CD $34 Beynd Squad Leadr $45 Colonization Guide $16

Space Clipper $4! Black Beard or CD $34 Nobunaga Ambitn 2 $34 Big 3 CD $24 Dark Sun 1 or 2 $12
Star Base $42 Breach 3 or CD $34 Onslaught WIN $39 Blitzkrieg $39 Dungeon Master 2 $16
Starlord $3! Castles 2 CD $48 Operation Crusader $39 Blue SThe Grey CD $39 Fleet Defender S1i,

Sub Battle Sim 2 $39 Celtic Tales or CD $39 Patrician or CD $ 16 Campaign CD $35 Harpoon 2 Guide $19
Sub War 2050 Plus $41 Chessmstr 4000 Trb $36 Pax Imperia $39 CincPac or CD $39 Master of Magic Gd Ml,

SuperKarts or CD $31 Civilization $34 Prelect General 2 $35 Civil War: 1861-65 $40 Menzoberranzan $12
Tank Com Network CD $48 Civilization WIN $45 Pirates Gold Multia S'ta Commnd & Conquer $48 Perfect General 2 S1i,

Tie Fighter $41 Colonization or CD $46 Pizza Tycoon $40 D-Day:8egin of End $39 Star Trail $16
Top Gun CD $40 Colonization Gold $48 Pwer House CD $39 Dreadnoughts S3? Stonekeep Guide $16
Tornado CD $39 Colonization CD $48 Flags to Riches $36 Dreadnoughts Dlxe $59 X-Wing Strategy $16
Tower $42 Conquerd Kngdom 2 $36 Reunion or CD S33 Fields of Glory $37
Wing Commander 3 CD $53 Conqueror $48 Robo Sport WIN $34 Fifth Fleet or CD $39
Wings of Glory Enhance
World Circuit 2
X-Wing

$40
$42
$39

Conquest
Crusader CD
Darklegions or CD

$36
$48
$38

Rogarian Agenda
Romnce 3 Kngdm 3
Romnce 3 Kngdm 4

$39
$39
$39

Flight Commnder 2

Harpoon 2 or Dlx

Harpoon 3 CD

S38
$42

S3!)

1 CDI

CD-i 450 Magnavx $289
Dead Zone CD
Deadline CD

$52
$38

Second Conflict WN
Serf City

$34
$37

Last Blitzkrieg

Long Lance
$40
$29

7th Guest DV
Axis & Allies

$52
$44

IBM SPORTS Detroit $39 Sid Meir's Civil War $58 Main Bat Tank each $29 Burn Cycle $46

BarkleyShul Up $42
Empire 2 or CD
Fantasy Empires

$42
$42

Sim Ant CD
Sim City 2000

$4 I

$34

Malta Storm
Man of War

$26
$36

Dark Castle

Dragon's Lair 1 or 2
$34
$44

Blood Bowl or CD $34 Fantasy Fietdom $48 Sim Earth CD $40 Moscow Campaign $38 Jeopardy $36
Brett Hull Hckey '95 $42 Feudal $39 Sim Town or CD $34 Napoleonics $34 Mad Dog M. W/Gn $72
ESPN Hockey $39 Flight Commander 2 CD $36 SimClassic Coll WN $44 Northern Fleet $38 Star Trek 6 D V $22
Empire soccer '94 $29 Front Lines or CD $39 SimTower or CD $33 Operation Crusader $36 Voyeur $44
Fairways to Heaven or CDS29 Genesia $3g Space Miner $36 Operation Eurpe CD $34
Gone Fishiri CD
Hardball 4 CD
J.Nicklaus Goll CD
Links Pro 486 CD

$34

$39
$49

Genghis Khan 2

Global Domination

Great Naval Battles 3
Hammer of God CD

$34

$34
$34
$39

Space Raiders CD
Star Control 3 CD
Starship CD
Starship Troopers

$42
S33
$39
$39

Operation Overlord

Pac. Storm Slomn
Panzer General CD
Point of Attack

$38
$36
(38
$32

1 3DO

3DO Sys Panasonic $399
Live Action FB CD $34 High Seas Trader S3!) The Complete UMS $49 Red Sky Morning $36 Demolition Man $58
M-soft Glf 2 CD $45 Hollywood Mogul $38 The Orion Cnspircy $48 Road from Sumter $45 Doom $56
Microsoft Goll CD $48 Jagged Alliance CD $46 Theme Park or CD $39 Rommel at Gazala $36 FIFA Internal Scr 333

Microsoft Golf WIN $ IH Kingdom ol France $34 Transprt Tycoon CD $48 Seventh Fleet $38 GEX $52
NBA Jam $44 Kingdom of Germny $34 USS Ticonderoga $34 Stalingrad Campgn $38 Madder 1 ootbaH $49
NHL Hockey '95 CD $40 Kingmaker $32 Ultimte Domain CD $36 Stalingrad or CD $39 Need for Speed S3?
PGA Tour GOIf 486 $47 Legions WIN $34 Victory or Defeat $42 Tac Ops WIN $40 NovaStorm $32
Picture Perfect Golf $42 Lemmng Chron. CD S3'., Vikings 2 $36 The Great War $39 PGA Tour $54
=toad to Final 4 2 $38 Lords ol Realm CD $39 Walls of Rome $39 Third Reich or CD $34 Rise of the Robot $52
Time Out Sports Bsktbal $39 Lost Admiral 2 $39 Warcrafl or CD $39 Tigers on the Prowl $42 Road Rash $56
Ultimate Ftball CD $45 Machiovelli Prince $40 Worlds of War CD $48 USS Ticonderoga $34 Samurai Showdn S33
Unneces Rough '95 $34 Master of Magic CD $39 X-Com:Terr Dp or $40 Victory at Sea $41 Slayer $33
Winter Sports or CD $28 Master of Orion CD $40 X-Com:UFO Del $38 Warpoint $36 Supreme Warrior S3!'

IBM ADVENTURE
NOT FOR KIDS

Alone in the Dark 2 CD $34
BloodnetCD $41

Club Cyberlesque CD $33
Corpse Killer CD $48
Cyber-Peep Interactve CD$19
Deva X CD S49
Dream Machine CD $54
Fantasies Interactive CD $35
Fox Pack CD $37
Internalnl Strip Poker CD $22
Intimate Journey CD $24
Hell CD $45
Doom 2:Hell on Earth $42
Lawn Mower Man 2 CD $49
Leisure Suit Larry 7 CD $44
Maddams Family CD $24
Midnight Slranger CD $45
Mind Teazzer CD $32
Metal and Lace $27
Mortal Kombat 2 CD $46
Mustang CD $49
Neurodancer CD $45
Neuropak CD $59
Nights of Xentar CD $38
Nick Steele P.I. CD $59
Nightwatch 2 CD $39
Nightwatch CD $39
Noctropolis CD $47
Paradise Club CD $39
Party Time CD $19
Pleasure Zones CD $33
Public Fantasies CD $29
Quarantine $35
Scissors N' Stones CD $29
Secrets Interactive CD $35
Sorority House CD (R) $34
Space Sirens CD $49
Spy Club (R) CD $49
Texas Table Dance CD $39
Vampire's Kiss CD $49
Velvet Dreams CD $35
Virtual Director CD $49
Virtual Valerie 2 CD $42
Virtual Vixens CD $39
Virtually Yours CD $49
WanderLust CD $44
Winner Takes All CD $39
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Leisure Suit Larry's

Greatest Hits and Misses:

V/% Pressed onto
/a Single Shiny

^ \ Via*Surface!
p
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this see-

n a r i o :

You've played

some of the

more recent in-

carnations of the

Leisure Suit Larry

series, but you

want to know
"how it all got

started," so to speak.

The local software

store doesn't stock

the original Larry

games anymore, so
e

you thought you were

out of luck! You kept

trying to obtain prior

episodes in this classic

series starring the man
with the cleanest poly-

ester suit west of Texas,

Leisure Suit Larry, but the

games were nowhere to be

found. Some software

companies might tell you to 1

take medication, while
others might try to offer

limited edition reprints; but

not Sierra On-Line. You called,

faxed, mailed, and some folks

even wanted to camp outside

Sierra's offices to convey one

underlying message: Give us

more of Larry; we want it all!

Despite concerns from some insiders

that the public couldn't handle all of

Larry, Sierra served your compassion for

more by recently releasing a Collector's

Edition, Leisure Suit Larry's Greatest Hits

ami Misses.

To celebrate the 15th

anniversary of Sierra

On-Line, Larry's

Collector's

Edition
features
everything

you'd ever

want to

know
about

the

By Geoff Keighley

world's favorite software hero with a

receding hairline. Besides including the

complete collection of the Leisure Suit Larry

50 To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707

games, Sierra has added some icing to the

cake, or CD-ROM in this case, by including

special items and programs which date

back to the dawn of Larry's existence. What

exactly do you get in this package designed

for the ultimate Larry fan and also the

casual gamer? Do you think I'm going to

tell you? You're right, I am!

Free Stuff...Literally for

Free This Time!
As the old saying goes, you

never "get some-

thing for nothing,"

and that's usually true, but in

this case you're getting "six

somethings for the price of one."

What are those six somethings? Not just

any software product, but the

complete Leisure Suit Larry series,

commercial free—except for those

annoying airport ads in Larry 5!

That's right, Al

Lowe's "little

man" is ready

to waltz across

your computer

screen in all of his

diversified adven-

tures! In addition to

the fact that these

adventures are

all bundled

together for

| the price of

one, just try

finding some of

the earlier Larry hits

on software store shelves;

they aren't there, are they? Why not?

Because most of the Larry games have

been out of print for years, and are now

INTERACTION Magazine



only available in this collection. All right,

so this sounds a bit like an infomercial,

but who can resist such a deal?

Wait, there's more! What if I were to

tell you that in addition to this

wonderful offer of Larry's greatest hits,

Sierra is going to throw in absolutely

free, a copy of The Laffer Utilities, which

prints images, tells jokes, and forecasts

horoscopes! The Laffer Utilities contains

some of Al Lowe's favorite jokes, along

with a complete database of Larry

images to print out and show your

friends! Did you think that was it?

saying "Martha, how do they do it? I bet

it's because of volume!" Listen Sherlock,

here's a secret from "behind the

You'll never find exotic and exciting locations like

this in other adventure games.

This is Passionate Patti. How did a nice girl like

her get into a game collection like this?

We're not done quite yet! Throw in

Larry's Big Score, and Larry's Casino

Games from Take-A-Break Pinball for

Windows, which is a pinball table based

on Larry, Larry Laffer! All of this

incredible computer data, millions and

millions of bits, available for a limited

time, all in one package! All this

software combined would cost upwards

of $360 American dollars. Now, Sierra is

practically giving it away, for a one-time

special collector's price.

Some of you may be sitting by your

computer, reading this message, and

I f
If 4^

Hi" . „ " IF

Larry's Scrapbook is full of the rowdy kind of
humor we used to get away hack in the old days

before we matured. Not for the faint of heart.

I he more things change, the more the\ sli/i the

same. Another Larry game, another sleezy bar.

mountain" at Sierra: They tell me this

series has been put together to celebrate

the great achievements of Larry, and

there's no catch involved! Well, besides

the fact that Larry threatened to walk if

they release this product. Just kidding,

folks! No strings attached, and no
floppy disks either!

Larry's Big Misses!

As any Larry fan knows, Mr. Laffer has

had his share of trouble with women, and

all of his escapades can be experienced in

this tremendous compilation. When the

title mentions the "greatest misses,"

One of those rare times you'll see Leisure Suit Larry

trying to "chat up" a guy. It's not that kind ofgame.

they're talking about Larry's rather

tarnished record with the babes over the

years. Don't take my word for it though,

lounge through the entire series yourself!

Also in this collection, designer Al

Lowe offers a behind-the-scenes look at

how he creates an adventure game.

Although Al's been quoted as saying

"you sit down at the computer, stare at

the screen, and a year later, you stand

up with a game," there's a lot more that

goes into the creation of one of Larry's

gigantic adventures. Just think: Al has

spent over six years of his life devoted to

Larry 1

(Original): You would

never know it from this

picture, but Larry has a

receding hairline and is

wearing his trademarked

polyester leisure suit.

Decked out in luscious

CCA pixels, Larry looks a

little blocky — just like

his personality.

Spring 1995

Larry 6
Larry became the big

man on campus when
Al and the elves at

Sierra managed to

enhance his look and

increase his "cool"

factor by hanging a

gold medal around his

chest, and unbuttoning

more of his shirt. The

production team went

wild for Larry, but he

still couldn't impress

the babes. Maybe Larry

will get "bigger and

better" in Larry 7? He

can only hope!
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this collection, creating some of the

funniest adventures to ever hit disk

drives. The collection includes a video

interview with Al, talking about his life

and how Larry came into existence.

Finally, there's a special bonus interview

with Al, done for a German television

show, dubbed in German!

A Real Tearjerker

For those of you with a special place

in your heart for Larry, the Collector's

Edition has great nostalgic value, and it

really shows how adventure games have

changed over the years. From pure text

input in the early titles, to a full blown

icon interface in later exploits,

adventure games certainly have evolved

over the years. Throughout the history

of gaming Larry has kept prancing

around the screen. The evolution is

extraordinary, and it's mind-boggling to

see what was "cutting edge" technology

only a few years ago. Nonetheless, Larry

has outsurvived all computer game
technology, and still lives on in his

adventures, no matter if he's a cheesy

EGA resolution character, or a full

blown VGA superstar.

Perhaps one of the nicest features of the

collection is the commemorative 68-page

Larry scrapbook. Featuring splashes of full

blown color, and even a nice spiral

binding, Sierra has spared no

expense in ^^^^^^
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/ etsure Suit I any immortalized in his own i>inhull

game. It's included <n a bonus mi the ('I)-ROM.

detailing some of the funniest moments

in Larry history, with special commentary

from the famous Al Lowe himself.

From a Larry Fest to the
Wild West!

As a special treat, once you get sick of

seeing polyester suits and one of the

sleaziest computer game heroes ever,

travel back to when the West was fun,

and meet up with Freddy Pharkas,

Frontier Pharmacist, another one of Al

Lowe's smash hit creations. Set in the

late 1800's, Freddy is a totally new
adventure, with some of the funniest

jokes known to man—and sheep.

Experience the interactive demo on this

collection, and then you can go out and

buy the complete game, on disk or CD-

ROM. Think of it this way: If you don't

buy Freddy, Sierra won't be able to make
a sequel, and hence, no chance of a

valuable Collector's Edition-
foreshadowing, my friends!

Whether you're a

new computer gamer looking lor some of

the funniest adventures ever released, or

,i veteran gamer who wants to revisit

Larry history, his complete journey is

now packaged together in one box

—

environmentally friendly! This series is

really one of the true gems ol the

computer game industry, but four sequels

really speak for themselves. So watch

Larry's pursuit of women again and

again, five times over, with the complete

Larry collection, pressed onto a single

shiny surface! Next time you're perusing

the software store at your leisure, check

out the only software box with a man in

a polyester suit on it: Leisure Suit Lurry, in

his Greatest Hits and Misses.

Bottom Line
Adventure Game

Availability: Now Shipping

Summary: Your chance to

own every cheap joke and
bad pick-up line. It includes

every gal that got away
from Leisure Suit Larry in

every game. A must have
for anyone with a warped
sense of humor!

Price: $69.95

Larry Lends a Helping Hand!
Have you ever been sitting at the computer and thought to yourself, "Why
doesn't Sierra release a series of utilities about Leisure Suit Larry? You
know, they should have horoscopes, jokes, screen savers, a phone
database, sign maker, office pool database, phone database, excuse list,

clip art and, and more!" What would Sierra say? Probably that you should

get out to the software store more often, and take a look on the shelf for

the Laffer Utilities 1
. But wait, before you snatch it up off the shelves, you

have two options: pay the full retail price for the product, or purchase

Larry's Greatest Hits and Misses on CD-ROM, which includes the entire

Laffer Utilities as an exclusive bonus, free of charge! This entire suite of

utilities also randomly generates humorous newspaper headlines,

along with more useful things, such as a restaurant database,

appropriately called "Where do you want to go for lunch?" Sure,

Larry might be out to lunch himself, but at least his image will

actually be of use for once—that is until your boss catches you

printing all of that clip art on the Laser printer.
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Insufficient memory?

A) We recommend using a boot disk.

B) Check your Windows swap file. To run this

game on a 4 megabyte system, you should

create a 5.5 megabyte permanent swap file.

C) You may also need to edit the game's

configuration file. In the \SIERRA\KQ7

directory, edit the file called RESOURCE.
WIN. First edit SCIMINK=2100 line. You may lower this

number to 1900. Next, as appropriate, edit the line

WING=TRUE to read WING=FALSE or add the line to the end

of the file. For more information on how to use your EDITOR,

refer to your DOS manual or contact Microsoft's technical

support department.

Getting u message indicating you need 256 colors or

Wind requires an updated video driver? Getting a
GROWSTUB error?

This game requires a video resolution of at least 640x480 in

256 colors. A GROWSTUB error indicates you have either an

older or corrupted mouse driver. For more information,

please refer to the game's README file.

T Experiencing error messages or lockups with a
3.5" disk and CD-ROM?
It your CD-ROM game came with a 3.5" disk, check the disk

for the version number, it you have version 1.1 of the game,

we now have an upgrade that corrects the errors and lockups

that may occur on some computet systems. Obtain a free

upgrade by calling the Direct Sales Group at 1-800-757-7707.

you have version 1.4, be sure you install both the CD-ROM
and the disk. Some game files are located on the disk and the

game won't function properly without them.

T Do you receive a STOP error during install?

If the installation halts with a STOP message, click on

the title bar of the STOP dialogue box and drag it to

one side. Note the name of the file that the installer

was trying to copy to and find that same file in File

Manager. Click once on the file name and select

Properties in the File menu. If there is an X in the Read

Only box, click to remove it and restart installation.

T Is yourgame missing an icon after installation?

After installing the game, if the KQ7 icon doesn't appear,

you're probably using a Windows replacement shell such as

PC Tools or Navigator. You have to disable the replacement

desktop, and use the Windows Program Manager to install

the game. For information on how to disable desktop

replacements, contact your desktop software manufacturer.

Error message when fleeing the were-beast?

This error occurs on certain systems when using version 1.1

of the game. It's easily corrected with our free upgrade.

Hippos and were-heasts giving you trouble?

Does the Hippo refuse to take your nickel? Is the were-beast

animation looping? These problems should be remedied by

patch disk KQ7PAT, and can be used on versions 1.4 and 1.51

of the game.

WIN32S errors? Game crashes on boot up?
Jumbled up graphics?

This can be caused by incompatibilities with WinG. To

disable it, copy the file SIERRAW.EXE from the CD-ROM
drive into the \SIERRA\KQ7 directory. Then click once on

the KQ7 icon, go to the File menu, select Properties. Under

Command Line, remove the second S from SIERRAWS.EXE.

The KQ7 icon will turn into a gray icon.

If you are receiving a Win32s error, delete the subdirectory

WIN32S in the \WINDOWS\SYSTEM directory. Delete any files

in the \WINDOWS\SYSTFM directory that start with WIN32S.

Finally, in the WINDOWS directory, edit the SYSTEM.INI file. If

there is a DEVICE line which mentions WIN32S, delete it. Save

the file, exit, and restart Windows.

If you then receive a Bad Ops Code error starting the game,

you have an older or corrupted mouse driver. Contact

Microsoft or your mouse manufacturer to obtain the latest

mouse drivers for Windows.

If you are still crashing out of Windows or DOS when you

try to start the game, you may need new video drivers.

Contact your video card manufacturer to obtain the latest

drivers tor your model of video card.
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MetalTech:
Earth Sieqe

Getting an EMM exception error or

General Protection Fault when
starting the game?

Create a boot disk from the installation

program for use with the game.

T Own a Gravis UltraSound or

AWE-32?

Having problems with errors? Lockups.'

Thrustmaster? You need patch ESPAT.GXE.

MM

I'-
ll '-

T Having problems with the disk-

based version/

If you have diskette version 1.0 (check

disks), patch A0D11.EXE. can correct

most problems.

T Getting an EMM exception error or

General Protection Fault when
starting the game?

We recommend a boot disk.

Quest For Glory 4

T Problems with error messages, or

game halting?

On the diskette version if you get the

error message "Unexpected Interrupt" or

your game halts with large text on the

screen, or if you get the "Assertion Failed"

message when saving a game, you need

the patch disk QG4PAT.EXE.

T Getting an "Insufficient Memory" message when
you try to start the DOS version of the game?

We recommend using a boot disk

Getting a message stating that 256 colors are

required when you try to run the Windows version?

This game requires a video resolution of at least 640x480 in

256 colors. Please consult your video card documentation or

your hardware dealer for instructions.

Can't enter the combination on the safe in the

Fltieves' Guild?

The lock on the safe doesn't have all the letters spelled out

on it. It has an A, then a dash, then C, etc. The dashes

represent the missing letters. Click on the letters and the

dashes to spell the combination word.

T Can't import your character from Quest for Glory IFF?

You need the patch disk, QG4IMP.EXE..

T Getting Fatal Error #47 when trying to climb down
the slippery slope?

Click your walk icon on the tree low enough so it's still on

the path. Your character will walk to that point and slide. If

you still have difficulty, scoot your character slowly along the

screen by clicking the walk icon just in front ot him.

LodeRunner

Wlilack or white screen in the

IX)S version?

You may not have your VESA driver loaded

or have a VESA-compatible video card. It

could also be insufficient expanded
memory, or EMS. The game requires 2

megs of EMS, rather than the I meg
indicated on the box.

Joystick or Restore Games Trouble?

You need patch disk I.RWIN if you are having joystick

problems in the Windows version. Or, if you're getting

Divide Overflow/Divide by Zero, Application Error when
trying to RESTORE after losing last life, or if you are having

trouble restoring saved games.

TProblem restoring saved games with CD version?

You need patch disk LRCDPT.

PrjJjrjP [{Lies* 4

"Unexpected Interrupt?"

If you have this problem, or if your game
halts with large text on the screen, or if it

takes an extremely long time to restore a

saved game, you need patch disk

PQ4PAT.EXE.

"Insufficient Memory" message?

General Protection Fault error? Game freezing?

We recommend a boot disk.

Unable to handcuff Walker in City Hall?

Click the gun on Walker. Then click the talk icon on him

twice, once to make him drop his weapon and once to make

him kneel down. Then quickly click the handcuffs on him. If

this does not work, no matter how fast you do it, get patch

PQ4CUF.EXE.

Hey Dude...need a

patch disk?
IF you need a patch disk to correct

any oF these problems, turn the

page For patch disk ordering

inFormation.
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Patch Disks:

TWant infortnation on how to get

the free upgraded version of
Outpost?

Sierra is now shipping Outpost version 1.2.

To receive the latest upgrade, download

the OUTP15.EXE file from the Sierra BBS,

CompuServe, or America Online. If you

do not have a modem, you need a patch disk.

Football Pro '95

T No crowds in the stands? Players

can't change position? Can't load

extra plays from the CD version?

You've got an old version of Football Pro

'95. You need the patch disk, FBP95.EXE.

yTrouble with the approval word hint?

The idea is to move the snowball into

place before getting the letter R in the

word approval. Go to the mound above

the snowball and push the snowball

south. Next, push it east, so it rests against

the letter R. From your new position

above the snowball, push it south again. It is now in the

appropriate place where it can be used to cross the river.

Don't forget to get the rest of the letters on the east side of

the river before pushing in the snowball and crossing

Ifyou need a patch disk to correct any of the problems

mentioned in this article, we have several ways you can

obtain one.

You can write to:

Patch Disks - Sierra On-Line

Patch Disks Dept. 10

Coarsegold, CA 93614-0485

you have a modem and prefer to download the

h, you can find it on the following on-line services:±
-H- 4

H85

Sierra BBS: U.S.A. (206) 644 0112

or U.K. (44) 1 734 304227
CompuServe: Type Go Sierra

America Online: Keyword Sierra

w If you have access to a fax, please include your fidl

address. Our fax number is: (206)644-7697

Unfortunately, some patches will change the game files

extensively. In few cases, they make it impossible to restore saved

games. After installing the patch, you may have to start the game
over at the beginning. We apologize for this inconvenience.

Early Math

Application error when trying to

eat an apple?

When the Alien drives the car past the

bridge puzzle and attempts to eat an

apple, you will get an Application error,

or an error message stating "EMATH
Caused a General Protection Fault in

Module WD33-8.DRV." You can either

select IGNORE and continue to play; or if the problem

occurs in the CD version, you can order a patch disk.
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section] Seeing is believing!

u

is hot hardware and software for your home P.C

the old

saying is true that a picture is worth a

thousand words, then you could say

that EasyPhoto gives your computer a

new and powerful vocabulary. This

inexpensive and easy-to-use new
peripheral and software package for the

home computer makes it as easy to

express yourself with photos as it is with

text - maybe even easier.

This new product from Storm Software is

the first successful merger of personal

photography with your PC, even though

"Nifty.. .and it works like a
charm." -CD-ROM Today

the technology has been around for a long

time. In fact, at first glance it might be

easy to dismiss the EasyPhoto

Reader unit as

just another

personal scan-

ner like ScanMan

or any of a half

dozen versions of

commercial scan-

ning systems, (that

are difficult to use,

suffer from both

y^l l' m I/V-Cv^f T \^MS m turn

I . . *'. .j.

poor quality imaging, and generally poor

ergonomics). New EasyPhoto has been

created specially for the home user at a

price you can actually afford!

For most people, the popular part of

this package is the EasyPhoto Reader

unit. It couldn't be easier to use and is

completely hassle-free. You don't

need an internal board for your

computer—you just plug it into a

parallel port. It's smaller than an

average telephone and features a unique

feeder that positions your photo and

feeds it into the scanning system. At the

press of the button, it automatically

reads your printed photo into the

computer. A superior quality image

every time.

"Everyone who has seen
A this software/scanner ^
combination has fallen in

love with it." -PC Letter

Other personal scanners look like

digital paintbrushes. They ask the user to

slowly move the scanning device

over photos in such a way that it

almost guarantees the result will be a

blurry image - even after a few tries.

(If you should have a need for this

old-fashioned style of scanner, the

EasyPhoto Reader unit

actually becomes one

at the touch of a

button, but I'm not

sure what the ad-

vantage would be.)

Most hand-

held scanners have a

long list of technical

requirements that you

need to deal with

\ Use your4
owin

photos'.^

befoie

you can use them.

Not EasyPhoto.

But the real ad-

vantages of Easy-

Photo become
evident once your

photo is digitized. Unlike many other

scanners, the Easy-

Photo Reader unit

uses EasyPhoto soft-

ware that is actually

easy to understand

and install.

Digitized images

saved on your hard

drive are in the

100K range for an

average picture - and the quality

is pretty incredible. That's because

EasyPhoto has standardized JPEG as its

format for digitized graphics. Other

scanners use other graphic formats that

can take up to 10 times as much space on

your hard drive for an

image of comparable

quality. (JPEG is an

emerging industry

standard for graph-

ics.) You won't run

into compatibility

problems when you

move picture files to

other applications

when you make
them with EasyPhoto.

Once you save an image, the number of

things you can do with it are simply

incredible. The folks at Storm have

identified the obvious examples, like school

reports, birth announcements, holiday
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Greetings from the

Taylor family!

-m

letters,

etc. They've also

included some
simple-to-use
word processing

templates and

step-by-step
instructions on how to develop others.

You can easily include photos in any of

your word processing documents — in-

cluding full color images (if you happen to

be one of the grow-

ing number of

people with access

to a color printer).

In fact, probably

the single most

impressive thing

about EasyPhoto

is the way photo

images are en-

hanced by the soft-

ware during print time. When you

compare a photo printed using EasyPhoto

software (black and white or color) with a

standard printout of the same picture, there

is a clear improvement in the quality when

using EasyPhoto.

Aside from the hundreds of obvious

uses lor EasyPhoto, there's also a number

of fun things I've found I can do with it.

I've taken the personal photos that once

cluttered my desk, converted them to a

.BMP format, and moved them to my
Windows desktop. (It's kind of a shock

during the day to look at my computer

and see my wife peeking out from

behind a spreadsheet.) There are also a

few shareware programs out there that

will allow you to load pictures of families

and friends into a screen saver, so your

computer will randomly display them

whenever you aren't working with your

l'( : keyboard.

If you're one ol those people who seems

to have developed a large number ol on-

line friends over the years (like me), you

can send them pictures electronically,

quickly ami inexpensively. (An aver-age

color photo image takes less than three

minutes to upload to CompuServe or

America Online at %(X) baud.) Since the

JPEG format is

widely used on

the Internet and

(to a lesser ex-

tent), Compu-
Serve, none of

my friends seem

to be having any

iu photo of lh» remodeling. What a di

complata. VJ» naadad to add an a*tra toon

mov.d our oomputar :nto th* naw otiica and

may want to consider purchasing just

the EasyPhoto software for $50. It's

worth the price just for the print

routines that improve images at print

time; though the search features on the

photo storage program could be even

more useful if you tend to handle large

quantities of photo images in your

business. Storm Software predicts the

complete system will be in

short supply until

around Christmas,

but it will be available

in limited quantities as

early as April.

AFTER

problems
finding a

way to view

m\- pictures.

While ad-

mittedly I'm a bit of a

gadget hound, I've

found that my own
enthusiasm for this product has been

overshadowed by my wife's and co-

workers'. Now the relatives all know
what our new house looks like, though

they live hundreds or thousands of

miles away. And the guy I share an

office with has finally won a round

with his insurance company when he

sent them a letter via fax, complete

"...an important benchmark
in technology

development... well
designed and easy to use."

-Boston Globe
with photos of the major dent they

were trying to pass off as a "minor
scratch." Perhaps best of all though, I've

finally archived all those photos I've

taken of my family (over the last 10

years of marriage) using Storm's

excellent photo album feature. (It took

about five hours to scan them all in,

and about two boxes of 3.5" floppies,

but it was so easy to do I accomplished

the task during a relaxing evening

watching television.)

At only $250, the EasyPhoto Reader

hardware and software package is a great

addition to any home computer. If you

happen to already own a personal

scanner, you may want to upgrade, or it

your scanner is a professional one, you

SPECIAL
PURCHASE
Through special

arrangement with
Storm Software, Sierra

has reserved EasyPhoto
Reader hardware and
software packages for

the first 500 Sierra

customers who order it

at the special price of
only $229.95*. Makes a

great Father's or
Mother's Day gift.

Call now to order!

l-SQ0:7S7:l?Q7
Offer # IS9SS7

Easy Phjijto
comes with a

no-questions-asked,

30 day money back
guarantee!

"Plus $7.95 shipping and handling.
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The Complete Collector's Edition

Experience the

evolution ofaerial

combat from the

wood-and-canvas

planes of the first

World War to the

machines of

destruction used by

modern military.

The best of the

Great War Planes

series, Aces: The Complete Great War Planes

Collector's Edition is the most recent addition

to Sierra's growing series of greatest hits

collections. This assortment contains

all of the planes, all of the

missions, from every one of the

bestselling Dynamix flight sims

published to date. For the price of a

single simulation, you can experience the

historic air battles of both World Wars and

Desert Storm as presented in the multi-award

winning Aces Collection.

Red Baron
In the early days of flight, combat was a

personal experience. Planes were

constructed of nothing more durable

than wood and canvas. Dogfighting was

much more an experience of man against

man. Due to the relatively low speeds and

the manually-operated weapons of the

day, it was a situation where skill and

sometimes luck were the only things that

prevented a pilot's untimely death, unlike

today's automation-based combat. The

grace and precision used in this recreation

of the WW1 experience should not be

missed by any interested gamer.

Choose your side and

fly with either

the British

The incredible grace evident in even the earliest

planes ofwar will astound you.

Royal Flying Corps or the German Army
Air Service in this WWI flight sim. Also

ripe for the picking are 17 different

planes including the Sopwith Camel and

the Fokker Triplane. In the many possible

missions, you can go one-on-one against

an historic ace, engage in dogfighting,

shoot down spy balloons, or even fly

evening missions. Hundreds of research

hours went into both Red Baron and the

Mission Builder. The aces react just as the

real pilots did back in 1914, and each

individual aircraft is programmed with

all the strengths, weaknesses, and quirks

of its historical counterpart.

The included mission-building option

adds more planes, more aces, and the

opportunity to create your own missions.

By Christa Phillips

Customize every element of the

simulation to your personal specifi-

cations. Red Baron is the first simulation

to include the mission recorder feature. It

was awarded Computer Gaming World's

Game of the Year and was one of a select

few games ever enlisted in

CGW's Hall of Fame.

Aces of the Pacific

The second World War ushered in

the age of mass-produced aircraft,

along with mass-produced and

trained pilots to fly them.

Superior weaponry and training

offered new opportunities to employ

complex strategies for winning battles.

Within this simulation, you will fly for

the United States or Japan in 30 different

When airplanes became strong enough to sink

ships, the complexion of the war changed forever.

planes including the famous

P-38 Lightning and the

infamous Japanese Zero

AOP features the

intense simulation

of Red Baron, with

added features like

mission
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WWII. A lime of mass-produced planes and
pilots. Can you survive a war of attrition/

"Aces of the Pacific featured the best

WWII dogfighting and graphics yet

seen on a PC. And the WWII: 1946

expansion disk added seven new
planes to AOTP's already huge
selection" _Scott Wolf( PC Gfl,Her

training. You can practice on the finer

points of aerial combat such as dive

bombing, attack planning and carrier

landings. Aces also allows you to pick

your own missions, whether it be

dogfighting against an ace, combating air

patrol, or reenacting an historic flight.

WWII: 1946 is an alternate-history

module that allows you to fly missions as

if "the bomb" had never been dropped

and the war had continued. The added

planes make the transition from
propeller-driven to jet aircraft.

Who had the faster, more maneuverable planes?

The answer changed < onstantfy.

Aces Over Europe
Computer Gaming World

named AOE Simulation of the

Year soon after it was released. In

the follow-up to AOP, the combat arena

moves to Europe, and

the graphics make a

giant leap forward. Enlist in

the American, German or

British Air Force and fly aircraft like

the Mustang or the Messerschmidt 109.

AOE contains new mission types including

Close Support, Interdiction, and Armed
Reconnaissance along with the old

standbys. In addition to the myriad of

missions, you can also

choose to dogfight a famous ace or an

entire enemy squadron. As in AOTP,
exceptional valor earns promotions and

medals, "...simulation so realistic that

when your plane is shot up, you will be

tempted to check for bullet holes in your

A-10 Tank Killer features the Fairchild

Republic A-10 Thunderbolt II, affection-

ately known as "the Warthog," for its lack

of beauty. War ain't pretty, and the

Warthog gets the job done—its job being

the destruction of enemy tanks

and the pulverization of

enemy strongholds.

The A-10 is armed with a seven-barrel, 30

mm, front-mounted cannon known as an

"Avenger," which makes short work of the

enemy. The bullets in the Avenger are made

from depleted uranium, a metal tough

enough to pierce even the toughest armor.

This simulation offers up 21 missions in all,

including seven based on the Gulf War.

jl I lie * o ^H
Aviafayfl fcmeers

!>-)!C\ Hl«4fT£
Personally experience the evolution

of the warplane.

ial featu
ion is new Avi

Pioneers, a multimedia review of
aviation history from 1903 to 1939.

Includes rare and historic film clips

and photographs of milestones in
aviation history.

clothing." -John Terra, Computer

Shopper. "What I want is the 'feeling'

thai I am flying, not playing an arcade

game. AOE delivers that in spades." -Alan

I'usco, Strategy Plus.

A-10 Tank Killer

Modern warfare (based on

technology), means the

pilot is so aided by

computers that he

may never actually

lay eyes on his

intended target.

Thus, the emphasis of A-10 moves from

man to machine, demonstrated by the

awesome fire power of modern aircraft.

The first flight sim ever from Dynamix,

Bottom Line
Flight Simulation

Availability: Now Shipping

'%J Summary: The complete

collection of the bestselling and
award winning flight simulations

of Dynamix.

Price: $60 (Over $250
when sold separately).
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An Interview with Chief

Daryl Gates about

Special Weapons And
Tactics (and software)

InterAction: What
inspired S.W.A.T.?

Chief Gates: The
idea came about

during the 1965 riot

in Los Angeles.

During that time I

must have rolled on

100 shootings and
100 sniper calls at least—maybe more.

Whenever there was a response from

the police (in my judgment), it was very

undisciplined. You get a criminal who is

barricaded and well armed and doesn't

want to come out. A lot of the time you

simply relied on luck, kick down the

doors, and go in with guns blazing. You

hope you are successful.

The more 1 began to think about that,

the more I realized that we had to come

up with a better system.

Finally, we had a shoot-out. We refer

to it now as the Surry Street Shoot-out.

It had to do with a real nut who was

heavily armed. He shot a police officer

in cold blood on his doorstep. When
the officer's partner rolled up, the

suspect had a high powered rifle and

shot the partner as well. 1 decided right

there we were going to change the way

we do things. We're going to have

controlled fire, and we're going to

develop the kind of techniques that will

take a guy like that out as quickly as

possible and keep the injuries down.
That was the beginning of S.W.A.T.

InterAction: How effective has the Los

Angeles' S.W.A.T team been?

Chief Gates: Extremely effective.

Sometimes people get the wrong
impression of S.W.A.T. They think their

whole purpose is to go in and shoot

people. That is not their purpose. Their

success is rated on their ability to end a

very violent situation without any gun

fire. If you look at all the S.W.A.T.

situations, you will find that

probably 95% of their incidents

(which are very violent at the

beginning), resulted in no
additional injury to anyone once

S.W.A.T. arrived on the scene.

InterAction: Chief, what's your

vision for the LARD. SWAT game?

Chief Gates: The ultimate vision is to

produce something that is going to give

the player the opportunity they'll never

have in life. In L.A.P.D SWAT you'll

actually be a member of a S.W.A.T. team.

You control your own destiny. I want to

dedicate this CD to S.W.A.T. people all

over the world—people who engage in

this very, very dangerous occupation.

InterAction: What are these S.W.A.T.

officers like?

Chief Gates: Two words come to mind:

dedication and pride. They have

incredible pride in what they do, and

they are totally dedicated. All you have

to do is look at the training schedule,

it's a killer.

They also have to be intelligent and

articulate. It was a S.W.A.T. team member

who talked O.J. into surrendering—the

uniformed guy who came out of O.J.'s

house a couple of times, Pete Weireter.

Hopefully, Pete is going to be in the game.

InterAction: How do S.W.A.T. officers

cope with the constant pressure they

must be under?

Profile:

^i Daryl Gates spent 43 years

in law enforcement and has

worked on such high

profile cases as the Manson

.by Kennedy. During his tenure as

Police Chief of the 8,000 strong L.A.P.D., Gates pioneered the S.W.A.T.

Team concept and was a founder of the D.A.R.E. drug prevention

program for children. After his retirement in the wake of the 1992 Los

Angeles riots. Gates found a new career as a designer of realistic

adventure and simulation products for Sierra. Watch for Gates "Police

Quest: :L.A.P.D. SWAT coming this fall from Sierra.
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Chief Gates: An officer told me about a

barricaded suspect who had shot up a

school yard and killed and wounded a

bunch of children. They (S.W.A.T.) had

pumped tons and tons of CS gas into his

apartment to try to get him to come
out. He had a shotgun, a high powered

rifle, a hand gun— it was a very

dangerous situation. When they finally

got into the apartment, the CS gas was

clearing, but all they could see was the

suspect's unmoving feet. They are

standing there thinking, "What's wrong

with this guy? Is he asleep? Has he taken

drugs?" Well, the guy had blown his

head off. His eyebrows were the only

thing left. His brain was sitting next to

him on the floor.

The officer was telling me this story

from a very philosophical standpoint. A

lot of cops would have been tapped out

by something like that, but S.W.A.T.

officers see that kind of stuff a lot. They

see an awful lot that no one else sees and

it can get to them. They use humor as a

defense. A lot of people misunderstand

police officers from that standpoint.

InterAction: Police Quest: Open

Season was designed to give average

citizens a taste of what it was like to

be an L.A.P.D. detective. How close do

you think the game came to reality?

Chief Gates: Compared to other police

games, the reality factor went up 100%.

We have a way to go. We will always

have to do a little compromising in the

interest of good game play.

InterAction: What comments have you

received from Po//ce Quest: Open

Season players?

Chief Gates: I've talked to police

officers throughout the United States

who have played the game. Professionals

play it and say that they really enjoyed

it, I think that is the best test.

you get up and there is something new

in your life. And if you want to move

about within the organization to various

specialties, you can do that. The most

rewarding part of my time was working

the street. Working with the various

problems that we faced in Los Angeles

in those days, were minor to the

problems that we face today. 1 look back

at having had the opportunity to

develop the first S.W.A.T. team. That

InterAction: Chief Gates, you were

with the LA.P.D. for over forty years.

In that time, you worked with street

cops, detectives, forensics, and crash

units. And you started the first

S.W.A.T. team. Of all of these, which

has been the most rewarding?

Chief Gates: Oh boy, I think the

rewarding factor of being a police officer

is the tremendous diversity. livery day

along with D.A.R.E., I guess, were some

of the most rewarding aspects of my
career. I look at S.W.A.T. now, and I

look at what's happened throughout the

world, and I realize that L.A.'s S.W.A.T.

team was the very first. That is very,

very rewarding.

InterAction: If I had to choose between

Open Season and LA.P.D. SWAT, which

game would you recommend most to

those who are looking for the real

experience of being a cop?

Chief Gates: If you want to be

involved in law enforcement, do both,

because that's the kind of diversity that

makes law enforcement so very, very

interesting. That's the profession, so you

need to do both,
j^

Police Quest: SWAT will be available

In tbe Fall of 199S. Police Quest: Open
Season is now available on Disk on PC
ami CD ami on CI) for the Macintosh.
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Strategy

guide

THE PRINCELESS BRIDE

Chapter One Survival Kit
Every year a great new game we've

created draws a number of new folks

into the Sierra family. This year's

big lure was King Quest VII. Since

we know that these recent Sierra

initiates can't find games like King's

Quest VII anywhere else, and thus

are facing an experience unlike any

they've had before, they may need a

little extra help getting started. We
don't want anyone to forsake this

fantastic adventure game,so we've

put together some survival tips and

a few pointers for those of you who

are new to Sierra adventuring.

Poor Queen Valanice. She's

dropped dead in the desert, been

mortally stung by a giant

scorpion, and drowned in a pool of

water. She's been kicked around more

than Dick Nixon. Are you getting more

and more frustrated as your frail heroine

bites the dust time and time again? How
can you complete the wondrous epic

King Quest VII when you can't even

finish the first chapter? Alas, not to

worry — a little persistence and the

carefully guarded clues we're about to

reveal will help you guide Valanice

unscathed (well, at least undead)
through Chapter I. Because the whole

point to playing this magical romance is

to have fun, we've also included some

tips for doing just that.

First, here are a few general strategy

tips especially for newcomers to

adventure games.

Strategy Tip #
i

Play around with the game

Don't be concerned if Valanice "expires".

She's tougher than you'd expect and has

far more lives than even a cat. So, bring

her back to life again and again, if need

be, to discover as much as you can about

King Quest VII's amazing regions. Click

on anything and everything. Interact

with each character; you might get clues

to puzzles that need to be solved.

Strategy Tip #2

Collect as many items as you can

When you click on some objects, you'll

be able to take them and put them into

your inventory. Pass your inventory

object over the screen. If it highlights,

vou can use the item there. Observe

each item closely by clicking it on the

eye next to the inventory window.
You'll get an enlarged close-up of the

object. Rotate it around by man-
ipulating the arrows in the close-up box

—you might find hidden objects or

additional information vou need.
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Strategy Tip *i

Look for ways to combine or
separate inventory items

Some objects can be combined to make

useful tools. Try clicking one item on

the other within the inventory window.

Some objects can be separated into two

separate parts by clicking the item when
it's in its close-up view.

Strategy Tip #
4

Make a map

Through trial and error you should get

an idea of where things are. But as

veteran adventure game players will tell

you, it's a better idea to draw a map.

Getting lost could be a mortal mistake.

Okay, let's get down to the nitty

gritty. How do we keep Valanice alive

long enough to see Chapter Two? After

all, how many times can you bear to see

this beautiful woman expire? And
you've gotta be sick and tired of re-

starting the game. Pay attention to these

clues and your Queen may stick around

until the end of the chapter.

Clue »i

It's unhealthy to drink salt water,

but it could mean death to Valanice

if she gives salt water to the desert

spirits! Above all, be nice to the

desert spirit; he's had a tough
afterlife and has information that

may keep Valanice alive. He will

also give you something you need, if

you can quench his thirst.

hint: look for a corny way to help turn

salt water into fresh water.

Clue »2

Crying can benefit Valanice.

hint: Comb your inventory for an

object that will bring tears to

Valanice's eyes. The fresh water could

come in handy.

Clue h
Don't try reasoning with scorpions!

Just for fun: The desert spirit gives

you a choice of objects. Try the rope

instead of the bug-reducing powder and

vice-versa. See what happens when you

encounter the giant scorpion.

hint: If all else fails, including running

away, you might try to wave something

in front of the scorpion to distract it

(remember, you can combine objects in

your inventory to make new objects).

hint: Don't click on the scorpion (I

know. 1 know. We said, ":click on

anything and everything." We
exaggerated a bit.)

Clue *4

Don't get stuck in the desert too

long! Keep track of where Valanice

is. If she lingers too long in the

endless desert she'll die.

hint: Try heading northwest from the

desert spirit's remains.

Clue »;

Don't let a few broken pots
discourage you. One of them will

survive unscathed.

Fun thing to do: Try picking up the

last pot first. Try picking them up in

every possible order. Does it matter

what order? Another fun thing to do:

See how many times you can make
Valanice mutter an expression of

frustration or pain such as "blast!"
,

"oh my!", or "ouch!" (Hint: she's a

sucker for cacti!)

Completely irrelevant, but fun
thing to find out: Is Valanice a lefty?

Clue '6

There may be more to the basket

than meets the eye.

Hint: Look at it closely, you might find

something you can use.

Clue #
7

Wet soil is good for planting seeds.

Yeah, I know we're getting a little

cryptic, but we don't want to be too

obvious! Okav, here's another clue: corn

might be a useful crop in the region.
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hint: After you've captured the

jackalope, be sure to tdke the tuft ol fur

he leaves behind.

hint: lie trades for things that rhyme,

lor example, it you otter him a seed, he

may give you a head. II he does, take

him up on it.

Clue #8
Make sure you read the inscription

on the base of the Water God statue.

(in fact, it's a good idea to read

everything you can!). Not only does the

inscription provide rich clues, it's

impossible to proceed very far without

reading it. (KQ 7 can be a stubborn

game when it wants you to do
something!)

hint: The inscription provides the

formula for turning salt water into

fresh water.

Fun thing to do: If the jackalope

continues to harass you after his

capture, irritate him by blowing your

horn again! Repeat the drill if it makes

you feel better.

Clue *q

Don't take the jackalope lightly.

This obnoxious critter may seem like

just another bothersome pest, but it's

imperative you capture him and take

away something he has stolen.

Clue #io

The kangaroo rat must be able to

see if he's going to trade with you.

hint: Recover his stolen glasses and

he'll talk to you.

hint: Blowing a horn in the jackalope's

hole mav do the trick.

Clue #n
Try offering the kangaroo rat each

item in your inventory.

Don't worry. ..you won't be allowed to

make a stupid swap, but you might get

some very useful information from him.

hint: Offer him your comb. His

response may prove as good as gold!

Clue hz
Turn the Water God's head to turn

him into a Sun God.

hint: You'll see three turquoise heads;

line them up.

Fun thing to do: Ask the Water

God to cough when he turns his head

(just kidding!)

Clue #n
Delve into the salt water pool.

Yeah right. ..Try looking for a scuba tank

in Valanice's inventory. Actually, the

way to get to the bottom of the pool is

to drain it and walk down the steps.

hint: Click the symbols on the cliff

face next to the cave. They will tell you

what to do.
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Clue *u
Get half of the turquoise key from

the bowl of the idol who is at the

bottom of the drained well (he's the

ugly guy at the bottom of the

drained well).

Be sure to put something similar into his

bowl. It's impolite to take without giving.

And the consequences may be dire!

Clue *k
When the colored stones on the

altar tome loose, put them in other

places on the altar.

hint: Try putting a stone in each of the

statue's hands, and another one in the

stone carving (but they have to be the

right stones).

Clue '16

When you have both halves of the

turquoise key, use them on the door

that leads out of the desert.

hint: Put the halves of the key together

in the inventory box..

Clue #
i7

You've opened the door and now
there's a Gila Monster ready to eat

Valanice. What to do?

That's why they call KQ7 a cliffhanger!

Go on to Chapter 2 and you'll move
closer to the solution.

Now that you've made it through

Chapter One (wasn't that worth the

effort, now that it's behind you?), take a

deep breath and go on to Chapter Two:

"A Troll is as a Troll Does."

Can it possibly be true: The beautiful

Princess Rosella has been turned into an

ugly troll? How did it happen? Can she

be saved from her dastardly fate —
betrothal to the hideous troll king? Are

there sympathetic trolls who can help

Rosella escape? Will she survive the

threat of the mean troll on his bridge?

Will she get what she needs from the

crystal dragon? What will Rosella do

when she encounters two troll women
in a mud bath? You'll find the answers

to these questions and more in Chapter

Two of King Quest VII. Plus, you get to

switch heroines and see things from

Rosella's point of view. Hey, aren't you

glad you toughed it out?

hint: The Colossus head's lip plug may
be an exit you'll want to try.

Tor more hints on Chapter One and all

the other chapters, a step-by-step "click-

through'' guide to King's Quest VII, as

well as the inside story about this

magnificent epic and the preceding

adventures, be sure to order King Quesl

VI Is The Official Hint Guide . Call l-

800-757-7707 24 hours a day, 7 days a

week. This highly informative collectot S

item is only $15.95.

9 2 1
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Before starting on any

journey, you need a really fine

ma/}. 'This is it! The only

official and authorized guide

to the magical world of

King's Quest VII. Within

these pages, you'll find such

treasures lis:

• Detailed puzzle hints ^
and solutie i

•A complete ^
walkthrough of the game i

•A catalog of inventory items

J

•Maps of all the regions
)f Eldritch J

•Added goodies you
won't find anywhere i

such as interviews with the

KQ VII learn, a behind-the-

s look al

an adventure game, photos,

N«

With the official King's Quest

VII hint guide, you'll get the one and

only in-depth, inside look at this

amazing game. Written by Lorelei

Shannon, co-designer of Kings

Quest VII, this is the most

comprehensive guide on the market.

Clear, concise, easy to

understand-you'll never have

trouble locating the hints you need!

Call

1-800-757-7707
today! and receive your

copy for ONLY $7.95!

Offer UIS9S65
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Uo you consider yourself to be a

pretty good Front Page Sports Football

coach? Maybe you've been playing the

game for a year or two, have

consistently made the playoffs, and
maybe even won a championship or

two playing against the computer. If

so, perhaps it is time to step up to the

major leagues.

have waiting lists of

people wanting to join,"

1 lolmes explained. "When
the waiting lists get long

enough, we form a new
league." (Sierra's new
forum has two leagues in

operation.)

Create

your own
game

plans and

coaching

profiles,

with over

10,000

plays to

choose

from!

A true test of your coaching ability is

to log-on to CompuServe and join one

of the on-line football leagues in the

Sports Simulations or Sierra forums. To

find the Sport Simulations forum,

simply type "SPRTSIMS" at the GO
prompt. Access Sierra's Sports

Simulations forum by typing "GO SIER."

(See the sidebar for more information.)

According to Bill Holmes, assistant

SysOp for the Sport Simulations forum,

there are currently nine active sport

simulations on-line leagues using Front

Page Sports: Pro Football '95, Sierra's latest

version. "Most of the established leagues,

By Randy Chase

STRATEGY COUNTS
On-line leagues are

actually quite simple,

even for network neo-

phytes. As Holmes ex-

plains, "You create your

plays, assemble a coach-

ing profile and game plan,

and put everything on the

bus and send it on the

road. If you're the home
team, you get the needed

files from your opponent

and play the home game
on your machine. Much
like a real football game,

you have no idea what to expect from

the visiting team."

WEEKLY LEAGUE UPDATES
At the conclusion of the weekly

schedule, league players download
updated league files with

the result of the week's

games. According to

Holmes, the log files vYou can
created by FPSFB provide me £AMS
vital information to the on-

t view tne
line coach. "When you get action
the play-by-play report, ^om

anywhere

in the

stadium.

you can go in and find out exactly what

went right and what went wrong so you

can make the needed adjustments in

your playbook and coaching profile.

"Reading the log is like hearing the

game on the radio. You can't see the

action, but you get a verbose description

of what is happening in the game. And
if you don't already know the outcome,

it can be pretty exciting to read."

UPLOAD LM MINUTES

For many, the critical concern is the rime

required each week to participate in a

football league. "It can take anywhere from

the few minutes it takes to upload a game

plan," Holmes explained, "to the hours

some people spend tweaking their profiles

and game plans."

Coaches only play their home games

and prepare game plans and profiles for

away games. "Coaches can use the same

profiles and game plans week after

week," Holmes added, "but when you

become predictable, you will eventually

be eaten alive by the opposition."

The cost of participating in an on-line

league is minimal. With a reasonably fast

modem, the time required to download

files each week will take from five to ten

minutes and there is no charge for
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BE THE FIRST ON
YOUR BLOCK TO
JOIN THE SIERRA
MULTIMEDIA CLUB!
For only $19.95, you too can be

a member of our Multimedia
Club and start reaping some
great benefits including:

|^\ S I E R t.

SUMMER 95

EXPERIENCE A
MULTIMEDIA

In each quarterly issue, this

Windows-compatible CD-ROM
disk contains the latest issue of

lnter/\ct/on. But wait! There's

more—you'll also receive a

myriad of FREE things. Playable

demos of the latest, hottest

Sierra games; the current

software upgrades for Sierra

products you already own;
helpful hints and tips on Sierra

games; customer service hints

and much, much more! It's

everything we would love to do
in print but can't. Unless of

course, you wanted us to print

a 500 page magazine four

times a year. Wouldn't your
postal carrier \ \ 1
love that! \
A $39 VALUE-? %%

IS NOW AVAILABLE ON CD!
Call 1-800T57-7707

That's right! Sierra, the nation's leading gaming software company, now offers you an

opportunity to experience InterAct/on magazine on multimedia. We're cramming each

quarterly CD with loads of exciting information and special offers.

\ V

Send Me The Next
Four Issues of

Interaction Magazine
on CD-ROM

I want the take advantage of the fantastic
rebates, great discounts, helpful hints and

awesome demos available only to
Sierra's Multimedia Club members.

Tear out, fold and tape

To Order Call: 1-800-757-7707, or fill out this coupon.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

PHONE:

METHOD OF PAYMENT ( ) VISA ( ) MASTERCARD
( ) AMEX ( ) DISCOVER CARD
( ) Check for $19.95 Enclosed.

Sorry No COD's will be accepted.

EXPIRATION DATE:

SIGNATURE:
Important Note: Minimum lnterAc(7on CD-ROM requirements: 386/33 or better PC with SVGA video card and monitor. Minimum 4

MB memory. If you act now your pocket brain and first CD-ROM disk will arrive with your Summer '95 issue of InterAcfion.

Additional CD-ROM disks will be delivered quarterly with your printed issues of \nierAction magazine. Offer good tn the US. and

Canada only.



HURRY! ACT NOW! THE FIRST 3,000 TO JOIN
SIERRA'S MULTIMEDIA CLUB RECEIVE A FREE
SIERRA HINT LINE PHONE CARD
Just what you've been waiting for!

A FREE Sierra Phone Card good for

$5 in FREE calling to the the AT&T
Multiquest Hint Hot Line. Get those

needed hints for Phantasmagoria or

King Quest VII today. Or, any other

fun Sierra game without worrying
what your next phone bill might
look like. Available 24 hours a day,

365 days a year!

Phone Card

800-45 1-3566
lot? Sierra

CALL 1-300-757-7707

ANY TIME 24 HOURS A
DAY OR FILL OUTAND
RETURN THIS CARD.

NO POSTAGE

NECESSARY IF

MAILED IN THE

UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 4 COARSEGOLD, CALIFORNIA

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

R R A !

SIERRA MULTIMEDIA CLUB
PO BOX 485
COARSEGOLD, CA 93614-9850

II. I, ... II. .II II. I. .II. I. .I. .I. .I. I. II. ...I. I.I

Coupon

BooK F

THE OUTRAGEOUS
COUPON BOOK
FEATURING NEW
SIERRA GAMES AND
GOODIES! FOR CLUB
MEMBERS ONLY!
Your next issue of the InterAction

CD-ROM will also come with a

special book of coupons and
rebates worth over $200! !

!

Additional coupons and offers

EXCLUSIVELY for Sierra

Multimedia Club members will

be sent to you on a regular basis.

Potential Savings of

$200 OR MORE!!!

IT'S A NO BRAINER!
A mind is a terrible thing to

waste. So don't stress when
you're playing any of Sierra's

greatest and latest hits, including

The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain.

Instead squeeze out your
frustration with this handy-

dandy pocket brain. And next

time somebody asks, "Have you
seen my brain," you'll have a

convenient answer.

PRICELESS!!



uploading files to CompuServe. According

to Holmes, "The primary cost for most

coaches is the time spent on-line chatting."

PREPARE FOR THE DRAFT
The leagues on CompuServe are on-

going. After a league season ends with

the playoffs and championship game,

coaches immediately begin preparation

for the draft and the onset of the next

season. Holmes reassured interested

coaches that "There is almost always a

league getting ready to start play within

a couple of weeks."

Even for the digital coach not

interested in joining an on-line league,

the Sports Simulation and Sierra forums

have many things to offer the FPSFB

player. Collections of custom-designed

plays, coaching profiles and even
leagues of historical and all-star teams

can be found in the forum libraries.

"If you don't want to invest the time

to design your own plays, there are

thousands of plays available that you

can download and immediately put to

Football

Pro '95

includes

all of the

official

team

rosters

and
players

stats.

Team Roster - Detroit tmns
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use in your own game
plans when you play

against the computer."

Forum discussions fre-

quently offer the

equivalent of graduate-

level education in

nuances of play design

and coaching strategy.

Both inexperienced be-

ginners and seasoned
veterans can gain insight into the inner

workings of FPSFB by exchanging ideas

and information with the most
knowledgeable coaches in the country.

Experienced players also contribute

complete leagues of custom-designed

teams that can be downloaded. They
range from leagues of great Super
Bowl teams to leagues featuring the

greatest players in the history of each

NFL franchise.

KNOW YOUR TALENT
For the rookie coach, Holmes offered

the following advice, "I would stress

learning the personnel of

your team. Learn how to

exploit your strengths

and avoid your

weaknesses through play-

design, training camp,
trades and the annual
draft. You can win
without having the

fastest, strongest, smartest

players if you know how

Up to the

minute

play-by-play

infor-

mation.

to use the personnel within their

limitations."

Holmes strongly emphasized the benefits

and challenges of participating against

human coaches instead of just playing

against the computer. "You'll find the

competition is fierce, but friendly. New
members will find that all you have to do i s

ask for help, and everybody on-line

will bend over backwards to help you with

anything you need."

Another appeal for many participants is

the camaraderie among coaches. "We're

talking about hundreds of people, almost

all of whom have never spoken or met, and

are scattered all over the globe," explained

Holmes. "Yet everyone feels like they know
each other very well because of the spirit

and friendliness of the members."

For more information contact

Bill Holmes. His e-mail address

is 71220,3275. For the Sierra

Forum contact Jim Ferrell at

74777,213.

Rookie Coaches Get Ready For Sierra's Football League

This is it. You've methodically worked out the plays, carefully

scrutinized your player choices and now you're ready to compete.

Welcome to Sierra's Forum Football Leagues on CompuServe. It's a

great place to start your Football Pro '95 coaching career.

Sierra's new football forum is for the beginning to advanced Football

Pro '95 coach ready to make that transition from armchair quarterback

to sideline guru. Sierra's forum offers rookie coaches the chance to learn

the game a little more before shouldering the pressures and stress

associated with a big league team. Intermediate players, we've got big

plans for you in the next couple of months.

Sierra offers flexible rules and on-line technical support. If you

have a question, we're there to answer it. We'll take the time to

explain detailed ways to improve your coaching style and increase

your knowledge of the game.

There's no wait to join a league either. We offer 8, 12 and 18-team

leagues. Even though it's a shorter season, the smaller Sierra leagues

operate the same as full size 26- team leagues on other forums.

Also, only Sierra's forum offers an arcade play option. It allows

you to complete passes, throw on a dime and exercise more control

of individual players. There's less strategy involved with arcade play,

but you'll gain needed experience.

And it's all worth it at playoff time. If you successfully manage
to get your team to the playoffs or the Superbowl, get ready for

a payoff. It's not just the satisfaction of winning, you could win

big Sierra prizes too. Watch the forum for details.

To access the Sierra Sports/Simulation area from the Sierra forum, just

type "GO SIER" and you'll immediately be in the big leagues. No guts,

no glory. Go for it.

For more information contact:

Jim Ferrell via CompuServe at

74777,213.

Spring 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1-206-644-4343 67



Meet the

maker The

Tl he product development team responsible for

Dynamix's critically-acclaimed Aces of the Deep

U-boat simulation went to great lengths to

make this product the most historically accurate

submarine simulation ever developed for the personal

computer—about 30,000 miles, in fact. That's the

distance team members traveled to gather the data

and prepare some of the features for the company's

first venture into the naval war simulation genre. In

all, Aces of the Deep, Aces of the Deep CD, and the AoD
Expansion Disk required two trips to Washington D.C.

for archival material, a journey to England to visit a

submariner's convention and check for material at

the Imperial War Museum, and a nine-day marathon

to Germany to interview U-boat captains about their wartime experiences. Most of the material gathered

on these trips is unavailable elsewhere, and offers a unique look

at World War II's Battle of the Atlantic.

The Germany trip in particular provided a priceless

opportunity for original research. A team of five (including

the AoD team historian Dennis Kilgore, Dynamix's resident

photographic expert Dale Tendick, video producer Steve

Ames and videographer Marty Dobelmeyer of Steven Ames

Productions in Arlington, Virginia, and Harry Cooper,

president of Sharkhunters International, a submarine

history organization), made a whirlwind trip to Germany
last June to interview some of the most famous U-boat skippers of the war. These gentlemen shared

with us some of their most exciting and memorable war experiences. Much of this material appears

in AoD CD, where the interviews are interwoven with

rare film footage from the war years. The resulting clips

form a unique and valuable contribution to the history

of the Battle of the Atlantic.

Besides being valuable history, the memories of these

captains also offer gamers of Aces of the Deep an important set

of lessons about achieving success in the simulation. Because

of the attention the designers paid to historical accuracy, the

wartime experiences of actual participants can make a real

difference in game play.

\K-;M
Another freightergoes down in the Atlantic.

1

§t0k

By Dennis Kilgore

To Order Direct 24 Hours Day, 7 Days a Week, Call: 1
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Otto
Kretschmer

et ranges were very short (often under 500 meters), it was

difficult for the merchants to maneuver in time to avoid the

attack, and the U-boat was able to place its torpedoes with

great accuracy. The result, it usually took only one torpedo to

sink a merchant ship.

"The new, undisputed champion of submarine simulations... Strikes a near-

perfect balance of historical accuracy and payability. " -computer Gaming world

"I was a fan of getting into convoys..."
Indeed he was. Otto Kretschmer was the leading U-boat ace of the war. He and his

crews sank over a quarter of a million tons of Allied shipping in only nineteen months
of action. One reason for his success was his

tactic of penetrating the escort screen

around a convoy and actually getting in

among the merchants. Once he was in

among the target vessels, there was little

chance of being spotted by a destroyer until

the U-boat had had a chance to fire all its

available torpedoes. Furthermore, since

Historian Dennis Kilgore with the wars top

V-Boat ace Otto Kretschmer.

»

It will take an

accuate sense of

timing and an almost paranoid awareness of the positions and

intentions of convoy escorts to allow you to get inside a convoy

perimeter, but once you have done it you will have a great

opportunity. When the escorts finally realize you're inside their

flock they will pursue. But if you dive, the noise of the convoy

itself will form an effective shield and block underwater detection

systems. Withdraw, reload, and come back for another attack.

That's what Otto Kretschmer did.

"I saw the effect of the exploding

depth charges!"
When the depth charges start raining down, and all your twisting and turning

doesn't throw the destroyers off the scent, you may be tempted to do something

foolish just to end the tension. Stop. Think. If there is a way out of the situation,

panicking won't find it. Often, just when things look most bleak, something will

happen that will give you that one, little chance you need to escape.

For Erich Topp, commander of U-552 (the

Red Devil boat), this situation came up in _

1942. U-552 was on the surface, pursued by a
*

destroyer. The enemy was too close for his boat

to dive safely. All the destroyer would have had

to do would be to drop depth charges in the swirl left by his diving
,

submarine. Hut Topp did not panic. There was little he could do, but what

there was, he did. As it happened, just as he ordered an alarm dive for U-

552—a dive he knew would probably be his last—the destroyer turned and

started throwing depth charges well short of his actual position. U-552 was

saved, to light another day. Commander Topp eventually made 19 war

patrols. Alter the war, he became an Admiral in the new German navy.

Erich Topp

MM*
ted Technical Support Service 24 TW

A ileptli charge leaves ii\ launcher.
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"Simulation Game of the Year" - Computer

Gaming World, May 1995

Gerd Thater

"I always had trouble with planes../'
Gerd Thater look his Type VII C U-boat on cruises as far away as the coast of Brazil. To Captain

Thater, it seemed wherever he went there were airplanes—airplanes who wanted to kill him. rhatei

and his crew shot down two of these pests, hut there were always more and more of them, ami they

gOl better and better at rinding and sinking U-boats. In AoD sou will find that airplanes are a serious

threat, and a continuously threat. II you are lucky enough to survive late in the war you will likely

spend most ol your time hiding from airplanes rather than stalking convoys.

Early on, in the war it is easy to view airplanes as more ol a nuisance than a danger. Do not he

tooled. Airplanes are always dangerous. In general, you should never stay on the surface in the presence of an

airplane unless it catches you by surprise. Bui always keep an eye on how your flying enemy is behaving. If an

airplane does not immediately attack, but circles just out of antiaircraft n
gun range, you may be sure it is calling assistance. Also be very careful

if you spot two aircraft, especially if one is a Wildcat fighter and the

other a TBF torpedo bomber. The Allies, after the summer of 1943,

deployed an air-dropped acoustic torpedo. If the Wildcat can make a

strafing attack and gel you to dive, the TBF will cruise in to drop one

of these homing torpedoes into your wake. The last thing you will ever

hear is your sound man telling you he hears a torpedo in the water.

"It was a little like.. .hell!"

to be ready for anything. When Reinhard Hardegen in his Type IX U-

pproached a small freighter off the American East coast on a March day in

nothing unusual was apparent. U-123 blasted a torpedo into its prey, but it

somehow failed to sink the target. Hardegen decided to finish off

the vessel with gunfire.

Reinhard Hardegen

As the U-boat's gun
crew prepared to open

fire, the captain noticed

that the little ship was

still maneuvering, even

though it appeared that

the crew was abandoning ship.

Suddenly canvas screens dropped and

guns popped out from all over the

small freighter. A hail of fire enveloped U-123, (killing a midshipman

standing next to Captain Hardegen on the bridge). Fortunately the

smoke of the rapidly-withdrawing U-boat's diesel engines obscured the

aim of the American gunners, and U-123 was able to dive and escape

the trap into which she had fallen. Hardegen returned underwater and

put another torpedo into the freighter, finally sinking it. U-123 had

survived an encounter with a Q-ship—a vessel designed to look like an

innocent victim, but which was actually a U-boat hunter.

You never know just how your intended victims and their guards will react. Sometimes it will all seem

too easy. But remember, convoys and their escorts not only vary widely in their possible responses to your

attacks, but that they will learn and improve as the war goes on. As soon as you start believing you have

everything figured out, be prepared for a surprise. It's about to happen.

Broken in two by u torpedo, litis burning

tunikcr will won be gone.

To Order Direct 24 Hours Day. 7 Days a Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707 |
ON Magazine



"A class act from every angle. Aces of the Deep is easily the best simulation of its type on

the market... Excellent graphics and intense action. " -smart, Computer and software Retailing

"I had to abandon my wounded comrade..."
Wilhelm ("Willy") Grap nowadays is a jovial man, who spends much of his time on the affairs of a U-hoat

veteran's organization. But things were different for Willy hack in 1943. He was a diesel mechanic aboard U-

506, a Type IX boat under the command of Kapitan Leutnant (Lieutenant Commander) Wiedemann. On
July 12, 1943, U-506 was a few hundred miles west of Vigo, Spain, when it was spotted by a Liberator of the

American 1st Anti-Submarine Squadron. The resulting fight led to the destruction of U-506 and the death of

most of her crew. Captain Wiirdemann got most of his crew off the boat, then took his boat down with the

hatches open, saluting his crew in the water as he died. Willy

was forced to abandon a wounded comrade laying on the

deck of the boat as it went down.

When you see Willy Grap (a brave man and a warrior),

breaking down as he describes the events of fifty years ago, you realize

this war was not a simulation. It was a very real and very important

time, a time which seared itself into the living memories of those who
survived. The sacrifices of all those who fought the Battle of the

Atlantic—merchant seamen, escort teams, and U-boat crews alike

—

should never be forgotten. Too many died, and too many of the

survivors still bear the scars, to ever allow the memory to fade. Hatteras, March 26, 1942.

Wilhelm
Grap

Otto
Westphalen

"This tactic couldn't be
used anymore../'

Things change. You will find that tried and true

techniques will (as time goes on), become less and less

effective. For Otto Westphalen, the tactic of attacking a

convoy from the surface, relying on the low silhouette

and high speed of his boat to allow him to get within

torpedo range and avoid escorts, became an invitation

to die horribly. As Allied technical superiority,

(especially in radar), became more and more evident,

Captain Westphalen found that he had to change his approach to

convoy attacks in order to survive.

By 1943 you will find that surface approaches to convoys are

becoming dangerous. You will have to spend more time trying to

figure out the real course of a convoy, then race ahead of it and

submerge, hoping that it will come to you. The problem is, once

submerged, your submarine is practically blind and, as Commander

Westphalen describes it, approximately as last as a person on a bicycle.

A change Ol course oi only a lew degrees on the part of the convoy

will leave you helplessly

watching it disappeai

over (he hori/on. As you

curse your luck, reflect on

the tact that at least you

are still alive. Most ol

those who attack convoys

after the middle ol 1943

will not he so lucky.

xpansion
Hsk Offe

GET ACES OF THE DEEP AND THE

ACES OF THE DEEP EXPANSION DISK

FOR 0NU4j? 5J^
SAVE $20.00!

CALL NOW!

1-800-757-7707
Offer # 395SGD

Spring 1995



FRONT PAGE SPORTS THREE-PEATS
For the third year in a row, Front Page Sports Football has been

named "Best Sports Simulation of the Year" by Computer

Gaming World Magazine, the recognized authority in

computer simulations.

This reporter could tell you how the Front Page Sports.

Development team plans to win the award again next

year (but the members of this team are all bigger than me and threatened to

thrash me if I breathed a word about the new features they're working on). I was able to

steal these graphics from their desks while they weren't looking,

but it's probably no surprise that the makers of Front

Page Sports Football plan to include 30 teams on

their NFL roster next year- it's always been

the most authentic game out there.

Check out the Fall '95 Interaction for

news on the incredible new graphics (that

I'm not supposed to talk about), for Front

I

Pages Sports: Football.

FromMEM1*

FOOTBALL

PRO 95

PHANTASMAGORIA LITE?

NOT QUITE.
But Sierra's new game - Shivers will put a scare

into the younger set. From the early looks I've

seen, Shivers will feature all the thrills and chills

of Phantas, but without the

kind of intense stuff that

could blow young minds
away. How much are the two I

alike otherwise? While the I

plot is totally different (and

pretty scary from what I've
j

seen), it will actually use

some of the cooler locations ;

from Phantas. Rumor has it

that Roberta Williams has
j

also been working with

Shivers designer Marcia Bales

on this project. Watch for

more on Shivers in the Summer
'95 InterAction.

ANOTHER BLAST
FROM THE PAST
WITH THEXDER

With the mega-success of the

re-release of Lode Runner (a

1983 hit that has found a new
following this year), Sierra has

given the green light for a

remake of Thexder, a Sierra hit

that sold almost a million

games at a time when the

Apple IIGS was the hot new
state-of-the-art computer. The

star of this show is a robot that

transforms into an jet fighter at

the touch of a button. This

game presents another possible

arcade addiction - look for it

around Christmas.

To Order Direct 24 Hours-a-Day, 7 Days-a-Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707 \NlERACTION Magazine



Good News, Bad News. And a
Great Family Christmas

Product.
i The bad news is there won't be a new King's Quest

next Christmas. The good news is that Designer Al

Lowe, Producer Mark Seibert and Senior Art Director

Andy Hoyos (all long-time Sierra game

development veterans), have

joined forces to produce a

new family game suitable

for al! ages. They promise

it will be full of cute

humor, great puzzles, and fun characters.

They also promise it will be available in

time for Christmas.

This game was referred to in the last issue

of Inter/kf/o/; as Domain's Quest, but the new (and hopefully

final), name is John's Passage. If you think a name change this big is

a good trick, check out the

Boogie. (The cute little purple

character that looks like a cross

between a cat and a miniature

giraffe.) The Boogie can

change into any other object

at will (like an ax or a gift).

I Cool.

WHO BROKE THE BANK IN THE
SIERRA $50,000 KIDS IN COLLEGE

CONTEST?
8-year old Sam Schrieber and 12-year

old Michael Howard have

just been announced as

the the two grand prize

winners of the Sierra

Kids In College contest

Sponsored by the

Talking Tutors team,

contestants were
asked to submit a

poster, written essay

or picture answering

the question, "How
will your future be changed

by computers?" Both of

\V9 these lucky kids have

Jr earned a $50,000 savings bond rV-

(good for their college

I _% funds), based on their

I Jj^ ^k entries. Congratulations
1 Sierra Kids! Remember to

send us an announcement
when you graduate from college!

j^
.

PGRADE YOUR COMPUTER KEYBOA
TO TRUE MULTIMEDIA

THE MAK-100 Multimedia
Audio Keyboard Platinum

Sound™

Magnetically shielded, 4" 20 Watt full range speakers
* A built-in omni directional microphone

* External Microphone jack

* Volume Control Knob

THE Powerful MAK 200
Keyboard

UH^^miil'MR

All the features of the MAK- 1 00 and
separate volume, bass, treble, and balance controls

:

LED sound level indicators for left and right channel
* A high power stereo amplifier

Just $129.95 Just $249.95

Buy the MAK- 700 and receive
LodeRunner: Legend Returns free.

Buy the MAK-200 and receive Lode
Runner and MetalTech: EarthSiege free.

• More Desk Space!
• Better Stereo Sound Quality!

Everything to control multimedia audio is at your fingertips!

• Works with all PC CDROM drives and soundcards!

Order now
800- 757-7707



A Visit To JTP
i was recently invited

to visit Jell Tunnel!

Productions, a renegade

development offshoot ol

Dynamix in Eugene, Oregon.

With great curiosity, I stormed

the studios that brought the world ^
the offbeal The Incredible Machine. I was

dying to get a peek at what Jeff had in

store for the year ahead.

Arriving late, I caught Jeff on his way to

a Sportsmans Show, [eff explained that

he wasn't goofing off, it was research

for the new Bass Fishing game. I laughed

appreciably at his joke before I realized

tie wasn't joking "No really," he said.

"Bass fishing."

It Smelled Fishy, But I

Quickly Got Hooked.
Jeff introduced me to his project

partner Randy Dersham, and Randy
showed me the fishing simulation. This

guy was into it. At first, I was tempted

to laugh about the serious way Randy

treated the subject matter, but the

more he talked, the more I liked what I

was hearing (and I don't fish).

I was reminded that years ago, when
the first computer golf sim hit the

market, I had laughed at it too. (How

could a computer simulate golf? What
a silly idea.) I'd been wrong about this,

to the tune of a few million golf games

sold per year. Bass Fishing has striking

similarities. In both games, you have

to pick the proper equipment. The
strategy on where to fish (based on

lake conditions, the weather,

etc.), actually makes
more sense to me

IS'

than checking out the wind conditions

or the way the grass is cut on computer

golf. Best of all though, the arcade aspect

of Buss Fishing is actually much BETTER

than a computer golf experience. Instead

of the swing of the club as the main
point of control, the trick is to correctly

cast. The mastery involved in reeling in a

big one without breaking the line or

killing the fish is incredibly challenging. I

quickly found myself liking this game
despite my real desire to make fun of it.

*'

Throughout the presentation,

Randy stressed this game
would realistically simulate the

experience of a real Bass Fishing

competition. The only place he

admits the sim is not realistic is in

the way that you can see the fish

under the water. (An improvement on

real fishing, since you always know
when bass are considering your lure and

when you make a mistake that scares

away your scaly opponent). Randy even

discussed the "Artificial Intelligence" of

By Johnnie Magpie

the fish in the

si m u lat i on ,

pointing oul thai

fish really don't

have brains, but

react to changes in

nature. (Bass Fishing is

a battle of wits against

an unarmed opponent.) Randy

noted that his Al for tin fish

movement was created using

statistics from the U.S. Department

of Fish and Game.

Finally, Randy explained that a

major goal of the Bass Tourney is to

catch a fish, weigh it, then return it

to the lake alive. As he launched

into exactly how this feat of fish

preservation was achieved, I decided

1 knew more about Bass Fishing than

I really wanted to know at this

point. Humbled by Randy's serious

respect for his sport, I decided that I

would report on this game without

resorting to bad puns, silly jokes,

or otherwise telling fish stories.

Randy has a winner here.

If you can get past the reaction

to laugh at the idea of Bass Fishing

simulations (even Randy admits it's

an easy concept to dismiss), it

really will be fun to play. This

game should be available this fall.

Not Another Fish Story

When we arrived at the next

development office, I thought I'd re-

entered familiar territory. One wall

of the office was full of sketches and

print-outs of screens that I knew to

be from the Outpost game. (I'd heard

that future development of Outpost

was going to be done by Dynamix

—

not JTP—so this surprised me.) The

other wall featured detailed sketches

of bumpers and other goodies that

looked to be part of the next

generation of games in the Take-A-

Break Pinball series. I didn't expect

any surprises here, but 1 was wrong.

With his typical enthusiasm,

Jeff told me that he wanted to

show me a new pinball game design

he was working on. I sat

down at the computer and

74 To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call: 1-800-757-7707 IHXEKACnON Magazine



was presented with a low-res

portrayal of a pinball game. The
game graphics were practically non-

existent—almost as blocky as those

of the Pong game from almost two

decades ago—but the pinball game
itself played well. In fact, I quickly

found myself enjoying it immense-

ly. The ball moved around realistic-

ally, and the flipper action was
authentic. The challenges were there,

even if the graphics weren't. I closed

my eyes and could almost see the

flashing lights and colors. When I

closed my eyes I also missed the

ball and lost the game. (Pretty

dumb huh?)

Jeff explained that he has been

prototyping his upcoming games
with intentionally bland graphics so

that he can test to see if people are

really having a good time playing

them. If a game without graphics and

sound can keep a player's interest,

then it is good enough to build a

product around.

That point made, with a grin Jeff

presented what a real pinball screen

from the game would look like,

awestruck. I managed to

talk Jeff out of the

screenshot below.

was

Building Mankind's
Future In Pinball

At press time, the game didn't have a

name yet, but what I saw on screen was

plainly the impressive, rendered

graphics of Outpost molded around the

pinball game I'd played. Before I even

finished applauding Jeff's ingenuity, he

was busy showing me the fancy stuff

he'd built in to blow any gamer's mind.

The whole game merges pinball with

Outpost. The pinball is launched onto

the play field using a monorail system,

and the ball interacts with dozens of

Outpost items. Dozers knock the ball

around. The molten ore of the

smelters splashes and sparks

when hit with a pinball.

Terrain crumbles on
impact revealing hidden

passages in the rocky cliffs.

"Incredible" I exclaimed. "Pre-

release." Jeff laughed, "Just wait till

you see what we have planned for

the final version."

Exiting the offices of Jeff Tunnell,

paused to reflect on an answer Jeff

once gave in a long-ago magazine

interview. In response to the

question, "What will you be doing

in 15 years?" he had said, "I'll be

making the games that are totally

different than what everyone else is
1

making." He positioned himself
then as the rebel software maker he

still is today. *

NEXT ISSUE:
JOHNNIE VISITS
DYNAMIX. SUBS,

SIMS, SPORTS, AND
CYBERSPACE.

Spring 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1-206-644-4343



A Look Ahead —
=xAt New And Exciting^

-: Things To Come

of these two great battle simulations.

Check out the information on Page 44.

Phantasmagoria

Renowned adventure game writer

Roberta Williams creates a frightening

and believable tale of horror. Read all

about it on Page 30 - if you dare.

Space Quest 6: The Spinal Frontier

Space Janitor Roger Wilco goes for

the throat (and various internal

organs) in this outrageous satire of

science fiction films, and video &

computer games. See Page 23

for a peek of the lunacy ahead.

Mixed-Up Mother Goose DELUXE

A twisted treatment of the timeless

tales. Already a classic computer

adventure game, now improved with

SVGA graphics and cooler kids. Read

about in on Page 28.

ADI Learning System

Help Sierra put the finishing touch

on this new learning system designed

to supplement school learning while children have

fun. Application form appears on Page 19.

Outdoor Sportsman: Trophy Bass

The ultimate computer simulation of, uh, bass fishing. If it

doesn't sound great already, you haven't read the Magpie

Pages this issue. They begin on Page 74

.

Ultra 3-D Pinball

The first 3-D pinball game that

launches you into cyberspace

unencumbered by the physical

realities of a pinball table. Check it out

on Page 74.

m>

Playtoons:

4
A new series of interactive books that let

players mix and match the characters

between stories. Playtoons also includes

storytelling tools so children can design

their own stories. (See Page 26).

EarthSiege and Aces Of The Deep Expansions

New Missions and machinery to expand the excitement

Police Quest: SWAT

The creator of the SWAT concept, former L.A. Police

Chief Daryl Gates, talks about this project in an

exclusive interview on Page 60.

Police Quest Collection

All the interactive cases of the Police Quest

adventure game series in one great collection,

including Police Quest 4 by Daryl Gates.

Thexder 2

Another classic arcade game comes back for more.

A brief look at this one appears on Page 72.

Last Dynasty

Two teens from Earth are drafted into an

interstellar attack force in this totally spaced-out

space combat simulation. Check it out on Page 36.

Hoyles Classic

For over a century, playing "According to Hoyle"

has meant to play card an board games "by the

book." The upcoming Hoyles' Classic makes

great game play even better with great graphics

and sound.

Torin's Passage

A delightful family adventure

game filled with fascinating

characters, magic and intrigue. A
brief look at this exciting new game

appears on Page 73.

Shivers

A spine-tingling and spooky mystery adventure

game suitable for the whole family. Read all

about it on Page 72.

Gabriel Knight: The Beast Within

The heart-stopping sequel to the award-winning

Gabriel Knight mystery, Sins of the Father is in

design now. Designer Jane Jenson talks about her

work on Page 40.

Information valid as of March 12, 1995.

Subject to change without notice. This

Product Release Schedule should not be
used for financial considerations such as

Sierra stock purchases.
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Hint Books

Half Price

Only ?4.95 each
plus ?1.50 shipping. Regularly ?9.95 each.

Adventures of Willy Beamish Gabriel Knight King's Quest IV The Prophecy

Battle Bugs Gobliiins King's Quest V Quest For Glory 1

Codename: Iceman Gobliins 2 King's Quest VI Quest For Glory III

Colonel's Bequest Goblins Quest 3 Lost in Time Quest For Glory IV

Conquests of Camelot Gold Rush Leisure Suit Larry 1 Rise of the Dragon (disk or Sega)

Conquest: Longbow Heart of China Leisure Suit Larry 2 Incredible Toon Machine

Castle of Dr. Brain Inca 1 Leisure Suit Larry 3 (formerly Sid & Al's Toons)

Dagger of Amon Ra Inca II Leisure Suit Larry 5 Space Quest 1

EcoQuest: Search for Cetus The Incredible Machine 2 Leisure Suit Larry 6 Space Quest II

EcoQuest 2: Lost Secret of the Rain Forest King's Quest 1 Police Quest 1 Space Quest III

Even More Incredible Machine King's Quest II Police Quest 3 Space Quest IV

Freddy Pharkas, Frontier Pharmacist King's Quest III Police Quest 4 Space Quest V

FREE!Find out what's

See pages 80-81 for 3 easy ways to free products!

Order Now! Here's How!

1-800-757-7707
Z4 hours a day, 7 days a week

or Fax: 1-408-644-2018 or CompuServe: GO SIERRA o. Sierra BBS: 1-206-644-0112 or Write: Sierra On-Line, P.O. Box 3404, Salinas, CA 93912

THE SIERRA NO-RISK GUARANTEE
We want you to be happy with every Sierra product you purchase from us. Period. If for any reason you're not

pleased with any product, return it within 30 days for an exchange or a full refund.

Shipping & handling: In U.S. ?4.00 1st class for first item, ?5.00 for two items or more, restrictions apply. ?5.75

per order, for OVERNIGHT/NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON ORDERS RECEIVED BEFORE NOON PST. (Not available in all areas.

Orders shipped Mon.-Fri. only.)

Local sales tax applies in these states:

WA 8.2%, CA 7.75%, TX 8.25%, IL 6.25%, MN 6.25%, PA 6.0%, MA 5.0%, NY 8.25%, NJ 6.0%, CT 6.0%, VA 4.5%, Ml 6.0%



We think King's

Quest VII is the

best game ever

made, li has more

compelling featun

than an) othei

interactive

adventure,

including two

resourceful

s and a

B
magical world

dI I. iira-s and bizarre

trolls. With animation so gorgeous, it ^^^^^^
rivals the best work from Disney. "There's no such t

ii anything conies close, it's .1 new King's Quest gam PI

,\ sure ix

(uinicr

sharp 111 [Ins high res( I >, ar

I tell oil im chair

laughing."

/'< \Aagazine.

Strangely

enough, that's

the same

response

I airy gets

from the

various

women he

attempts to

charm in

leisure Suii Larrj 6. 1 arry's lookin'

en t.ilks oui loud. You'll laugh out loud

,is Larry strikes out with the women again and again!

WA )

PC PC ^flft

I he malevolent ( ybrid robot force bears down on Earth,

bent on destruction. Can mankind be saved? Metaltechi

Earthsiege offers an apocalyptic barde between man and

machine, "...the Ix-st looking of the battling robots suns

this year...gives

serious simulation

t.ins.in incredible

new battle field to

conquer."

-Computer

Gaming World.

( i.ibnel Knight is a clever guy, but can he conquer Ins

nightmares and solve a centuries-old murder myster)

lull ol voodoo, witchcraft, ex romance? Great voices

provided by Tim c iirry, Mark I lamill and Michael

Dorn (on the CD version), and sunn- real scarj smit.

^^ "The first time

IMrifrM Ol ,„ *4 we have

^(Pf " "•""" WFA actual!) expe-

rienced tear

from watching

a computer

game..."

-Computer
Gamine World. a a pc pc mac

!E is realistic,

thought-

2jX^j| provoking and

entertaining.

B'B' pc*'

Open Season draws players into a very disturbing

world where players are not just "behind the

badge," they become both the hunter and the

hunted. It challenges players to choose between

"doing it by the book" or doing it to save your life.

Film quality

scenes and Bt-r- -f •>
u*Lii

soundtrack.

lice Quest 4 Mm
£Jll

* «ar

With all systems from sonar to torpedoes at your

command. Aces of the Deep offers an unbeatable

combination of graphics and action that puts this

game high on our top ten list. "... meticulously

crafted simulation model. ..stunning graphical

depiction. ..simply one of the most impressive

pieces of

software I've

had the

pleasure of

playing." said

Computer

Gaming World.

fcES Deep

454.95

B pc*

The Outpost you command represents humankind's

valiant last-gasp effort to preserve the species after

Earth's destruction. You survive by wits alone as

you struggle to reconstruct a new life on another

world. "The celestial bodies are so rich in color and

definition that only the space shuttle or Voyager

probes can

match them."

-Computer

Game Player

Magazine. See

article this issue

for free software

add-on!

FREE! Bonus Product - see pages 80 and 81 for more details.

\ fantasy role-playing experience of magic, story-

telling and 3-Space technology. You'll fight an

epic battle amid wizardry, darkness and deceit.

Betrayal at Krondor is "a genuine genre-bender,

bound to inspire other designers as much as it is

to please

adventurers."

-QuestBusters

Magazine.

PC PC

INTER/4C77CW Magazine



LlaLJ

$44.95

* MAC

MAC 'H'

Many game mavens consider it the most engaging

game ever. Carried on the tide of popular demand.

Lode Runner:

The Legend

Returns makes

its way from

the video

arcades to your

computer

screen, and

serves as "proof that they do make em like they

used to-and even better." -The Advocate.

n_) Has it been too long since your last major league baseball

Bx? Suffer no more! Front Page Sports: Baseball is here!

The crack of the

bat and the

cheers of the

croud are no

further than your

monitor. Eye-

popping 3-D

graphics and up-

to-date statistics bring baseball back to life! Ofhcialk

licensed bv the M.LB.P.A.

ADD $5.00 FOR CD. VERSIONS

CLU
(Ages 12 and Up) This wacky game is loaded

with mind-building puzzles and adventures,

sparkling animation, and lots of great

humor-it's no wonder Dr. Brain won
the Playrighr's Choice Award and

garnered a "four mouse" rating from

Mac User's Ultimate Guide to
MAC PC

Children's Software.

erg)

pn
•,#*'.

~

PC pc

SO

H 03 MAC*"**'

££i

pc -kw

(Ages Sand Up) Play The
Incredible Machine 2 and

you will know why the

nation's leading game critics

are staying up late at night

trying to figure out just one

more puzzle. This turbo-

charged brain-teaser puts

you in a world where

pinwheels, dynamite, fish,

pulleys and even chunks of

smelly cheese can be

manipulated to solve

puzzles.

(Ages 1-6) Early Math
is the winner ol .1 Seal of

Approval from the National

Parenting Center, a Gold

Medal from the National

'arenting Publications, and

rated "Five Stars" by the

( bildren's Software Kerne.

"Our famil) testers loved

»id (1 arly Math's

animated tutor). ..giving

_ Early Math a 9 out of

10 in almost every

category." -Family l'( .

(Ages >' 6) Somehow,
somebody scrambled

Mother < loose's classics.

Your kids will acquire

great reading skills .is

they help unscramble

them in Mixed-Up
Mother GoOSC Selected

by the Solt ware

Publishers Association as

the Beasi I arly Education

'rogram. "Simply

lelightful learning."

•( 'omputer I ntertainment

ggg>

Kid's,

rypJ.)'K>

Si 'fin' MAC

lad

(Ages 7-10) Most kids

think learning how to type

is as much tun as going to

the dentist! They'll change

their tune after playing

Kid's Typing. Typing-

impaired parents can also

learn a thing or two from

Spooky, the ghostly tutor.

"Five Stars—Highest

Rating -CD-ROM
Today. Seal of

Approval National

Parenting Center.

(Ages 9-12) Spelling

Blizzard is a great

adventure tor kids. They

will love learning to spell

the toughest words as

ihc\ navigate spelling

mazes in order to rescue

the animals of the Arctic

from a mysterious Hood.

994 NAITA "Honor"
Medal winner.

P^F^^^DB

fS 65

ADD

(Ages 8 and Up)

vet] bod) loves I he

ncredible Loon
Machine dial's why it's

so hard tor kids to

w resile u aw.n from

their parents' game
hogging clutches. "This

one is a riot!"

'< / aptop < omputers

Magazine.

(Ages 4-8) We went

"Bananas" when the

first wave ol raves came
in on Beginning

Reading. And when your

kids finish this

innovative game they'll

have no trouble reading

all the rave reviews it's

earned: "Cirade: A: USA
Today. Seal of Approval

-National

Parenting Center

(Ages 7-10) Family Fun

Magazine ranks Spelling

Jungle among the

nation's best buys for

ages 8-12. Child

Magazine named it the

Best Kids' Software of

1 994 m the 1 anguage

Arts category. I he

Wizard Yobi will put a

"spell" on your children

that will make

learning fun.

m *" PC
'

'«'

t~P\Si,ir,i/>nu

O

flAIIVHJRE51

pc 0,

(Ages 10- and Up) When
you play EcoQuest: I ost

Secret of the Rainlorest

you'll see for yoursell w In

Play Magazine said "...the

graphics, animations and

sounds are tirsi rate," as

you explore the exotic

ecosystem ol the South

American rain forest.

A real challenge to your

mind and imagination and

great way to learn

natural science.

Buy 2 kids products - and get one more FREE ! See pages 80 and 81... 79



For less than the price of dinner

Incal

Top 10 Adventure Games

Compute, 1994

Travel across space and
time with a combination of

complex puzzle solving,

mythical role-playing and

outerspace battle

simulation.

DOS Disk was $49"

now only $14"

Leisure Suit Larry 1

A silly, risque romp through

the singles scene and a

challenging game that will

test your street smarts and

suave sophistication.

DOS Disk was $59"

now only $17"

Leisure Suit Larry 5

A gender-bending romp
through the sleazy side of

the underworld. Help Larry

& Patti take on organized

crime, the FBI and more.

Mac Disk was $59"

now only Si 7"

Freddy Pharkas.

Frontier Pharmacist

Step into the boots of a

meek pharmacist who must

resume his gunslinging past

to halt a reign of terror in

post-Gold Rush California.

Mac Disk was $69'

now only $14"

I

\

1 Mrr ft. Mutf-UwvbWK UMtlWM
mjiilwUunminfi

GOBttfNTi SI

^^5 ant fi

Gobliiins

Guide three eager imps as

they use their special skills

on an insane quest filled

with warped objects and

logic stretching puzzles.

DOS Disk & CD as $49"'

now only $14"

Gobliins 2

Someone has kidnapped

the prince! Take on a

smorgasbord of twisted

traps, maniacal monsters

and perplexing puzzles to

rescue him.

DOS Disk wu$49>

now only $17"

Goblins Quest 3

Puzzle your way through

this surprise-filled

adventure game. Fiendishly

clever puzzles, highly

animated characters and

lively background music

make this a delight for the

whole family.

DOS Disk was $49"

now only $19"

Police Quest I

Patrol the mean streets and

master police procedures

while directing forensics

and crime lab

investigations.

DOS Disk was $59"

now only $14"

The Shadow of Yserbius

Complete quests, acquire

I'! .md advance in level.

Then import your character

into the multi-player INN

network!

DOS Disk w., 1 $29

now only $14"

Quest for Glory III

Confront the unspeakable

evil at the heart of fear and

violence as you bring peace

through a balance of

loyalty, friendship, bravery

and honor.

DOS Disk wis $59'

now only $19"

Space Quest I

The top-secret Star

Generator has been stolen.

Help Roger Wilco get it

back, or the universe as we
know it is toast!

DOS Disk was $59"

now only $14"

Lost in Time

Race across time and

explore hostile jungles,

luxurious chateaus and a

history fraught with danger

to face your enemy before

he erases your future.

DOS Disk & CD * $29"

now only $14"

free lames 5 lans



and a movie, you can enjoy...

K^^Tt Castle of Dr. Brain

Sierra Dr'svowy Serin

Expand problem-solving

skills as you think your way
through science stumpers,

mazes, logic problems,

codes and math games.

(Ages 12&up)

DOS, Mac Disk was $49''

now only $14"

Island of Dr Brain

"a fascinating getaway"

PC Games, 1994

Use your brain to get past

flashing flamingos, a

hidden picture garden and

a temperamental volcano.

Filled with puns and

puzzles. (Ages 1 2 & up)

DOS Disk wis $34'

now only $17"

Sierra Dem/try Series V

Siena Discover)- Series

EcoQuest

The Search for Cetus

Explore the delicate

balance of nature in this

challenging undersea

odyssey. Learn about

environmental issues as

you search for the great

whale king. (Ages 10 & up)

DOS/Win Disk & CD . w» $34''

now only $17"

Turbo Science

Learn why planes fly,

lightbulbs glow, magnets

attract, and wrecking balls

bash as you compete in a

laser-fast science race.

(Ages 9 to 14)

DOS Disk was $49"

now only $17"

Sierra Discovery Series
EcoQuest: Lost Secret

of the Rainforest

Trek through lush jungles,

caverns and ancient ruins

to defeat real-life dangers

threatening the rainforests.

(Ages lO&up)

DOS/Win Disk w»> $49''

now only $19"

King's Quest II

Filled with danger, mystery

and fantastic creatures, this

is a magical adventure

you'll never forget!

DOS Disk & CD as $69"

now only $14"

Slater and Charlie

Introduce reading and

computers to young
children with an animated

story of two dinosaur pals

who wander from one

adventure to another.

(Ages 3 to 8)

DOS, Mac Disk was $49"

now only $14"

Adventures of

UJilly Beamish

Adults and kids will love

Willy's zany antics, his

peculiar family and the

side-show of geeks, freaks

and animals that will keep

you laughing for hours.

DOS Disk w„ s $59' v

now only $14"

-i 'plies last

r - KM

Screen Antics of

Johnny Castaway

Save your screen and tickle

your funny bone with the

world's first storytelling

screen saver. Hundreds of

hilarious situations.

Win Disk «i, $39'"

now only $14"

Pepper's Adventures

in Time

Try to put things back the

way they were after history

cjoi's bonkers and mixes up

VyH events of 1 776 and the

Wa 1960s. (Ages 8 & up)

DOS Disk

WP^^*' now only $14"

Hoyles Book of Games.

Uolume 3

Challenge many of your

favorite Sierra characters to

Checkers, Parchisi, Yacht

and Snakes and Ladders, or

go head-to-head with your

friends in multi-player

mode!

DOS Disk. ...WM $49"

now only $17" \

Football

Call the plays and watch

the action through the

player -controlled floating

camera. Drafting, trading

i .imp injuries, free

agents- -even instant

replays!

DOS Disk w.,-.$59'

now only $19"

o
Buy 3 games from

these two pages,

and pick another one

FREE!

©
Buy 2 games from

pages 78-79 or 82-83,

and get one from these

two pages iKcE!

©
Buy 2 games from

Critic's Choice, pages 6 & 7,

and choose one from these

two pages FREE!
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The Euen More

Incredible Machine

Find two great
make your way

from pages
ALMCST thepg

Combine 56 outrageous animat^d.parts (like spring-

loaded boxing gloves and bundle"; of dynamite) in a

gazlllion strange ways to solve 160 mind-melting

puzzles. Plus, build puzzles to trade with you

friends.

DOS/Win, Mac disk $34'

DOS CD $49"

Take-A-Bieak Pinball

Deal a game of Solitaire, Gin Rummy, Crazy 8's,

Old Maid, Cribbage, Hearts, Bridge or Euchre:

There's something for everyone! Play

against animated opponents, including

many favorite Sierra characters.

DOS/Win, Mac disk .... $34"

Take command of your six-legged troops, using

classic military strategy to conquer enemy soil- -a
(

! kitchen floor strewn with junk food! Fight 56
'. battles, each more complex, challenging and
' hilariously funny.

DOS disk $44"

Take-fl-Break

Crosswords Deluxe

Have up to three balls in play at once with the thrills and

skills of big arcade machines: fast bumper action, tilts,

grunge, sizzling sound and speech. Eight full featured

pinball games allow up to four players.

Win disk $24"

I

Take a break and challenge yourself to one of 750

word puzzles from the creators of the famous Dell

Crosswords. Animated graphics, digitized speech

and an original musical score make crosswords more
fun than ever Win, Mac disk $24"

flees of the Pacific

and TO!

Guide the escaped survivors of an alien conquest of ;

Earth towards a new life in outer space. This engaging 1

combination of role-playing, strategy gaming and

science fiction adventure offers limitless challenges.

DOSdisk $44"
NEWlDOSCD $49" '

^3ACK TO STRATeGY Z.

"Without a doubt one ot the best flightgames! hove seen." Compute:

Game Review Launch ground attacks, intercept bombers and

dogfight the legendary aces of WWII while flying 25

meticulously researched vintage aircraft. Then fight battles

that "could have been" with the WWII: 1 946

Expansion Disk. DOS disk & CD .. $49" /

flees of the Deep

Mission Disk N*Wl

Climb into the cockpit for some of the most dramatic

dogfighting of WWII. Fly every classic airplane ever

developed for WWII while you patrol the front lines,

target supply depots and come face-to-face with

moving targets. DOS disk & CD $49"

i

Experience more of the submarine simulation that

will keep you breathless for hours. Authentic realism

with new weapons, sounds and a new submarine in the "^
Mediterranean. Improved speed, range, depth, fire controlq

o

(Ages 3-6) Winner of a a Gold Medal from the

National Parenting Publication Awards, and

rated "Five Stars" by the Children's Software

Revue. Six exciting math games that involve

shapes, counting, plus many more surprises.

Win, Mac Disk .... $34<

Win, Mac CD $39"

L ON TO
Red Baron with

Mission Builder

£E>U C ATlOhJ =fr
Berlitz Liue! Spanish

h rflF.v

-i.i Lia
MIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIII

and radar. DOS disk $34"

Step back in time to WWI to experience the birth of aerial

combat firsthand. Engage in close-range dogfights, take

on zeppelins, escort bombers deep into enemy territory

and go head-to-head with famous aces.

DOS, Mac disk $34"

1 99S International Winter Consumer Electronics Show Innovations '95

Software Showcase Winner Place yourself in real life situations

and listen to correct pronunciations while you watch

accurate lip movements of characters on screen. Proven

Berlitz methods help you master the language fast.

Win, Mac CD. $79"

^^OVf^ TO v/MULATfOM



GAMES HERE AND
TO A FREE GAME
80&81.

i

>k New team information, player rosters, NFL rules,-*nd the

i new CAMS camera, carry the '95 version of the most

highly-acclaimed football simulation to the goal line.

Choose from three levels of coaching or action play.

DOS disk $54"
DOS CD $59"

DOS disk Upgrade $34"

Freddy Phaikas,

Frontier Pharmacist

Strategy and tactics count in this arena. Choose your

HF.RC, its weapons, the conditions, the level of battle

and the amount to wager. This game is modem and

network ready! DOS disk $44"
NEW! DOS CD $49"

Best New AdventureGame, 1993 fame, Stride the streets of

post-Gold-Rush California in this tall-and- twisted

tale full of pestles and pistols. You play Freddy Pharkas,

the meek pharmacist who must resume his gunslinging

past to defend against catastrophe.

DOS/Win disk.... $29"
DOS/Win CD ....$39"

Gettfiewordout—thisisgreatstuff. Bfmtl (Ages 3 6)Lci !

' Bananas and Jack, two animated talking tutors, this

T revolutionary educational program unites proven learning

methods with the latest computer technology to teath

your child all the letters and sounds of the aFphabet. -I

Win, Mac disk $34"
Win, Mac CD $39"

(Ages 7-10) Winner of a 1 994 Club Kidsoft

Member's Choice Award. Spooky's antics rate

high with kids. With so much hilarious haunting

and Spooky's ghostly humor, children hardly

know they're practicing typing speed and

accuracy. Win, Mac disk $34"
Win, Mac CD

§

o
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Includes King's Ouesr / through King's Quest VI (including

the MPC versions of V and VI), new materials, original

design documents, an interview with authoress Roberta

Willi. nm. afld a first look at King s Quest VII. Two full CDs.

Win/DOS CD $54"

Quest for Glory III:

Shadows of Darkness

Race against time to acquire the wisdom and power to

defeat a menacing threat to the Inca world. You'll solve

complex puzzles, play mythical roles in (he struggle for

power, and hang on to your seat during exciting arcade

sequences. DOS disk $29"
DOS CD $39"

Space Quest

Collector'sjdition

fun, complex, absorbing and funny, i 'eiumkGpmes Step into the

role of Fighter. Magic User or Thief as you unravel the

black mysteries of the Dark One and battle his legion of

monsters-an. own unique

character and select play from pure strategy to arcade

style action. DOS/Win disk $49"
DOS/Win CD $54"

King's Quest III

Get ready to laugh 'til you burst with this collection of .

Space Quest games / through V, including the C

1

versions. Also Inc ludes an "inside look" at the design cjf

the series and the cult hit arcade game "Miss

Astrochicken." Win/DOS CD $54"

Leisure Suit Larry

Collector's Edition

Marshall your wits and imagination to overcome baffling

i"scuea

ncess in peril. This timeless I Miliums

i the world.

DOS, Mac disk $54"
DOS/Win CD $54"

For the (irst time ever, the collected .adventures of .inti

ure Suit I any are all available In ope package.

Includes the original Larry I thru i, lorry 5 and the all hi

m Suit Larry 6 Also includes Latter Unlit"

Election of Silly clip flit, and other craziness

Win/DOS CD $54"



Sierra proudly presents these

fabulous new titles for gainers of all ages.

Aces Collector's Edition

This unsurpassed flight

simulation value offers a

complete set of Sierras

award winning, historic

flight simulations including

Aces Over Europe, Aces of the

Pacific, Red Baron, Mission

Builder andA 10 Tank Killer!

Also includes on-line photos,

war maps, pilot profiles and

air combat techniques.

in CD $59.95

Phantasmagoria

Prepare yourself for a

compelling, terrifying

experience more

frighteningly realistic than

any adventure game ever

made. Professional acting,

lush realism and a haunting

soundtrack create a

nightmare you won't soon

forget.

Win, Mac CD % i)

Space Quest 6

loir lanes with hundreds of

your favorite hemes, past to

present, in the most

uproarious Space Quest ever.

Roger boldly goes where no

computer game has gone

before, from the distant

reaches of Polysorbate LX to

the close up recesses of

Innei Space.

Win, Mac CD $54.95

The Bizarre Adventures of

Woodruff and the Schnibble

In a bizarre world, long after

atomic wars, the last of the

human race surfaces after

centuries underground to

find the earth inhabited by

peace-loving creatures called

Boozooks! Help Woodruff

save the entire Boozook

civilization.

Win CD. s
39-95

MIXED-UP

MOTH?K#?SE
Mixed-Up Mother

Goose Deluxe

(Ages 3 to 6) Children expand

skills in reading, following

directions, problem solving

and map reading as they

journey through a mixed-up

Mother Goose Land. Seek out

and retrieve lost objects of

Bo Peep, Miss Muffet and Old

King Cole.

Win, Mac CD S39.95

The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain

(Ages 12 and up) Think your

way through a series of

puzzles and mazes. Dr. Brain

transferred too much of his

brain to Rathbone, his

ordinary lab rat. You must

repair Dr. Brain's brain and

restore Rathbone to his

ordinary cheese-loving state.

Win, Mac CD $44,95

Whether it's a simulation, an adventure, a children's classic, an outlandish comedy or a spine-tingling terror,

be the first on your block to own the games the world will be talking about tomorrow.

Call 1-800-757-7707 to order,

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

SIERRA
P.O. Box 53008

Bellevue.WA 98015-3008
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